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FINAL REPORT

ON

STUDY OF THE VIBRATION CHARACTERISTICS OF BEARINGS
INTRODUCTION

This study covers work performed by P DSIe Industries, Inc.
under U. S. Navy Contract No. NObs-78552, between April 1960 and
February 1963.

The purpose of the study was to investigate the vibration
and noise producing characteristics of large roller bearings for
propulsion machinery of ships as well as smaller rolling bearings
used In auxiliary drives, with the ultimate aim of devising means
to reduce vibration and noise caused by these bearings for all
audio and subsonic frequencies.

A similar contract (NObs-771b4) was awarded to the Frankli
Institute in July 1959, and has also recently been completed. Chat
contract covered only the vibration of small bearings for auxiliary
drives.

Wcrk performed by 2' Industries under Contract NObs-78532
has been covered by the following reports:

Progress Reports No. 1-17, issued bi-monthly during the period

between Anril 1960 and January 1963.

The following "Special Reports".

Relative Axis Motion Induced by Variable Elastic Compliance in
Ball Bearings (CESU Report L60L023)

Harmonic Analysis of the Relative Axis Motion Induced by
Variable Elastic Compliance in Ball Bearings (2 D Report AL61LO09)

A Study of Elastic Vibrations of the Outer Race of a Rolling
Elempnt Bearing (MMO Reuort AL61L027)

Analytical Study of the Vibratitn of a Bearing with Flexurally
Rigid Races (MVIU Report AL61L032)

Flexural Vibrations of a Ball Bearing Outer Ring due to Ball
Loads (EDe Report AL61L037)

Analytical Study of the Radial, Axial and Angular Vibrc ijn of
a Bearing with Flexurally Rigid Races 0 M Er Report AL62LOO5)

-I-
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This report is the Summary Report of the study. -It, 6n k'filw _:
of three parts:

Part I, covering Phase III of the Contract (Study of bearings
with bore size range of 25-100 im).

Part II,covering Phases I and II of the Contract (Study of II
large cylindrical, spherical and tapered roller bearings).

Part III, Design Guidelines, in which the effects of various
parameters on the vihration of both small deep groove ball bearings
and large roller bearings are summarized, and a procedure, is given
for use in designing bearings for quiet running applications.

SUMMARY

The main results of the study are listed below;

1. Equipment and techniques for measuring vibration character-
istics of small ball bearings and large roller bearings is now
available. It includes equipment developed especially for this
contract and equipment in general use at E 097 Industries, which was
applied to contract work.

a, Vibration test eqdpment to measure radial, axial and !!
angular vibrations of the bearing outer ring or of a
housing in which the bearing is mounted, in the frequency
range between 3 and 10000 cps, both at discrete frequen-
cies and in finite frequency bands. The equipment per-
mite measurement at various radial and axial loads and
rotational speeds.

b. Equipment for measurement of the airborne noise emitted
by the bearing.

c. Equipment for study of vibration damping characteristics
of bearing housings.

d. Equipment for measurement of the micro-geometry of bearirg
parts.

2. A mathematical theory of bearing vibration has been developed
and presented. This theory relates the amplitudes and frequencies of
bearing vibration to its sources. Natural frequencies of the bearing
have been computed and the effect of housing elasticity on the bearing
vibration has been analyzed.

-2-
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3. Experiments have been conducted for the following purposes:

a. To verify the mathematical theory relating vibration
to its sources, with special emphasis on- the correlation
between vibration and waviness, measured at discrete
frequencies and In finite bands.

b. To experimentally determine natural frequencies of the
bearing, to compare these to the computed frequencies.

c. To study the effect of damping, both within the bearing 
and in the housing, on bearing vibrations, and to test
the feasibility of using special vibration attenuating
bearing mounts.

d. To study the efect of rotational speed, and axial and
radial load on bearing vibration.

e. To study the airborne noise of bearings under various
loads and rotational speeds and correlate airborne noise
with structureborne vibrations.

f. To construct, and study the vibration characteristics of,
bearings with improved micro-geometry of parts and of
improved design.

4. The effects of vdrious bearing parameters (both micro-geometry

and design parameters), as well as operating and mounting parameters
on the vibration characteristics of bearings have been examined, Guide
lines for the selection of parameters have been given.

1. The principal accomplishments of this research are:

a. Design principles to make quieter rolling bearings.

b. Theory and exoerimental evidence identifying the micro-
geometrical causes of bepring vibration,

c. Methods to dampen vibration emanating from a rolling
bearing.

d. Instrumentation to measure vibration and noise of large
and small rolling bearings.

-3-
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2. The instrumentation and expe rim tall:,,=r¢ - e- -p'ed== -

under this contract have been found to be fu-ly-dequa-te for-.study
of vibration characteristics of bearings in the size range and under [
the conditions covered by the contract. They can without modification
be used in future studies of bearing vibration.

3. On the basis of theoretical end experimental findings of I
this study It is possible to make reasonably accurate predictionsregarding the vibration spectrum of a bearing of a given design, if
the detailed micro-geometry of the bearing parts is known.,

4. If the bearing vibration level in any given frequency range
under given load and sneed conditions is known, order a magnitudeestimates of the vibration level under other conditions of speed and
load can be obtained.

5, The vibration level of a bearing in any given frequency range
may be reduced by

a. Improving the micro-geometry of the rolling surfaces, or

b. by changing the bearing design.

Procedures are given for most efficient selection of micro-geometrical
and design parameters to obtain a desired reduction in vibration level.

6. Large spherical and cylindrical roller bearings of improved
vibration quality due to improved micro-geometry have been manufactured
and tested. The reduction in vibration level is approximately as ex-
pected from the improvements in micro-geometry. II

7. Ball bearings of improved vibration quality in the low frequency
range due to design changes, have been manufactured and tested. The
new design has smaller balls, a larger number of balls end a thicker
outer ring than bearings of conventional design.

8. Large spherical roller bearings with two rows of rollers were
found to have lower vibration level than single row cylindrical and
tapered roller bearings, for the same micro-geometry of parts. This
is partly explainable by the reduction due to the double-row design
and partly attributed to other causes.

9. The vibration level of a bearing, except for very low frequen-
cies, can be reduced effectively by mounting the bearing in a housing
supported by laminated elastic members.

-4-
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10. The vibration level of a bearimg.._in the radialdireciton[
can be reduced by mounting the bearing in a housing• whioh-is-com-
paratively flexible angularly and comparatively stiff radially.
The v.ibration level of the angular vibrations can be reduced by
mounting the bearing in a housing which is radially flexible ahd
angularly stiff.

RECOMMENDATIONS-FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

1. Study of design and mounting parameters influencing the
vibration of large roller bearings. The effects of roller skewing,
flange geometry, misa~ignment between shaft and housing and effects
peculiar to double-row bearings should be studied. Various housing
designs should be examined analytically and experimentally and the
optimum design procedure previously used for small ball bearings
applied to large bearings. Bearings of improved vibration quality
should be manufactured and tested.

2. Development, manufacture and testing of deep groove ball
bearings of improved design and extremely quiet running qiolity,

3. Study of a vibratory system simulating a piece of rotating
machinery and consisting of a rotating mass supported by two bearings
mounted in elastic housings in turn attached to large masses, to find
interrelationships between bearing and system vibration.

4. Study of externally forced vibrations of a rolling bearing

under time-variable load.

5. Study of cage noises in large bearings.

6. Study of vibration influencing effects of lubricants and
development of quiet running bearing lubricants,

7. A more detailed study of the subsonic vibrations generated
by large rolling bearings.

8. A study of the bearing vibrations in the frequency range
above lO000cps, including the near ultrasonic range.

S-5-RESEARCH L-ABORATORY S P' INDUSTRIES. INC.
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A

STUDY OF VIBRATION AND NOISE CHARACTERISTICS 
OF

ROLLING BEARINGS WITH BORE SIZE IN THE RANGE OF 
25-100 MM-

1. INTRODUCTION

A rolling bearing is a complex vibratory system. Both the

outer and inner ring, the rolling elements and the cage of a

roLating bearing vibrate. The vibrations are transmitted to masses

attached to the bearing (housing and shaft) and to the surrounding

air and structures.

The amplitudes and frequencies of the vibrations emitted by

the bearing deoend on:

I. The source of vibration which may be within 
or outside the

bearing. Only vibrations generated by the bearing itself

are dscussed in this report.

2. The response of the system.. The various vibration sources

act as inputs to a system consisting of the bearing races

(with possible masses attached), and the output is the

vibration measured at the outer ring, on a housing attached

to the outer ring or at some other part of the system.

Part I of this reno't covers bearings in the size range used in

noise critical applicatit(ns of auxiliary naval equipment. In the I

majority of such applications the outer ring is stationary and fitted

Into a housing while the inner ring supports 
the rotating shaft. This

condition was simulated in most of the tests performed as part of this

study and used as a basis for mathematical analysis. Since the vibra- II

tions of a bearing mounted in this manner are transmitted mainly Ii

through the outer race, the main emphasis was put on the study of outer

ring vibrations.

This part of the study covers deep groove ball bearings 
with bore

sizes in the range between 25 and 100 mm. The rotational speed range

is from 1000 to 3600 RPM. The findings apply to stationary radial

loads up to arproximately 15% and axial loads upto approximately 30%

of the basic static load rating of the bearings.

-6- I
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The text equipment used in the experimental 'study --ofbevrilrq
with 25-100 mm bore is discussed in Section 1.2.

I.Various sourcos of bearing vibraticns are uwOswed'. in Sections
1.3.1 - 1.3.6.

A brief discussion of conttact deformations in ball bearings is
included in Section 1.3.7, since they influence the vibration response
characteristics of the bearings.

The frequencies generated by various vibration sources are dot-
erminedin Sections 1.3.8 - 1.3.11.

Factors Influencing the frequen cy response of the bearing as a
vibratory system are discussed In Sections 1.3.12 - 1.3.18. This
includes a brief discussion on natural frequencies and output amplitudesV generated by various input sources.

The effect of load and speed is covered' In SeOtI~tis 1.3.19 and
1 1.3.20.

A comparison of vibration levels in different measuring directions
and generated by various sources is given in Sections 1.3.21 - 1.3.23.

The effect of damping and means of attenuating the bearing vibrations
am discussed in Sections 1,3,24 - 1.3.26.

1.The airborne noise characteristics of ball bearings are examined
in Section 1.3.27.

Additional parameters influencing bearing vibration are briefly
enumerated in Section 1.3.28.

I.

-.7-
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1.2 TEST-EOUIPMENT . "iIA"

Equipment used in the experimental study, in data processing
and analysis of the vibration characteristics of bearings with
25-100 mm bore, is listed below:

1.2.1 Vibration Tester for Measurement of Bearing.Vibration under
Radial and Axial Load p

This tester was designed and built by M Industries for the
purpose of measuring the bearing vibration under various load and
speed conditions. A photograph of the tester is shown on Enclosure 1.

The teeter accommodates two test bearings and two support
bearings mounted on a common shaft. The sunport bearings are mounted
in nillow blocks and are ball bearings of the satne bore size us the
test bearings. The test bearings are located between the seuport
bearings and can be tested either without a housing or with the outer
ring mounted in a cyltndrical housing. Test bearing housiflgs of various
thicknesses were provided for each bearing size tested. A separate
shaft is needed for each test bearing size. Support bearings of
various O.D. sizes are accommodated by interchangeable inserts In the
pillow block bores.

Radial load is applied to the test bearings through flexible steel
straps slung around the outer ring$ of the test bearing housings
(or around the O.D. of the test bearings), by elastic elements (springs
or rubber pads) compressed by nuts on top of the frame. To avoid
flexural deformation of the outer ring of the test bearings due to the
steel straps, most of the tests were performed with the bearings
mounted in housings. Strain gages on the tiebars are used to measure
the magnitude of the radial load. The radial load range is 0-600 lbs.

Axial load is applied by nuts on both threaded ends of the shaft,
over elastic thrust washers. The axial load range is 0-200 lbs. The
method of applying the loads to the test bearings is illustrated by
Enclosure 2. Calibration of axial loads was accomplished by measure-
ment of the elastic deformation of the thrust washers and comparison
with their deflection under known loads.

The tester Is located in an anechoic chamber (See 1.2.6). The
shaft is driven by a quill from a varlable speed electric motor out-
side the anechoic chamber. The rotational speed of the shaft is con-
tinuously variable in the range between 1000 and 3600 RPM.

-8- I
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To measure the vibration of the test bcrl g1(9 s" --

bearing outer ring or housing in which the -beari-ng is_ mouned._ is
contacted by velocity sensitive pickups of RM P" type MEA-1O0
(See Progress Report No. 4 of (2)*. The pickups are mounted on a
rigid bracket, one for measurement of vibrations in the direction
of the apnlied radial load (vertical) and one for measurement of
vibrations perpendicular to the load (horizontal).

1,2.2 Vibration Tester for Measuring Bearing Vibrations under Pure
Axial Load

Enclosure 3 shows a photograph of a mechanical test unit
IS Model MVB-l used for this purpose. This tester has been dis-
'cussed in more detail under U. S. Navy Contract NObs-78593 (2). The
tester is equipped with a mechanical loading system for application
of the axial load. A pressure element consisting of a rubber cup with
a thin steel rinp to contact the bearing face is used (See Progress
Report No. 4 of (2)). This tester is referred to as the BCV tester in
(2). Another version of the tester, operating on exactiy the same
Drinciple was referred to as the VKL tester in Progress Reports No.
10, 11 and 12 of (2). An g " MEA-100 velocity type pickup is
used as vibration sensor, This is normally mounted as shown on
Enclosure 2 to measure radial vibrations of the bearing outer ring.
The tester is used in conjunction with electronics described in
1.2.7 and 1.2.8.

1.2.3 Race Waviness Tester

Surface waviness is described in the ASA Standard B46.1-1961
as relatively widely spaced irregularities of the nominal surface.
To measure the waviness of a ball bearing Inner or outer ring, the
ring is rotated at a constant speed and the surface being measured
is contacted by a velocity sensitive pickup of the type described
in 1.2.2. As the ring r~tates the waviness irregularities on the
surface of the ring displace the pickup stylus radially. The
amplitude of the electrical signal produced by the pickup Is pro-
portional to the radial velocity of the pickup stylus.

* Literature references are listed at the end of this report,

RESEARCH LABORATORY .l F INDUSTRIES, INC.
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This sTg'al1-ts amplified, filtered -and, #6**
Instrument. The waviness is meas8ured--in f-i-ve-.octave..ba ndt.c~orreas -
ponding to 3-6, 6-12, 12-24, 24 48 and 48-96 waves per~circumference.
The readout is expressed in microinchea/second at a rotational
speed of 1000 RPM. Enclosure 4 showL a ph-otograph of the race-waviness
tester developed by b~g Industries, Inc. Various size-s of inner
and outer rings are accommodated with tntercha.ngeable mandrels -and
pot chucks that are mounted on the &pindle nose by a high angle taper IIheld with a draw screw. The spindle used in this tester is of
special smooth running quality to' minimize the effect of spindle
vibrations en waviness readings.

1.2.4 Ball Wavinegs Tester

The IM B Fall Waviness Tester operates on the same principle
[ as the Race Waviness Tester described in 1.2.3. Since, however, k

race waviness Iadditionallprecautions have been taken to reduce the
effect of spindle vibrations on waviness readings. This has boon
accomplished by mounting the test ball in a seat comprising three

s tationary balls and rotating the ball with a driver wtch is flex-F
L ibly attached to the spindle. The driver is free to accommodute

radial motions and therefore will not transmit spindle vibrations
to the ball.

Enclosure 5 shows photographs of the mechanical unit of the

Z E Ball Waviness Tester. The electronic unit is similar to the
one used with the Ball Waviness Tester. It measures ball waviness
expressed in microinches/second RMS in five octave bands, corresponding i
to 4-8, 8-16, 16-32, 32-64 and 64-128 wpc at a spindle speed of 740 RPM.F

Additional details on measurement of waviness are given in (4).

-10-
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KJaer Condenser Microphone Type 4111 in conjunction with a-Bruel
and Kjaer 2602 Microphone Amplifier and a set of Allison filters
Model 2ABR. All measurements of airborne bearing noise were per-

i( formed in an Anechoic Chamber (1.2.6), using the Bearing Vibration
Tester described in 1.2.1. The microphone was located in all the
tests as shown in Enclosure 6.

1.i.6 Anechoic Chamber

This is a double walled demountable, sound proof room, designed
by the Bell lelephone Laboratories. It consists of an inner room

k supported by springs, and an outer room which completely encloses the
inner room except that the floor of the outer room consists of the
floor of the buildita. For effective acoustical attenuation the
walls of the inner and outer room consist 01" panels made of two com-
posite sheets of steel cemented tn cemposition board with the inter-
space filled with rock wool. To reduce sound reverberations in the
room, the acoustical treatment of the inner room includes sheets of
perforated material on all inner surfaces of the wall and ceiling
with an air space separating the perforated sheet from the steel
panels. The total wall thickness, including the thickness of the
inner and outer room and the air space between them is approximately
14". A 2" hole was provided in the wall for the quill drive of the
vibration tester, described in 1.2.1.

The sound levels (in absolute decibels) within the room, measueed
in octave bands in the 1.25-12800 cps range, with no equipment running
inside the room and normal daytime activity outside the room, were as
follows:

Frequency 1.25- 2.5- 5- 10- 20- 40-
Bands (cps) 2. 5 5 10 20 40 80

Decibel Level 42 55 59 70.5 70 59.5

Frequency 80- 160- 50- 100- 200- 400-
Bands (cps) 160 320 100 200 400 800

Decibel Level 45.5 29.5 59 63 42 30

Frequency 800- 1600- 3200- 6400-

Bands (cps) 1600 3200 6400 12800

Decibel Level <27 <27 <27 <27

-11-
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The following equipment, built by Panoramic Radio Products,
was used in narrow band bearing vibration analysis: !..F

a. Sonic Analyzer LP-IA
b. Subsonic Analyzer LF-l " -
c. Power Spectral Density Analyzer PDA-1
d. Auxiliary Function Unit C-1
e. Multi Bandwidth Filter CF-If. Recorder RC-2

g. Sonic Response Indicator G-2

To proviae proper gain and for accurate frequency determination
the following equipment was used in conjunction with the Panoramic
narrow band analyzer,

a, Banantine True RMS Electronic Voltmeter Model 320
b. Hewlett-Packard Amplifier, Model 450-A
c. Millivac Instruments Hushed Transistor Amplifier, Type

VS-64A
d. Hewlett-Packard Low Frequency Oscillator, Model 202C
a. iHe.wlett-Peckard Electronic Counter, Model 523-D
f. Oscilloscope

A block diagram of the arrangement is shown on Enclosure 7.
By the use of this instrumentation the frequency axis is accurately
scaled by oscilloscopic observation of Lissajous patterns from a
precisely known frequency standard and the output of the Sonic
Response Indicator, slaved to the Panoramic Analyzer, which gives
an exact multiple of the frequency over which the Analyzer sweeps
at a given time. Points of frequency coincidence were marked on
the graph using a triggered second pen on the recorder. 41

The Subsonic Analyzer LF-I was used in the analysis of low
frequency spectra in the range up to 200 eps. The Sonic Analyzer
LP-lA was used in the higher frequency range.

For details of the procedures used, See Progress Report No. 7, (1) ,1
pages 4, 7 and 8.

iI

I
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For octave band and wide band analysis electronic equipment
built byAM MF Industries was used to amplify the pickup signal and
provide a readout, expressed in microinches/second, in eight octave-
bands in the 50-12800 cps range and the wider bands 50-300, 300-1800
and 1800-10000 cps (corresponding to the three Anderometer bands).
The band pass filters used in these units were built to specification

similar to those given for Anderometer filters in (2).

For airborne noise measurements Allison Model 2 AB2 filters
were used (See 1.2.5).

1.2.9 Equipment for Testing the Vibration Damping Characteristics of
flausing Inatarin1 ____________

Enclosure 8 shows a sketch of an arranfeafeut used-in testing the
vibration damping characteristics of rectangular beams. This equip-
ment is used in conjunction with the vibration tester, 1.2.1. For

further details, sec Progress Report 9-10. page 8 and Progress Report
11, page 6 and 7,. (1).

1.2.10 Tan- Renorder

For detailed analysis of vibration signals, especially when
narrow band spectra are required, the signal from the pickup was
first tape recorded and later analyzed by various methods (See 1.2,.,
1.2.8 and 1.2.11).

The tape recorder used was an Ampex FM Seven Channel Tape
Recorder Model F-1107.

5-

-13-
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The mechanical unit of the vibration testeri-. -2- -was used for -
this purpose with two pickups mounted as shown on Enclosure.9. By
use of suitable electrical circuitry, as shown on the block diagram
of Enclosure 10, the sum and the difference of the outputs from the
two pickups were formed, and the spectr a of the sum and the differ- 1?
ence recorded using a Panoramic narrow band analyzer. If at a
given discrete frequency, the vibration is essentially angular, then
a peak will appear in the spectrum representing the difference p
between the two pickup outputs, while the spectrum showing the sum

will havc near zero amplitude at this frequency. If the vibration
is essentially axial translatory motion, the sum of the outputs
will be of large amplitude and the difference will be of negligible

amplitude. For details see Progress Report No. 11, pages 2-6,(l).

1.2.12 ILuth Measuriug Rguinmant

Variops tnstruments for contour tracing and dimensional measure-
ments were used such as:

1, Talyrond Roundness Measuring Instrument, Model 50 -

Taylor, Taylor and Hobson.

2. Opposed-Head Micro-Ac Comparator, Cleveland Instrument Company,

b. Leitz Perflektometer Length Measuring Instrument.

1.*2.*13 ~a~a~m3Z.

The following two computers were used mainly in the numerical
computation required for the study of variable elastic compliance
motion, reported in the two Special Reports L60L023 and AL6lLOO9, (1):

1. IBM 650

2. RCA 501 i

-14-
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1. ,THE DRIP AflfVIL RALMRM-J§

ji 1.3.1 Sources of Bearing Vibration

If a deep groove ball bearing is subjected to an ext-esrnal.
load, the balls and race grooves deform elastically at the contats
botween the races and balls. Due to the non-linearity of the
Hertzian contact deformation, the contacts then act as non-linear
springs, and the complete bearing behaves as a non-linear vibratory
system. In addition to the contact deformations between balls and
races, other elastic deformations also take place in the bearing,
such as bending of the rings. Due to the complexity of the problem,
a complete analytical teeatment of the bearing as a vibratory system

Iwas not attempted. The bearing vibration was nevertheless studied
analytically under various simplifying assumptions. The analytical
findings were verified experimentally so that the results presented
in this report are based on experimental as well as analytical
evidence.

The vibrations generated by a rolling bearing may be divided

into the following two main categories:

1. Vibration generated by a geometr!cally perfect beurng.
These vibrations are related to inherent design character-
istics of rolling bearings and occur as a consequence of
the finite number of balls in these bearings.

2. Vibrations generated by geometrical imperfections of the
rolling surfaces.
I.I

1.3.2 Vibrations GeneGerated bv a Geometrica1k&m.fset Bearina

The vibrations generated by a geometrically perfect bearing
may be subdivided into:

1. Vibrations induced by the variable elastic compliance of
the bearing.

2. Vibrations caused by bending of the outer ring due to ball
loads.

-15-
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1.3.3 biftjji ThWdAbjr

The vibrations induced by variabl'e elastic compli-ance occur
i n-a bearing-under (constant) radial or combined load but not under
pure axial load. The inner and outer roing-of the bearing--undergo

relative motion as a consequence of the fact that the elastic coin-
pliance of the bearing varies with the agular position of the -|
ball set relative to the action line of the load (3), (8) - (12).

The vibrations induced by the variable elastic compliance of fl
a raditlly loaded ball bearing have been discussed in detail-in
Special Reports L60L023 and AL61L009 (1), under the assumption that:

1. The rings ae flexurally rigid and undergo only local
deformation due tothe contact stresses.

2, The rotational speed is sufficiently low that inertial
affects are negligible.

3. Friction forces are negligible.

The motion has the following charucteristics:

I. The relative motion of the rings of a radially loaded zero
contact angle ball bearing is a periodic two-dimensional
motion in a plane perpendicular to the bearing axis.

2. The fundamental frequency of the motion is the frequency of
balls passing a given point of the stationary outer ring of
the bearing. This frequency is V

where 'j

Rotational speed, RPM.

Ball Diameter

cl = Pitch Diameter of ball set.

Z = Number of balls

-16-
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pure sinus.Hihroidal motion -ighe hamn-ics- w-hic0h_ are6
multiples of the fundamental frequency are therefore
present in the vibration spectrum.

4. The amplitudes of the harmonics of the velocity com-t_
ponents depend, for a given bearing under pure radial
load, on the radial load, the radial looseness, the
rotational speed and the order of the harmonic, This
relationship Is ex?ressed in terms of two parameterst

a. The "load/looseness parameter"

G. (1.3.3S-2)

where

F. Radial load, in lbs

Z Number of balls

cj Hertzian coefficient, in lbs/in 1

STotal contact deformation in the bearing under the radial

* load FR~ , In inches.

e-Radial looseness, In Inches.
b. Two series of '6mplitude/load parameters":

CS

1;b Q9. L R (1.*3.3-3)

-17-
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=hthe ieto"amplitude/load tparameter"lad for the i~th hermoolto In ... I

direction perpendicular to the load.ii

the RMS value of the velocity component of the i:th harmonic
inth direction of the load. ii

the lue/ohe velocity component o the i:th harmonic 

in the direction perpendicular to the load. Uin th diretion f theload

Knowing the relationship between the 'amplitudo/load parameter"
for any given harmonic and component and the "load/loosenes.
parameter" the vibration amplitudes of the various harmonics
can be determined. Tais requires, however, the solution of a
system of trnnseendentnl equations. An explicit sblotioi of !
this system could not be obtained. The analysis showed that
the relutiunlhip 6eLween the parameter n and C or C
depends only on the number of balls, i.e., this relationship
is the same for all bearings which have the same number of
balls. A numerical procedure, utilizing an IBM 650 computer.
was used to determine this relationship. The results for the
nine first harmonics of a bearing with seven balls are shown
graphically on Enclosures 11-16. For bearings with a number
of balls other than sevensimilar curves can be obtained uting
the computational procedure outlined in Report AL6lLOO9(1). The
numerical procedure used in obtaining the curves shown on
Enclosures 11-16 included, as the last step, a harmonic analysis.
At this point an important approximation was introduced, It
was assumed that the direction of the relative displacement
between the rings coincides with the direction of the applied
load. This is not exactly true; for certain angular positions
cf the ball complement the two directions may deviate by as
much as 3 , or approximately 6% of the angular spacing between H
the balls. The curves of Enclosures 11-16 therefore give only
the approximate relationship between the two parameters. The
error introduced by this approximation was numerically eval-
uated for the nine lowest harmonics in the direction of the
load for a value of 5 0.08. This value of G was selected
because~for all nine harmonics I Ci (according to
Enclosures 11-16) has a maximum near this point.

RESEARCH LABORATORY 5KV INDUSTRIES, INC.
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plotted values of_ _ _ _ are-w-thh p 0

values. This error is not considered. exces-sive _and--it--.s.
therefore believed that the graphs on Enclosures 11-16 can
be used to obtain at least-order of magnitudeoostimates of
the amplitudes of the various harmonics of the variable
compliance vibrations.

5. The amplitude of the i:th (il, 2 ... 9) harmonic may be
obtained by:

a. Computing the "load/looseness parameterG " from
Etuation (1.3.3-2).

b. Obtaining the value of the "amplitude load parameter" Can
or ; for the given C value from Enclosures 11-16.

c. Computing the RMS velocity of the lith harmonic from the
equattns;

In the direction of the lod

jw (1.3.3-5)

In the direction of perpendicular to the load

U29.2 N I C 1 (1.3,3-6)

6. It is seen from Enclosures 11-16 that the amplitude of any
harmonic of either velocity component, parallel or perpen-
dicular to load (but not both components or several harmon-
las simultaneously) can be made equal to zero, by suitable
selection of the radial load and radial looseness. The
resultant amplitude of any harmonic can be minimized at a
relatively low level.

7. The amplitudes of the harmonics generally decrease with the
order of the harmonic.

-'9-
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~purely -radilal locad. .Under pure-ly-axl-al-..load.;Vibratiots .........

due to the variable compliance of -t-he bear-ing are not- II
generated. If the bearing operates under combined load,
the motion depends on the relative magnitudes-of the axl
and radial loads. If the axial load is small compared to
the radial then the contact angle -in the load zone approaches
zero and the motion can be assumed to be the same as for
purely radial load. An increase in axial load tends to
equalize the ball loads, which results generally in decreasing
amplitudes of the variable compliance vibration. As the
ratio between axial ana radial load increases these vibrations
decrease and become zero for an infinite load ratio.

The amplitudes of the vibration induced by the variable elastic
compliance will be compared to the amplitudes generated by other
sources in 1.3.23.

I. 3.4

Flexural vibrations of the outer ring due to ball loads occur in
an axially as well as a radially loaded bearing. For details of these
vibrations see Special i " Report No. AL61LO37.(1).

The flexural vibrations of the outer ring, induced by the ball
loads in an axially loaded bearing, have the following characteristics:

1. Any given point of the outer ring undergoes a periodic motion H
In the radial direction. The fundamental frequency of the
motion is the frequency of balls passing a given point of the
stationary outer ring of the bearing. This frequency is H

=-. ± - C o (1.3.4-1) I

'ii
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and - N- - - an as deie in------ 1.3.3._

2.r Hihrhrois-hc r mlilso h udmna

A . . ..- . .-. . . . . . :

and , N ,,, and as defined in 1 o33.

This frequency is the same as the fundamental frequency of
the oariabfe compliance vibrations. i

1 2. Higher harmonics, which are multiples of the fundamental
frequency: are also present.

3. In a thin ring (such as the outer ring of most bearings) of
mean radius R , and second moment o area of the ring cross-
section 1 , loaded by a axia1. I. . the RMS velocity

i amplitude of the k:th harmonic of the flexural vibrations is

given by

I where Lis the modulus of elasticity of the ring material and
N , ..- , M and c9. are as defined in 1.3.3 and 1.3.4.

It is seen that the velocity due to this type of vibratory
motion is directly proportional to the applied load and speed
and decreases inversely with the cube of 2 and with the cube
of the order k of the harmonic. The fundamental frequency
is therefore highly predominant. The velocity amplitude of
the second harmonic is approximately 12% and the third approx-
imately 3.5% of that of the fundamental. Higher harmonics
have successively lower amplitudes.

In a bearing of a given configuration the vibration level
decreases with increasing stiffness X/FR3 of the outer ring.

4. Although the analysis applies strictly only when the ring is
loaded by equally spaced, equal radial loads such as occur when
the bearing supports purely axial load, the vibration due to
radial load can be estimated by using an equivalent value of F4
which produces the same maximum ball load as the radial loading

~FR.
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where FjR is the applied radial load, Equation (1.3;4-2) as
applied to radial loading then becomes

Ak Ow ET(1I .3.4-3)

The amplitudes of these vibrations will be compared to vibration
amplitudes generated by other sources in 1.3.23

1.3,5 Vibrations Generated by Geometrical Imperfections of the Rolling

In every ball bearing small deviations from the perfect geometrical
shape of the balls and rolling paths of the races exist. These imper-
fections Indude:

a. Random deviations from the perfect circular shape of the
rolling paths of races and balls. These deviations are
called waviness.

b. Eccentricity (waviness of the order: one wave per cir-
cumference).

c. Two point out-of-roundness (waviness of the order: two
waves per circumference).

d. Variations between the average diameters of the different
balls in the bearing.

1.3.6 General Dleserition of Vibratory Motion of the Outer Ring

When the surface imperfections are rolled over in the rotating
bearing they generate outer ring vibrations by:

a. Displacing the outer ring as a rigid body (its center
moves under the influence of the varying ball loads).

-22-
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b. Deforming the outer ring elastically- main-ly-by.
bending it and thus inducing flexural vibrations
in addition to those generated by a geometrically
perfect bearing.

rigThe dynamic system consisting of the non-rotating rigid outer
ring supported by the balls is a system with five degrees of freedom,
i.e., the ring is free to move radially and axially as well as
angularly. The total displacement of the ring is defined by the
following five displacemrlent components, as illustrated by Enclosure
17:

a. The vertical displacement of the outer ring center, Wy .

b. The krizontal displacement of the outer ring center,X
where the selection of "vertical" and "horizontal"
directions can be arbitrary.

c. The axial displacement of the outer ring e!'ter, Y
d. The angular displacement of the outer ring in the horizon-

tal direction, defined by the angle >, in Enclosure 17.

e. The angular displacement of the outer ring in the
vertical direction, defined by the angle V in Enclosure
17.

In addition to this rigid body motion, the vibratory motion of
the outer ring is also affected by the motion due to elastic defor-
mation of the outer ring. Of the elastic vibrations the flexural
vibrations in the plane of the ring have been found to be predominant
and will be considered along with the rigid body vibrations.

1.3.7 Contact Deformations in Ball Bearings

Both the rigid body vibration and the flexural vibrations of the
outer ring are influenced by the contact deformations between balls
and races. These deformations follow the non-linear Hertzian law:

(1.3.7-1)

-23-
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where -

load at the contact

* elastic deformation in the direction of the load P .

Cj =constant, related to the shape and elastic properties of the
contacting bodies*.

In the theoretical, treatment of the outer ring vibrations It was
found advantagenus to usc the following linear approximation of
Equation (1.3.7-1)

where

averpge fleformwtion occurring under a load

k#4 linear coefficient of contact deformation, related to the
Hlertzian coefficient by

-(1.3.7-3)

Equations (1.3.7-2) and (1.3.7-3) arc valid in the neighborhood
of the point i ,?- P , and Equation (1.3.7-2) thus givesa satisfactory

approximation of Equation (1.3.7-I) as long as the range J- 1
is small compared to the average deformation X *

For a bearing with Z balls and contact angle o operating under
an axial load A , the linearized coefficient k, may be expressed as

3 FUA. A

k 1.3.7-4).

k4 ( .i) V +(k) ya

• For the analytical expression relating CJ to geometry and material
parameters of the contact, see e.g., Palmgren (5).

-24-
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where C~and Co are the ertz ian cehinst~h b~f~d
with the inner and outer races, respectively.

Enclosure 18 lists numerical valucs of the quantity kNFA
computed for a few common deep groove ball bearing sizes. From this
tabulation the value of k. can be obtained for any given axial load

A - and for three selected values of the contact angle . The
table is based on an inner and outer ring groove conformity of 51.75%.
For any given groove conformity, contact angle, and number of balls,
kj is mainly influenced by the ball diameter and only to a minor

degree by the groove diameters of the inner and outer rings. A good
approximation of k, for any bearing size (accurate within 1%) can
therefore be obLained by disregarding the differences in groove dia-
meters between various bearing sizes and considering the effect of
ball size only. For a given load, contact angle, groove conformity
and number of balls, k. may then be regarded as a function of ball
diameter only. This is illuaLrdLed by El.cloiuua 19 which shows graphl
cally the quantity

computed in this manner as a function of ball diameter, for various
groove conformities in the range between 50.5 and 60%. In the com-
putations the groove diameters of an "average size" bearing were
used. The 6207 size was selected for this purpose. It is seen that
for a constant axial load and number of balls kwincreases with ball
size. For constant ball diameter and axial load k is inversely
Proportional to the cube root of the number of balls. It is also seen
from Enclosure 19 that tightening the conformity increases kN
Enclosure 19 is based on equal inner ring and outer ring conformities.
If these differ from each other. Enclosure 19 may be applied to the
average of the two conformities. The error, introduced by this pro-
cedure is less than 4%, for conformities in the range between 51 and
56%, but may amount to as much as 20% for the total range between
50.5 and 60%.

-25-
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1.3.8 Frequencies of itigid Body Vibrations Generated-by Geome-tric"l-.. .

The vibration spectrum of the rigid body motion of the bearing
is characterized by a great number of discrete peaks. These peaks
may be classified into two categories:

1. Linear peaks, the frequencies of which have been predicted
theoretically under the assumption of linearity of the contact
deformation according to Equation (1.3.7-2). They have been
verified experimentally and found to dominate the rigid body
vibration spectrum.

2. Non-linear peaks which occur due to non-linear elastic be-

haviour in a bearing with large values of ball diameter varia-
tion, eccentricity or of low order waviness. if the bearing is
not operating under a sufficiently heavy load to render insig-
nificant the "non-iInjar erfect of these imperfections, i.e,
when the condition -!? no longer holds.

The predominant vibration peaks generated by various orders of
waviness under the assumption that the balls act as linear springs
are tabulated in Enclosure 20.

It is seen from Enclosure 20 that:

1. Inner ring, outer ring and ball waviness produce radial,
angular and axial vibrations of the outer ring of the bearing.
Ball diameter variations produce radial and angular vibrations,
but not axial. Only certain orders of race and ball waviness

generate vibrations according to the linear theory, while other
orders have no effect at all.

2. The radial and angular vibration spectra are characterized by
vibration peaks at exactly the same frequencies.. The following
predominant peaks appear in these spectra:

a. The ball passage frequency over the outer ring and all
multiples of it. These vibrations are induced by outer
race waviness of the orders '1-1 and'41+1, where r
1, 2, 3 ... and is the number of balls.

-26-
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b. The rotational frequency of- the ca-e J(-o tlples
induced by diameter variations among the balls.

c. The rotational frequency of the inner ring (no multiples),
induced by inner ring eccentricity.

d. Pairs of frequencies centered around all multiples of
the ball passage frequency over the inner ring and
spaced one inner ring rotation frequency from the center
point (no peak at the center point). These are induced
by inner .1ng waviness of the orders 7- I ±.

e. Pairs of frequencies centered around all &L= multiples
of the ball polar rotation frequency (in a system attached
to the cage) and spaced one cage rotation frequency from
their center point (no peak at the center point). These
are induced by all even orders of ball waviness.

3. The axial vibration spectrum is cherhatorized by paska at the
following frequencies:

a. The ball passage frequency over the outer ring, and all
multiples of it. These vibrations are induced by outer
race waviness of the orders 'A .

b. The ball passage frequency over the inner ring, and all
multiples of it. These vibrations are induced by Inner
race waviness of the orders V).

c. Even multiples of the ball polar rotation frequency.
These vibrations are induced by all y.n orders of ball
waviness.

Vibration peaks in the radial, angular and axial vibration spectrum
are introduced by non-linear rigid ring effects, as well as by the
linear effects of rigid ring theory. The peaks appearing in the radial
spectrum due to non-linear effects are also tabulated in Enclosure 20.
(The non-linear effects on axial and angular vibrations have not been
studied.) It is seen that non-linear peaks appear at the following
frequencies:

-27-
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1. Every multiple of the cage -rotation fre-qienycy,-(=over-he-
outer ring) not appearing In the linear case, is induced
non-linearly by outer ring waviness. fl

2. Pairs of frequencies centered around all multiples of the
cage rotation frequency over the inner ring except around
the multiples appearing in the linear case, and spaced one
cage-over-outer ring frequency from their center point. (No
peak at the center point.) These are non-linearly induced
by inner ring waviness of orderk71Ztl.1

Synthetic spectra, computed from linear rigid ring theory for
a 6305 bearing rotating at 1800 RPM are shown on Enclosure 21 and
22. These spectra are intended to show frequency, but not amplitude
relationships.

Enclosures 23-25 show a few typical experimentally obtained
sooctra for bearings running at 1800 RPM. The angular and axial
spectra were recorded using two pickups and instrumentation as described
In 1,2,11.

The peaks explainable by linear rigid ring theory are marked nr
these spectra, It apnears that most of theoretically predicted fre-
quencies according to the linear rigid ring theory can be verified,
at least in the 0-600 cps frequency range.

1.3.9 Frequencies of Flexural Vibrations Induced by Low Order Ring
Wnviness

The frequencies generated by various surface imperfections, as
given above, apply to bearings with flexurally rigid rings. If the
outer ring is assumed to bend under the influence of the ball loads
then not only the rigid body motion, but also the flexural vibrations
of the outer ring, induced by the rolling surface imperfections, must
be considered.

In addition to the flexural vibrations due to ball loads, dis-
cussed above, which are induced even in a bearing with geometrically
perfect rolling surfaces, the surface imperfections also produce
forced flexural vibrations of the outer ring. These vibrations have
the following frequency characteristics:

~If

L~I
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1. Inner ring waviness-of the orderk-, wpo-prodxoeaflextial- --
vibrations of the outer ring with a predominant peak of

k times the rotational frequency. The amplitudes at
other frequencies are small compared to the peak at
times the rotational frequency, i.e., inner ring waviness
of the order of 2 wpo generates vibrations at twice the
rotational frequency, 3 wpo at three times the rotational
frequency, etc. The amplitudes of the vibrations are
significant only for low orders of waviness.

2. Low order outer ring waviness affects the amplitudes of
the vibrations at ball passage frequency ovor the outer
ring, and higher harmonics of this frequency. This effect
is due to the finite number of balls and decreases as the
number of balls increases.

An experimentally obtained spectrum of a bearing with cokn-
pato.vely high Inner ring two and thrcc point out of roundness ie
shown on Endlosure 26. The spietrva shows predominant peaks at
twice and three times the rotational frequency.

13l 3, 10 jom~etjeS ue

Enclosure 27 shows a complete synthetic spectrum of the radial
vibrations of an axially loaded 6305 bearing with peaks according
to linear and non-linear rigid ring theory as well as the peaks in-
duced by flexural vibrations due to low order inner race waviness.
(The flexural peaks up o five times the rotational frequency are
shown.) For completeness the peaks induced by ball loads due to
the finite number of the balls are also shown (three harmonies have
been included). This spectrum is not intended to show amplitudes,
but linear peaks are shown at higher amplitude than non-linear- peaks
to indicate their predominance.
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1. 3.11 kelationship"Betwee' Waviness and Yibrat-lb T -- °e

Since both vibration and waviness commonly are measured in finite
bands, it is often advantageous to compute the approximate waviness
bands that correspond to given vibration bands.

Enclosures 20 and 29 are tabulations of the ranges of orders of
inner ringt outer ring and ball waviness that generate vibrations in
the three Anderometer bands. 50-300 cps, 300-1800 cps and 1800-10000
cps for a bearing rotating at 1800 RPM. A few common bearing sizes in
the 6200 and 6300 series are listed. The ranges include vibration
generated by both the linear and non-linear rigid ring theory. Flexural
vibrations due to low order ring waviness are also listed. The ranges
are only approximate since they are not based on the exact discrete
frequency peaks generated by each order Sf waviness. but only on average
values. These results are based on a 15 contact angle.

To compute the approximate ranges of orders of waviness in
Enclosures 28 and 29, the following equations were used:

.J..

4Q (1.3.11-1)

(1.3.11-2)

b - (1.3.11-3)

where kL , o and kb are the orders of inner ring, outer ring and
ball waviness respectively, generating vibrations of frequency cps.
.4c is the rotational frequency of the cage with respect to outer

ring .,,' the frequency of the cage with respect to the inner ring undl
the polar rotation frequency of the ball, in cps.
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The amplitude of the vibration generated at any given frequency by
geometrical imperfections of the rolling surfaces depends on:

1, The amplitude of the geometrical imperfection generating
vibrations at the given frequency.

2. The vibration transmission characteristics of the bearing
which relate the "input" amplitude (waviness) to the *output*
amplitude (vibration) as follows:

X (1.3.12-1)

where

X displacemeat amplitude of vibrations at a given frcquency,

W displacement amplitude of geometrical imperfection generating
the vibration amplitude XC

T a amplification factor.
In a linear system T is a constant independent of w . For a

bearing operating under constant load and speed, T may be assumed to
be independent of w for the linearly induced rigid ring vibrations

as well as the flexural vibrations induced by low order waviness. For
these vibrations the vibration amplitudes at any given frequency are
proportional to the amplitudes of the geometrical imperfections gener-
ating this frequency.

The proportionality factor T for rigid ring vibration depends on
the following principal parameters:

a. The frequency of the induced vibration compared to the
resonant frequency of the bearing.

b. The origin of the vibration; whether induced by inner or
outer ring waviness, by ball waviness or by ball diameter
variation.
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c. If the beari ng is mounted In a rdielli iAil~laF

elastic housing, T depends on the radial and angular
spring constants of the housing.

The amplification factor T for flexural vibration induced by
low order Inner ring waviness depends on:

1. The order of waviness

2. The outer ring rigidity

3. The number of balls

4. The spring constant of the balls

The amplification factors will be discussed in more detail in

1.3.16.

I.* 3.* 13 IL..LQU1Lfl5

Like any other elastic system a ball bearing has a number of
natural modes of vibration. If the bearing is excited at a frequency
corresponding to any of these modes, comparatively high amplitudes are
expected at this frequency.

According to the modes of vibration, the natural frequencies of
the outer ring supported by the balls may be divided into two categories:

1. Natural frequencies of the rigid body motion of the outer ring
(the outer ring deforms elastically only at its contacts with
the balls).

2. Natural frequencies of the elastic vibrations of the outer ring
(the outer ring deforms elastically, e.g., by bending).

I. 3.14 a u_..

The natural frequencies of the rigid body motion have been studied
for the free outer ring supported only by the balls and also for the
outer ring supported- by the balls and mounted in a housing which is
elastic both radially and angularly.
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The natural frequencies of the rigid body motion a0 the -outer
ring are Influenced by the followingparameters:.

S1. The radial spring constant kR of the housing. It in assumed

that the housing is linearly elastic with equal spring con-
stant in every radial direction, i.e.* the radial force re-( guired to produce a radial displacement X of the outer ring
(not supported by balls) in an arbitrary angular direction

S is given by the equation:

F t - k I . .1 -1

2. The angu'ar spring constant kA . It is assumed that the
housing k.its as a linear spring, producing a restoring !noment
proportional to the displacement angle N . For any angular
direction e the moment MA is given by

3. The linearized coefficient of contact deformation kq , as
given by Equation (1.3.7-3).

4. The outer ring mass M . Ball mass is assumod to be negligi-
ble.

5. The moment of inertia IM of the outer ring with respect to a
diameter through the center plane of the bearing.

6. The radius R from bearing center to outer ring groove center.

7. The radius Rt from bearing axis to point of contact between ball
and outer ring.

8. The contact angle c(

9. The number of balls, Z
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There are three natural frequenoes of rigid body motions and

they are given, in ops by:

4R, K R0 (1.3.14-3)

(1.3.14-4)

J.Aa SzeA (1.3,14-5)

The frequenoies *f! and p.f apply to both the radial and the

angular mode of vibration, JA appliea to the axial mode only.

TR those equ3tions

SIG M (I.3.14-6)

K H ItH-- k~t &A) H 91t ki + 43(13.14-7)

ii

KAW \F2 S'ne (1.3.14-9)

where

.4 Sr s( (1.3.14-10)
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H21ftC.Os(1.3.14-11)

(1.3.14-12)

-radius of gyration of outer (1.3.14-16)A -ring abo~t a diameter

The bearing has only one finite resonant frequency in the
radial and angular mode when

a. The outer ring is radially and angularly free (the
spring conat ants kand are zero). In this case

(1.3.14-17)

3_

b. The housing is radially stiff (infinite spring constant

KFork 0 andk

(1.3.14-20)
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o, The housing is angularly stiff (infinite-pri - -1 -
constant J )

For kA-=*" and kR 0.0

4 (13.14-21)

4vt (1.3.14-22)

I, . 15 Naunral Fraque-ia ,aa l .. 1aJijL.XLbr.aiZJ.1,

The natural frequencies of the elastic vibrations of the outer
ring have been computed under the assumpilun that the inner ring Is
rigid and joined to the outer ring by a set of equally spaoedt identical,
elastic balls. The outer ring is presumed to be an elastic circular
ri ng which performs only flexural vibrations in its own plane. Other
ring motions such as piira radial (expansional) circumferential, and
torsional vibrations are known to be of - all amplitude and consequently
are of little interest in this investigation. Only the case of the
free outer ring supported by the balls (not mounted in a housing) has
been treated.

The study shows that a ring with multiple elastic supports (such
as bearing outer ring supported by the balls) has a sequence of
na ural frequencies of flexurul vibrutions which are A integral
multiples of a fundamental frequency and are dependent on. ring mass and
on the elastic properties of ring and supports. These natural fre-
quencies in cps are given by the equation

L 2. E r.I

TC AR (I +31-i)

where

t natural frequency in cps

E =Younqs modulus of elast city

T .- second moment of area of the ring cross-section
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a mean radius of ring

k. : linearized Hertzian coefficient (See Equation 1.3.7-4)

fa mass density of ring

A -cross section area of ring

z : number of balls

M any positive integer>O

The restriction on . in Equation (1.3.15-1) is a restriction
on the validity of the equation, but not on the existence of higher
natural frequencies.

In Enclosure 30, computed natural frequencies of a few sypicalbearings are listed, The computations were performed for 15 contact
angle and an axial load of 25 lbs.

Since the spring constant k depends on the axial load and onthe contact angle of the bearing, the natural frequencies are in-
fluenced by these parameters. With the exception of very light loads
and small contact angles these effects are comparatively small.

The rigid body displacement amplification factors T introduced
in Equation (I.3.12-1) are different for radial, angular and axial
vibrations, and are given by the following equations:

For radial vibrations

t itJ al;J''j2~ )1 (1,3,16-1)

For angular vibrations

V~- TA ~ ~) )s ~It (1.3.16-2)
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For axial, vibrations.

TA ( A at

where the parameter 0 and the irequency 4 are given by the table
below:

Kadial and Angular vibration Axial vibration r
Tf and TA T -

Inner Ring Waviness k L# 0  'It I kS,

Outer Ring Waviness (k;,)4 -i I kk -4 j

Ball Waviness kb_ _ ___J kfb 2 '

Ball Diameter Variation

The. coefficients g for ball waviness and ball diameter variation
are based on the following simplifying assumptions:

1. The variation of waviness from Lall to ball between
various diameter on the same ball has been neglected, by using
average values of the amplitudes of the various ball waviness
harmonics (See Report AL61L032 page 23'(1)).

2. The factor g for ball diameter variation was computed under
the assumption that all the balls in the bearing, except for
one, have the same diameter. (See Report AL61L032 page 32 (1)).

Typical curves showing the amplification factor as a function
of frequency are tiven in Enclosures 31-38.fcr different values of
the elastic constants fi and f * It is seen that the resonant
frequencies of the system can be varied within a wide range by changing
the elastic constants of the housing. It is also possible to select
the values of #Rand & so that, for any given frequency, either the
radial or angular vibration amplitudes are zero.

IS
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In the practice of bearing vibration and waviness testing these
quantities are measured as total velocity levels within frequency bands of
finite width. It is. therefore* important to determine the relation-
ship between waviness measured in a finite band and vibration measured
in a *corresponding" band. This can be done by using "velocity band
width amplification factori', defined by

( l J" (1.3.1lT-1)

where V is the RMS value of the vibration velocity measured in a
given finite bands and W is the RMS value of the waviness also expressed
in units of velocity, and measured in a band corresponding to the
vibration band, i.e., the waviness band is selected so that the waviness
measured will generate vibration frequencies within the band used in
the vibratton measurements.

The fullowing utproximate relationship holds for the "band level
amplification factors" TY, , t.T ard "j7 for outer ring, inner ring
and ball waviness, respectively:

For radial vibration

T 4(1.3.17-2)

ut (1.3.17-3)

For axial vibration

iw "T "(I (,, € .3.17-5)
1" O
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" - - (1.3.17-7)

Equations 1.3.17-2 to 1.3.17-7 take into account the effect of
the linearly induced peaks ohly. The frequencies .,q* , 4w and jf$
are the rotational frequencies used in the measurements of outer ring,
inner ring and ball waviness, respectively.

The Equations 1.3.17-2 to 1.3.17-7 are strictly valid only under
the following conditions;

1. The waviness harmonics of a given bearing element are all of
the Aame velocity amplitude within bands of the width con-
sidered.

2. The bands are narrow enough that an amplification factor at
any frequency within the band can be approximated by the
same amnliflcation factor taken at the (arithmetic) center
frequency of the band. (This presupposes that the band does
not contain any of the resonant frequencies.)

3. The bands are wide enough to cover a large number of "lines"
of the waviness or vibration spectrum.

It is seen from Equations 1.3.17-2 to 1.3.17-7 that the ratios
o- are the same for radial and axial vibrations.

The same relationship also holds for angular vibrations.

It also appears that the velocity bend width amplification factors
for outer and inner ring and ball waviness are all proportional to.,J7j
where 7 is the number of balls.

An amplification factor for ball diameter variation can also be
conputed. Since its formula is based on somewhat restrictive assump-
tions, it is not ciLed here, but can be found in Special Report
AL62L005 (1). This amplification factor is proportional to /Z

Enclosure 39 lists the amplification factors to , t/' and -7

for a few bearing sizes. The tabulation is based on a rotational
speed of 1000 RPM for waviness testing inner and outer rings, and 740
RPM for waviness testingballs. The rotational speed of the bearing
at vibration testing is 1800 RPM.
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I.3.18-Amplif ication Factor for Flexu I Vbtit- IndUoed b - Inle -

The displacement amplification factor Ty for flexural outer ring
vibrations due to 2 wpc inner ring waviness is given by

I y"ir-. (1.3. 18-1

where 3

(1.3.18-2)

linearized Hertzlan coefficient as given by Equation (1.3.7-4)

-. mean radius or outer ring.

= second moment of area of outer ring cross-section.

It was shown in Equation (1.3.7-4) that for a given axial loadk,,
is proportional to 1  is thercfore proportional to - and Tr
increases with Increasing * but not according to a simple power
law.

It was also shown in Equation (1.3.7-5) and EnclosurA 19 that
for a given number of balls and a given axial load kincreases with ball
diameter. Y and r therefore also increase with ball diameter.

Since y is inversely proportional to the rigidity /a of the
outer ring, T decreases with increasing rigidity ?/Itl

I
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1,3.19 Effect of LOad on Bearing Vibration .....

The main effects of the applied load on bearing vibration are
summarized below. These findings are based on experimental and
theoretical analysis of 6305 and 6310 bearings, and apply to an
axial load range of 20 to 200 lbs. The radial load ranges are 25
to 25b lbs for the 6305 bearing and 50 to 500 lbs for the 6310
bearing. The results have been verified for test speeds in the
range between 1000 and 3600 RPM.

Axial Load

1. The linearized Hertzian coefficient k, is proportional to
the cube root of the axial load, FA . The rigid body mode
resonant frequency is proportional to * , and hence, also
proportional to J , This resonant frequency therefore

increases with axial load, and a change in the axial load may
therefore change the appearance of the bearing vihration
spectrum due to the shift In the resonant frequency. This
effect is, however, very Si"11 for small changes in the load
and even an increase in load by a factor of 10 produces an
increase in the resonant frequencies of only 45%. The
resonant freqaencles of the flexural modes of vibration are
even less affected by changes of , , as seon from Equation
(1.3.15i-1).

2. Another effect of the change in kj due to changes in the
axial load is to influence the amplitude of the flexural
vibration due to inner ring waviness of two wpc. An in-
crease in the axial load, according to Equations (1.3.18-1)
and (1.3.18-2), increases the amplification factor TY.
This- effect is small for most bearings within the load ranges
normally used in vibration-critical applications. An in-
crease in the axial load on a 6305 bearing from 20 to 200 lbs,
results in an increase of approximately 24% in T .

T.i

3. The experimentally found effect of axial load on the bearing
vkbration, mennured in octave bands in a radial or axial
direction, is in general small and erratic. For details, see
Progress Report No. 8 (1). The effect of axial load on the
vibration level measured in the three Anderometer bands is
also briefly discussed in Progress Reports No, 6, 7 and 8 (2),
where the effect of axial load applied to 620,1, 6305 and 6207
bearings in the 6 to 40 lbs range was found to be small. !j
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Radial Load

1. The basic findings in the vibration theory for a bearing
with rigid rings operating under axial load also apply to

a bearing under radial or combined load. The vibration
frequencies induced 1 various surface imperfections are
the same for both loading conditions. The effect of radial
load on resonant frequencies and flexural outer ring
vibrations is comparable to that of the axial load.

2. The effect of radial load, measured in octave bands in a
radial or axial direction, is, in general, &mall and erratic.
For details see Progress Reports No. 4, 6 and 8.

1.3.20 The Effect of Rotational Speed o Vihratin _eveWgJ

The frequencies of the vibrations induced by various sources
(such as geometrical imperfections Pf the rnlling surfaces, flexural
vibrations due to the ball loads and variabl compliance vibrations)
are all proportional to the rotational speed of the bearing.

Let VI(f)reprebent the RMS vibrational velocity measured in an
octave band with midband frequency cps, at a rotational spmi of N l
RPM V.( j ) represents the reading in the same octave band at a
rotational speed ofN RPM.

In a non-resonant region, assuming the vibration transmission
characteristics of the bearing to be the same at the two rotational
Speeds

This equation follows directly from the proportionality between
vibration frequencies and rotational speed, i.e., vibration components
occurring at a frequency f at the rotational speed Nwill occur at
frequency t4 at a rotational speed N| . The factor is due to
the fact tht, for given displacements, the velocity amplitudes are
proportional to the frequency, and thus also to the rotational speed.
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Equation (1.3.20-1) shows that:

I. The shape of the spectrum is speed independent in non-
resonant regions. The octave band spectrum at a speed NL
is obtained from the spectrum at the speed Nt by multi-
plying both the ordinate and abscissa scales by the speed r
ratio NW/a4 "4

2. The relationship between vibration level and speed can be
determined at any given frequency from Equation (1.3.20-1)
provided that the spectrum at one speed is known.

Enclosures 40-43 show experimentally obtained octave band
vibration spectra of 6305 and 6310 bearings. These spectra are
typical only uf the bearings used in the tests reported in Progress
Reports No. 4 and " (1), and it should be realized that if other
manufacturing methods are used tPe spectra could be different from
these. The spectra shown on Enclosures 40-43 represent average values,
measured under six different radial loads. The vibhlion WAx measured
in the direction of the applied radial load and perpendicular to it,
at rotational sneeds of 1600 and 3600 RPM.

The spectra of Enclosures 40-43 may be used to study the validity
of Equation (1.3.20-t) for the bearings used in the tests. Since the
two rotational speeds used differ by a factor of 2, the vibration
amplitude in any given octave band at 3600 RPM is, according to
Equation (1.3.20-1), twice the amplitude of the adjacent lower octave
band at 1800 RPM. The vibration levels in the various octaves at
3600 RPM were comnuted in this manner from the 1800 RPM spectrum, and
Lhe computed values are also shnwn on Enclosures 40-43. A comparison *f
of the computed and experimental spectrum at 3600 RPM shows good
agreement between the two spectra of the 6305 bearing in the direction
norms to the load, for octaves in the 100-1603 cps range. The agree-
ment in the direction of the load is somewhat poorer. A similar
tendency is observed for the 6310 bearing, although the agreement is
somewhat poorer than for the 6305 bearing. It appears that Equation
(1.3.20-1) can be used to obtain order of maanitude estimates of the
octave band vibration levels at various rotational speeds provided
that the snectrum at one speed is known. It should, of course, be
realized that for a more accurate evaluation, resonances in the system
must be taken into account. For frequencies above 1600 cps, the
estimates obtained by using Equation (1.3.20-1) give values which are
too large for the higher rotational speeds, which could indicate that
the bearing is more highly damped in this frequency range at the
higher rotational speeds than at the lower speed and that, therefore,the amplitudes In these (resonant) bands do not increase propor-

tionately with speed. Another possible explanatim is that the damping II
is non-linear increased with amolitude.

Ii
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If an analytical expression for the relationihip between .
vibration level and frequency is available, the speed dependence
of the vibration level in any given octave band can be computed
from Equation (1.3.20-1) iithiii the range of validity of this Equation.

For instance, assume that the relationship between vibration level
and frequency is linear at a aneedN I  ,i '., to.at

V . + Kf ( f-,;- ,2.0o-2)

where V , is the vibration level measured in an octave band with
midband IrequencygVis a pQ sitive constant and Ka positive or neg-
ative constant andfIand I define the frequency limits of the
validity of Equation (1.3.20-I). Then

\l(fa~~o~.ijam~f j. (1.3.20-3)

i.e., the relationship between vibration level, in a given octave,
and speed is also linear. If V is constant over Lhe band thenfv
is also constant and the vibration level increases proportionately
with the rotational speed.

If the spectrum at speed %J follows a power law

Vj-Kj ; I l (1.3.20-4)

where K( and are constants,

then

thnV)i3(t' I N (1.3.20-5)
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It should be noted, that the resonant frequencies of a
bearing are speed independent and the enalysis therefore is not
valid in regions where the spectrum contains significant resonances.

It is seen from Enclosures 40-43 that the octave band vibration I
levels at a given speed generally decrease with frequency. Since the
vibration spectrum varies considerably from bearing to bearing, no
good general analytical expression can be written for this relationship.
Using average values for the 6305 and 6310 bearings reported in
Progress Reports No. 4 and 5 (0J, the following equation has Leen
found to represent a reasonably good aperoximation for these particu-
lar bearings:

(1.3.20-6) -,

This is Illustrated by the curve, representing Equation
(1.3.20-6) for K = 570000, nlotted on Enclosure 40. It is seen
that this curve is in good agreement with the experimental puints
of the snectrum at 3(,00 RPM, in tho frequency range up to 1600 cps.

Equation (1.3.20-6) represents the special case of Equation
(1.3.20-4) for which S =-0.5. For this value of /5 , Equation
(1.3.20-5) which expresses octave band level in any given band as
a function of speed, becomes

/05

which more generally may be expressed as

V= kN (1.3.20-8)
L

where 1 is a constant and N the rotational speed.

aTI
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Experimental results with 6305 and 6310 bearings under-
light axial and radial luads have shown that the vibration level
as measured in octave bands approximately follows the power law

V k (1.3.20-9)

where k and a( are positive constants and N the rotational speed.
The exponent o( depends to some extent on the frequency band examined
and also on the direction of the vibration measurement. The average
value of0< was found to be approximately 1.3.

For this average value of €( Equation (1.3.20-9) is in agreement
with Equation (1.3.20-8) which shows that at least a rough estimate
of the amplitude-speed relationship in any given octave band can be
obtained if the amplitude-frequency relationship at one speed is
known.

Enclosure 44 shows experimental values of tii - ed-amplitude
exponent a( as a function of frequency. The shao the curve and
the average value of * is approximately the same for vibrations in
the direction of the radial load and normal to it. This also applies
reasonab.ly well to vibrations measured in the axial direction.

1.3.21 Comparison of Vibration Levels in Different Measuring Directions

The following general trends have been observed in comparing
octave band vibration levels in different measuring directions:

1. The octave band vibration level in the axial direction is, in
general, higher than in the radial direction for low frequen-
cies (below 800 cps), and approximately the same in the higher
frequency range (above 800 cps). This applies to radial
vibrations measured both in the direction of the radial load
and perpendicular to it. It applies to axial vibrations
measured at one point of the outerimee, thus including both
parallel translatory motion and angular vibrations.
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2. The vibration level measured in the directionf 
01the -

radial load is, in general, of a somewhat smaller (15%)
magnitude than in a direction perpendicular to the load.

The fact that the vibrations, measured in the axial direction
in the non-resonant bands below 800 cps, generally are of a higher
amplitude than vibrations in the radial direction is explainable by
rigid ring theory; as a consequence of the fact that the ratio
between the velocity bandwidth amplification factors in the axial and
radial direction is I-which is always much larger than 1.

A more detailed analysis shows that for a bearing with free outer
ring ( #Q sAmO ), the ratios between the vibratory energy of axial, -4
radial and angular vibrations in a finite non-resonant band ere given
apnroximately by r

This relationship holds exactly for a bearing with

(1.3.21-3)

where R and are dimensional parameters defined in 1.3.14.

The conditions given by Equations (1.3.21-2) and (1.3.21-3)
represent average values for deep groove ball bearings of conventional
dcsign.

For O< = 150 j

A,87 :O. 1 O,03 (0.3.21-4)

iA !
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whiich shows that the ampitudes o te" axial (hi- T S"-a-re cOn-.
siderably higher than those of the radial and angular vibrations.
It is also seen that the measured vibrations in the axial direction
are mainly influenced by axial translatory motion and to a minordegree by angular motion.

For a bearing mounted in an angularly and radially elastic
housing Lhe distribution of vibratory energy among the three modes
of vibration can be computed from Equations given in Report AL62L005 (1).

Far the special case of a bearing mounted in a housing which
is angularly rigid ( 000), but with no elastic radial constraint
( jft'o), the followng applies under the conditions of Equations
(1.3.21-2) and (1.3.21-.3).

+~ (1.3.21-5)

which fnr O 156 becomes

F-,:Q, 0 7*& :0.13 0..16

Again the vibrations in the axial direction are predominant
although the angular component in this case is zero.

For a bearing mounted in a housing which is radially Tigid
( *m9d), but with no elastic angular constraint (JA 0), the
following applies under the condition of Equations (1.3.21-2 and
(1.3.21-3) and for = 1.2.

E EA 0 '3 (1.3.21-7)

In this case the Snergy distribution is independent of contact
angle.
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The radial vibrations are now of zero amplitude, and only
vibrations in the axial diection are measured.

The foregoing applies only to vibrations in a non-resonant
band of finite width. For measurements in frequency ranges which
are Influenced by resot,ances the following applies:

At any fixed frequency the distribution of the vibratory energy
among the axial, radial and angular modes of vibration depend for a
given bearing on the spring constants of the housing. The distribution
is highly frequency dependent. By pLupeI selection of thc turlitU
constants of the housing, the amplitudes in either the radial or the
angular mode of vibration can be minimized at any given frequency. A
housing with zero angular spring constant (the outer ring angularly
free) gives low amplitudes of the radial vibration at low frequencies,
while a housing with zero radial spring constant (the outer ring
radially free) gives low amplitudes of the angular vibration at low
frequencies. This is Hitustrated by Enclesukes 45-48 which shows the
distribution of radial and angular vibratory energy for a 6305 bearing
as a function of frequency, Cof a few values of e and . It is seen
that if tA-I the distribution of vibratory energy is Independent of
frequency. For further details see Special Report AL62LOO5 (1).

1.3.22 Comparison of the Effects of Outer Ring, Inner Ring and Rolling
Element Waviness on the Bearino Vibration Level

This comparison applies to vibration and waviness measurement
made in finite bands, sufficiently wide to contain several linear
and non-linear vibration and waviness peaks.

If it is assumed that rolling surface waviness is the only cause
of bearing vibration then the vibration in any given frequency band,
may be expressed by the equation

4-- i

V (1.3.22-I)
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where

=the RMS value of the bearing vibration measured in any given

frequency band.

)C,,% outer ring, inner ring and rolling element waviness, measured
in the frequency bands corresponding to the Vibration frequency
band.

TJ., =velocity band width amplification factors of outer ring, inner
) ring and rolling element waviness, respectively. These are,

in a non-resonant band, given by E q uo o, ias (1,.3..7 2)... t~rn. h
(1.3.17-7).

The relative contribution of outer ring, innor ring and rolling
element waviness respectively to the bearing vibration level may be
expressed by the urequenc he following "contribution factors".

Zo V (1.3.22-2)

band.W

i - (b.3.22-3)

7 (.3.22-4)

which may be written in terms of quantities that can directly be
derived from e repeivl to test speed and the measvred waviness,
as bllows:

yt (! .3.22-2)2 I -

z 4 z
VoW, 2 (1.3.22-5)

IR
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4-, .(1.3.22-6)

It should be noted that

4Z + Z

and that the squared factors Z 0 2, Z a nd Z directly indicate
the additive contribution from outer ring, inner ring and rolling
element WaviRnss, as a fraction of the total (squared) vihratinn
level.

Equations (1.3.22-5), (1.3.22-6) and (1.3.22-7) are useful

In developing bearings with improved vibration characteristics.
Improvements in the vibration level can be accomplished most efficient-
ly by reducing the waviness of the element having the highest value
of Z , while reduction of the waviness of parts with low Z' value
is of little effect.

The waviness ranges corresponding to a given vibration frequency
band may be computed from Equations (1.3.11-1). (1.3.11-2) and
(1.3.11-3) or the tables of Enclosures 28 and 29 may be used.

1.3.23 Comparison of Amplitudes of Vibration Generated by Various
Sources

To compare the amplitudes of the vibrations generated by the
various sources that have been identified within the bearing, numerical
compmations were performed for a 6305 bearing. Vibrations generated
by the following sources were considered:

1. Variable compliance

2. Bending of the outer ring due to the finite number of balls

3. Flexural outer ring vibrations due to inner ring waviness
of two wpc.
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4. Rigid body vibrations due to waviness of the rolling
surfaces,

1. Variable Compliance:

teEnclosure 49 shows a graph (f the computed maximum ampli-
tudes of the nine first harmonics of the variable compliance
vibrations for a 6305 bearing rotating at 1800 RPM. The values
apply to a bearing with 0.0006 inch radial looseness, and to
radial loads in he range from 20 to 2000 lbs. The values shown
ae oily approximate; the higher harmonics espenially shou ld be
used only for comparison of orders of magnitude. The radial
load corresponding to the maximum amplitudes both in the
direction of the load and perpendicular to it are shown on
the enclosure. For comparison, the vibration level corre-
sponding to MIL-B-17391B (Ships) vibration limits in the low
(50-300 cps) and medium (300-1800 cps) Anderometer bands is also
shown on the graph.

Since the auiplItudas Af the variable compliance vibrationq
represent the maximum amplitudes of each harmonic vhich occur
under different radial loads, the total contribution, is a
wide band, of the variable compliance vibrations to the bearing
vibration level cannot be obtained directly from Enclosure 49.
This contribution is, however, judged with certainty to be sig-
nificant whenever at least one of the harmonics has an amplitude
of the order of half of the vibration level generated by other
sources, or higher.

It should be re,.lized that the variable compliance vibration
do not enter vibration measurements (according to MIL-B-17391B)
as these are performed under axial load, but they may affect the
vibration level of very quiet running bearings unless there is
predominant axial load.

It is seen that the maximum vibration amplitudes of the first
and second harmonics of the variable compliance vibrations in the
direction of the radial load are in excess of the MIL-13-17391B
vibration limit in the low band. The third and fourth harmonic
exceed 50% of the limit. The four lower harmonics may therefore
significantly affect the vibration level of a quiet running
bearing in the low Anderometer band. It is also seen that the
fifth to ninth harmonics in the direction of the load are of sig-
nificant magnitude compared to the MIL-B-17391B limit, in the
medium band.
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Since the amplitude of the harmonics generally decrease with
the order of the harmonic, orders higher than the ninth are not
believed to be of significant amplitude. High Anderometer band
vibrations (1800-10000 cps) should therefore not be affected by
the variable compliance. The variable compliance vibrations inthe direction of the radial load are of lower amplitude. Only the

first two harmonics of these vibrations may conceivably have a
significant effect on a bearing with a vibration level satisfying
MIL-B-17391B limits. The fact that the amplitudes of the variable
compliance vibrations in the direction perpendicular to the radial
load are higher tnen in thu dire tLion of the load may explain the
higher vibration levels, measu'red in octave hands, in the direction
perpendicular to the load (See 1.3.19).

2. Bending Vibrations of Cter Ring due.t=al L :oads:

The amplitude of the flexural vibrations induced by bending
due to ball loads are also Influenced by the aplied load. Enelesero
50 shows graphically for a 6305 bearing with 15' contact angle how
the amplitude of the first and second harmonics deletid ofi the applied
axial and radial loads. (The radial load values are only rough .s-
timates computed from Equation (1.3.4-3).)

It is seen from Enclosure 50 that th vibrations due to ring
bending as a result of ball loads are relatively insignificant com-
pared to the MIL-B-17931B limits for small loads such as normally
used in vibration testing. For an axial load of 50 lbs or 140 lbs
radial load the amplitude of the first harmonic of those vibrations
is approximately 25% of the MIL-B-17391B low band limit. However,
for loads exceeding these values the effect of the flexural vibration
due to ball loads may become an important contributor to the low
band vibration level. The second and higher harmonle are of insig-
nificant amplitude. I
3. Flexural Bending dupe to 2 woc Inner Ring Wnavines:

The amplitudes of the vibrations induced by flexural bending
due to 2 wpc waviness of the inner ring are shown granhically on
Enclosure 51 as a function of the RMS amplitude of inner ring waviness
of the order 2 wpc. The abscissa shows the 2 ;vpc displacement amplitude
as well as the 2 woc velocity amplitude measured on a waviness tester
at 1000 RPM rotational speed. For comparison the computed approximate
vibration level in the 50-300 cps band due to rigid body vibrations 4
induced by waviness of the inner and outer race and the balls is also
shown as a function of waviness velocity level, measured at a speed of
1000 RPM for race waviness and 740 RPM for ball waviness in the U 4

waviness bands corresponding to tie indicated kibration band.
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The MIL-B-17931-B limit in the 50-300 cps 'band is arso- -.

shown on the graph. It is seen that a 2 wpc RMS displacement
amplitude of approximately 15 microinches is required to
generate a vibration level equal to the MIL-B-1793]B limit.
This value of the 2 wpc inner ring waviness is of an order of
magnitude commonly found in quiet running deep groove ball
bearings of this size, and two point out-of-roundness of the
inner ring may therefore highly affect the bearing vibration
in the 50-300 cps band.

4. Rigid Body Vibrations:

It is seen from EneloIure 51 that an outer ring waviness
level of approximately 10,000 microinches/second, an inner
ring waviness level of approximately 6000 microinches/second
and a ball waviness level of 1000 microinches/second, respectively,
are required to generate rigid ring vibrations of a level
equal to the MIL-B-l"931B limit in the 50-300 cps band. Assuming
equal contribution to the bearing vibration from outer ring.
inner ring and ball waviness, this corresponds to an outer ring
waviness level of approximately 6000 microinches/second, inner
ring waviness of approximately 3500 microinches/second and bell
waviness of 600 microinches/second. These figures relate to
waviness measurements in a 2% octave band corresponding to the
50-300 cps band. If the waviness is measured in octave bands
with equal influence from each octave, the waviness levels are:

3700 Microinches/second for outer ring
2200 Microinches/second for inner ring
400 Microinches/second for balls

These figures are again of an order of magnitude frequently found
in quiet running bearings and waviness of the rolling surfaces is
therefore Judged to be an important contribution to the low band
vibration level. In the higher frequency range, which is less affected
by the other sources discussed, waviness of the rolling surfaces is
the predominant cause of vibration.
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source in any given frequency range depends on the relative

magnitude of the various surface imperfections of the rolling|
surfaces, on the load and speed and on bearing design geometry. In
general, in the low frequency range (up to approximately 10 timesthe rotational frequency) of a radially loaded bearing the folio-wing
sources should be considered:

T. Variable compliance vibrations g

2. Vibrations due to bfrle qoud, if the bearin g operates
under omparatively heavy load T

I

3. Flexure vibrations due to low order race waviness
4. Rigid body vibrations, due to race and ball waviness and In

inner ring eccentricity.

5. Two point out.-of-roundness of balls -
In the hilher frequency range (above po time the rotationalfrequency) the only vibratory sources with significant effect arerace and ball wavinessied

This also applies to an axially loaded bearing with the ex-ception that variable compliance vibrations arI not induced underT
axial load.

1.3.24 Internal Damning in Ball BearlngsIn the theoretical analysis on which the synthetic spectra shown
on Enclosures 21, 22 and 27 are based, the effect of damping on thebearing vibration was neglected. This may be justified at frequenciessufficiently remote from the resonant frequencies of the system, butnear the resonant frequencies the vibration is highly influenced by
damping. A method of evaluating the internal damping directly from -the spectrum was given in Progress Report No. 8.(l). Using this method,the damping time constant and the logarithmic decrement were computedfor the vibratory modes corresponding to the natural frequencies found Atin the eoretial aBasRi s In whCthe s ice ctr.

on Ecloures21,22 ad 2 arebasd, te efectof ampig o th

beain viraionwa neleted Tismaybejusifed t reqenie
suficenty emte ro th rsoantfrquecis f te ystmbu
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The damping time constant is the time required to-reduce
the amplitude of transient free vibrations to /a (=37%) of its
initial v~lue.

The logarithmic decrement is defined as the natural logarithm
of the ratio of any two successive amplitudes of the free vibration.

The damping time constant was found to vary comparatively
little, the minimum being 0.7 m sec. the maximum 2.0 m sec and the
average 1.3 m sec. The logarithmic decrement varies between 0.15
and 0.80, the Average being 0.37. The ratio between two consecutive
amplitudes of the free vibration is obtained by taking the antilogarithm
of the logarithmic decrement. For the lowest resonant frequencies
(in the 300-1000 cps range) this ratio was found to be of the order
of 2, i.e., after 3-4 cycles the free vibration has decayed to less than
10% of its initial value. This occurs within approximately 4 m sec.
For higher resonant frequencies (in the 5000-10000 cps range) the
amplitude ratio is of the order of 1.2 which means that approximately
13 cycles are required to reduce the amplitude of the free vibrations
to 10% of its initial value. This rnrrasnonds to less than 3 m see.
On the basis of these results a small ball bearing can be considered
a relatively well, though subcritically damped system.

The effect of dmping on the bearing vibration level can be
evaluated if the damping time constant or logarithmic decrement
are known.

The velocity amplification factor tT of the damped bearing
may be exoressed by the equation (See Progress Report No. 9-10,
pages 14-16) (1).

tJ ±U](C'() (1.3.24-1)

The factor tU here indicates the amplification of the vibration
amplitude at a given frequency f , due to the effect of a resonant
frequency fv , of the system. A is the logarithmic decrement.

In a non-resonant region where . --A I .
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Enclosure 52 shows ..as a function of ifj0 for three

values of the logarithmic doertment J ; i.e.. , 0.15,
0.37 and 0.80 which are the minimum, average and maximum

experimental values of OT

At the resonant frequency .

C Hci J (1.2.34-2)

For = 0.15, =*,p : 21.0 T
= 0.37, = 8.5

0.80, tre = 3.9

To evaluate the effect of the resonanc on the vibration-
level measured in a b-d of finite width A; , the bandwidth
amplification factor tj may be computed from the equation

u ' 1 (1.3,24-3)

or using the notations

(1.3.24-4)

4-4 (1.3.24-5)
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By evaluating Lhe integral, the value of tre can be computed-
for any given values of )A, .M/j. and 47.*1

The bandwidth Is often expressed as the number of octavese
contained within the band. If the band is selected so that the
resonant frequency X coincides with the midband frequency of
the band, then the following relationships hold:

4'.

(1.3.24-7)

/~±L1. b(1.3.24-8)

whiCh solved for )A andi4A, give

- (1.3.24-9)

24'

L -4 (1.3.24-10)

Equation (7.3,24-6) may now be expressed as

T I. (1.3.24-11)

Results of a numerical evaluation of Equa ion (1.3.24-11) are
shown graphically on Enclosure 53 which gives *tJr as a function of
for 0.15, 0.37 and 0.80. It is seen that for bandwidthsE = 1/3,1
and 23 octaves (which are commonly used in vibration testing)the
following values of 1e are obtained:
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Bandwidth Amplification Factor T. .

0 0.15 = 0.37 0.80

1/3 11.5 6,2 4.0
1 7.2 3.8 2.4
2% 4.9 2.8 1.8

The amplification factois listed above apnear to be high,
but it should be noted that they apply only to vibrations in
the bume wode as the rezsonan1 frarq~ieny rontained within the band,

e.g., for a band containing the resonant frequency of the rigid
body mode of vibration only these rigid body vibrations are being
amplified. Correspondingly for a band containing a flexural resonant
frequency only the flexural outer ring vibrations will be amplified.
It is known that in a non-resonant region the amplitudes of the
flexural vibrations are very small compared to those of the rigid body
motion and the Increase In gveral) vibration level in a band containing
a flexural resonance is therefore not nearly as great as Indicated
by the ampllfcation factors -tT in Enclosure 53.

If the amplitude Vff of the flexural vibrations in any given

non-resonant band are expressed by the equation

4 v (.3.24-12)

where V is the total vibration level td k is a positive con-
stant1kr< 1, then the bandwidth amplification factor given by
Equation (1.3.24-11) may be modified as follows for bands including
flexural resonances.
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An accurate evaluation of k requsres experiments -not- pdr-
formed In this investigation. O the bess of available exper-
Imentul results it would, however, apear that , in general,
does not exceed 1/4. Using this vae of k Equotion (1.3.24-14)
yields the order of magnitude etimae:

(1.3.24-14)

For the aveerage value of g-/0.3 7 the following orders of
magnitude of "'Jef are obtained firom Equation (1.3.24-14)

1/3 1.85
1 1.38
24 1.22

For rigid body vibrations Tc as obtained from Enclosure 53
or Equation (1.3.24-11) Van be used directly, without modification.
It-appears on the basis of experimental results, that the logarithmic
decrement J is larger for the ri id body mode than for the flexural
modes and the beat estbmaite of I in a band containing the resonant
frequency of the rigid. body mode may therefore be obtained by using
the maximum value of o =0.80.

.These results itdicate that the rigid body resonant frequency,
in general, has a greater effect on the vibration level than the
flexural resonancest. For instance, In a 21 octavotnd, the rigid
body resonance inc.eases the level by a factor of 1.6 while the flex-
urul resonance infreases it by a factor of 1.22. These factors appear
to be in agreemenlL with experimental values.

Enclosure $3 was derived for the case that the resonant frequency
f, coincides with the midband frequency of the band examined. Suffic-

iently accurate order of magnitude estimates may, however, be obtained
from this enclosure even if this is not the case, as long as the
resonant frequency falls well inside the band examined. In case of
more than on resonant frequency within the band., an estimate of the
total amplification factor may be obtained as the product of the in-
dividual awolification factors computed for each resonant frequency.
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1.3.25 Vibration Attenuating Bearing housing

Bearing vibration may be attenuated at least in certain
frequency ranges by selection of proper elastic and damping
media and increase in housing mass. This can be accomplished,
for instance, by using arrangements similar to those shown on
Enclosure 8. Test results and analytical evaluation of these
mounting arrangements show that:

1. Vibrations near zero frequency are difficult to attenuate,
since this would require nearly infinitely soft springs.

2. In the 50-100 cps band attenuation can be accomplished
simply through added mass of the housing. Laminates or
other vibration damping structures are no more effective
in this band than solid steel elements.

3. I the frequency range above 100 cps comparatively soft
laminated elements (with low natural frequency) give best
overall results. Lamington nf thin steel strips and layers
of soft damping material (rubber, cork and glue) have been
found effective in this frequency range. The following
average values were obtained for this type of laminated beam
installed in the housing.

Frequency Band (cps) Vibration level in Percent
of the Level Without Damped

Housing

50- 200 22
200-1600 541600-12800 11

Overall 32

It is noted that these attenuation values -'e rather substantial.

4. Further possibilities for the reduction of amplitudes of J
very low frequencies are suggested by the findings mentioned
In 1.3.21 that in a bearing, mounted an that it can vibrate
both radially and angularly, the amplitudes of the radtal I
vibrations may he theoretically reduced to near zero at low
frequencies, by using a mounting arrangement which is highly
flexible in the angular direction.
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A housing built on this principle could be useful if only
radial vibrations must be attenuated while angulari vibrations
can be tolerated. (If it ii desirable to attenuate the
angular vibrations, the housing should be rudially flexible.)

1.3.26 Effect of Fit Between Bearina OD. and Housinag

Test results with housing to outer ring fits in the tolerance
range given by huun[igs with bore diameter between SO FA nnd IS0 M6
and using a bearing with O.D. within ISO h5 have shown that the
effect of fit between housing and bearing 0.D. is rather small and
erratic. The effect is the same whether a lubricant between housing
and O.D. was used or not.

1.3.27 Airborne Noise Characteristics of Bell Bearings

Airborne noise measurements were performed using equipment
described in 1.2.5. The test rig accommodates two test and two
support bearings. If it is assumed that the noise from the four
bearings is additive by squares and that each individual bearing
generates the same noise (using bearings from the same lot in all
positions), the noise level of one bearing should be 6 db lower
than the level reported.

If there is ambient noise the noixo level 0 generated by the
four bearings alone (in db) may be comnuted from the equation:

4- L 1 - (1.3.27-1)

where

M! = ambient noise and bearing noise together (in db)
= ambient noise (in db)
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All noise levels reported here refer to the noise level 0
of the bearings alone as determined by Equation (1.3.27-1).

For Irequencies below 200 cps the background noise of the
anechoic chamber, without the tester running, was. at the time
of these tests, the same order of magnitude as the noise level
with the tester running. Meaningful readings could therefore j
not be obtained in this range.

The following concusions regarding the airborne noise emitted
by the bearings can be drawn in the range above 200 cpsj

1. The spectral distribution of the airborne noise, measured
in octaves in the 200-12800 cps range is shown on Enclosures
54 and 55 for a sample of 6305 and 6310 bearings. A com-
parison between tte structureborne vibration and the air-
borne noise spectrr shows that at the same rotational speed
the vibration iuid airborne noise svectre are similar.

2. The ulrbolas noise level tncreaaes with sneed with a trend
similar to that of structure borne vibration. A somewhat

smaller value of the sneed-amplitude coefficient * is
applicable for the airborne noise titan for the structure
borne vibration due to the slight difference in their
spectral distributions.

3. The effect of radial and axial loads on the airborne noise
is as small as the effect on the structure borne vibrations.

4. The correlation between airborne noise and structure borne
vibration levels is sufficiently good to justify for most
purposes the use of the much simpler vibration measurements
alone in evaluating all quiet running characteristics of ".
ball bearings. Of course, for most purposes, structure borne
vibration of the bearing is the primary variable to be con-
trolled.

II
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1.3.28 Additional Parameters Affecting Bearing Vibration and
Airborne Noise

The effect of various parameters such as bearing dimensions,
number of balls, surface micro-geometry, contact angle, radial
looseness, load, speed and mounting parameters was previously
discussed. Other parameters which may influence the bearing
vibration but which will not be discussed in detail are listed
here for completeness:

a. Lubriganv Thu daihping chaartaristics of the
bearing are influenced by the lubricant used and
it is known that the bearing vibration level to
some extent depends on the type lubricant used.

b. Land Height: If the lands adjacent to the grooves
in the inner and outer rings are not &ufficiently
high, the balls will run near the edge of the groove.
Under sufficient axial ~oad the contact ellipse may
extend to the edge of the groove which is likely to
cause rough running.

c. Groove Profiles: Excessive variation in the groove
profiles from a circular contour, may result in in.
creased vibration amplitudes.

d. Misalignment: If a bearing operates under misalign-
ment the contact angle varies along the circumference
of the bearings. If the misalignment is sufficient
the balls may run from near one edge of the groove
to the other passing an unloaded zone between these
two extreme positions. Since the maximum contact
angle in a misaligned bearing is larger than in a
perfectly aligned bearing, the misalignment has the
same effect as insufficient land height. Another
cause of rough running in a misaligned bearing is the
fact that the "loose" balls passing the unloaded zone
may generate vibrations which do not occur In an aligned
bearing operating under centered thrust load, where all
the balls are under load.
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e. Localized Damage, on the Rol!W-n Sbrf aces: .....Thls ....

generates vibration peaks which may be objection-
able in a smooth running bearing. I Industries,
Inc. has analyzed these peaks and developed instrumen-
tation for their detection (6). Damagc may, among
other means, be induced by plastic deformation of the
races on balls in case of improper assembly of the
bearing into machinery. A method for evaluating this
type of damage has been presented (7). .

f. Dirl an Rust: Dirt causes random vibration peaks which
add to the vibration level of the liuxsimg. Another
effect of dirt is that it may cause permanent damage
to the bearing in the form of small dents on the
rolling surfaces of the races and balls. These dents
increase the vibration level of the bearing as they --
are rolled over by the balls. Rust has the same effect
as dirt; it may also form pits which produce vibration
neaks as they are rolled over by the balls.

g. Q..: The cage, if oDerating properly, is believed to
have only a minor effect on the structure borne vibrations
of small boll bearings. Its effect on the airborne
noise level may be more noticeable and can be controlled
by design.

h. Shields and Seals: These, in general, influence the
airborne noise level, but hardly the structure borne
vibration. A secondary effect of some shields is to
deform the outer ring, thus generating additional
vibrations due to ring out-of-roundness.
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PART II. .

STUDY OF VIBRATION AND NOISE CHARACTERISTICS OF

ROLLER BEARINGS WITH BORE SIZES IN THE RANGE OF 200-300 MM

2.1 INTRODUCTTON

This part of the study covers roller bearings with bore sizes
In the range botween 200 and 300 mm, tynifying bearings, suitable
for use in navni nrnneller shaft and other main drive applications
subject to moderate and high stationary radial loads. The speed
range of interest Is wide, from very slow rotation to speeds of the
order of 1000 RPM. The following three basic types of roller
bearings were included in the study:

1. Snherical roller bearings (double row)

2. Cylindrical roller bearings (single row)

3. Tanered roller bearings (single row)

Test loads ranged upto 100.000 lbs radial and axial, speeds
between 100 and 1000 RPM.

Sketches of the various bearing sizes used, with main dimensions
and other data are shown on Enclosures 56-61.

As for the smaller bearings, the tests and analysis were per-
formed for a stationary outer ring and inner ring rotating at a con-
stant soeed.

Test equinment used in the experimental study of large roller
bearings is described in Section 2.2.

Various sources of bearing vibrations are examined in Sections
2.2.1 - 2.3.4.

A brief dibcussion of contact deformations in roller hpnrings is
given in Section 2.3.5.

Atinlitude and frequency characteristics of various vibratory
sources are discussed in Sections 2.3.6 - 2. 3.10.

The effect of load and speed is covered in Section 2.3.11.
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A comparison of the vibration levels in different.measuring

directions, generated by various sources is given in Sections I
2.3.12 - 2.3.14.

The effect of radial looseness is briefly discussed in T

Section 2.3.15. 1
Airborne noise measurements are described in Section 2.3.16.

Additional parameters affecting the vibrations and airborne
noise of large roller bearings are listed in Section 2.3.17.

A comparison of the vibratory characteristics of different j
types of large roller bearings is given in Section 2.3.18.

TAL

A

1
I
I
I

I i
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2.2 TEST EOUIPMENT

Equipment used in the experimental study and analysis of the
vibration characteristics of large roller bearings with 200-300
mm bore, is listed below:

2.2.1 Large Bearina Vibration Tester

The test machine used for measuring the vibration of large

roller bearings with 200-300 mm bore is shown on Enclosuro 62.
The tester consists of a large shaft supported radially on two
Kingsbury journal bearings. Axial loads which are applied to the
shaft via the test bearing are carried by a Kingsbury tilting shoe
thrust bearing located in the rear journal bearing housing. The
test bearing is mounted on a tapered seat on the opposite end of
the shbft from the Kingsbury thrust bearing.

The large bearing vibration test machine is presently equipped
with two shafts and bearing housing assemblies. One shaft. and housing
assembly is designed to test bearings with bore sizes in the neigh-
borhood of 200 mm, while the other permits testing of bearings with
bore sizes of 280 mm and slightly larger. The test machine can be
made to accommodate bearings with bore sizes up to 500 mm by re-
designing the test shaft and housing. The test shaft is belt driven
from a variable speed drive. The drive unit consists of a 200 HP
induction motor coupled to an eddy current clutch. The output speed
of the clutch is controlled by a speed setting potentiometer and
maintained at the desired speed with:, ±2% by a transistorized con-
troller. The test machine can be onerated at speeds ranging from
0 to 1000 RPM.

Test bearing loading is achieved by means of two cylindrical
hydraulic rams which are loaded by an air driven oil pump. Each
ram is coupled to a loading rod which transmits the load to the
test bearing housing. The radial load rod is coupled to the radial
portion of the housing. The load rod for axial loading goes through
the center of the hollow test shaft and imposes its load on the axial
load cap which tra..smits the load directly to the cuter ring of the
test bearing. Loads ranging from 0 to 100,000 lbs in both the radial
and axial direction can be applied to the test bearing.
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The Kingsbury radial and thrust bearings are capabie of
carrying full loads at speeds as low as 100 RPM with hydrostatic
assistance. The hydrostatic assist can also be used to permit
starting and stopping under full load, variation of oil film I
thickness, and variation of the spring constant and damping of the
support bearings. To operate the hydrostatic Rssist of the support
bearings, a large volume of high ,re-ssure oil (approximately 28 gpm)
at a maximum pressure of 3500 psi is sunnlied by a Denison pump

unit.

All speed, load and hydraulic controls are housed in the control
console. This console also contains a sLrain iuidiutaLu calibiated
to read the radial and axial loads applied to the test bearing and
temperature indicators which monitor the operating temperatures of I
the test bearing and the support bearings.

Enclosure 63 is a picture showing the layout of the large
bearing vibration tester and associated equipment.

Ambient vibrations genard by the machine accessories have
a significant efteet, nn octave band reedings in the low frequency I
range, especially at low rotational speeds. At speeds below 100 RPM
meaningful octave band readings can be obtained only in the bands
above 200 cps. At higher rotational speeds (800 RPM) meaningful
octave band readings may be obtained in the frequency range above
25 cps. I

The ambient spectrum generated by the machine accessories and
surrounding machinery is characterized by a few peaks at discrete
frequencies. Test bearing vibrations in the frequency range below
200 cps may be studied without interference, using narrow band I
-analysis, at all frequencies other than the discrete frequencies of
the ambient spectrum. J

The effect of the ambient sources is illustrated by Enclosure
64 which shows narrow band vibration spectra measured at the front
journal bearing under various conditions, and also by the octave
band readings measured at various test bearing speeds (including
zero), at the test bearing housing. From Enclosure 65 it is seen
that the vibrations measured with the test bearing stationary (ambient U
vibrations) are of comparable Grder to the bearing generated vibrations I
in the octaves below 200 cps*.

* These ambient data were recorded at the time of measurements made
for this contract. Since ther. the test facility was relocated to the

Wbg7 Industries Engineering and Research Center and placed on a heavy *
(200,000 Ibs) inertial block. Ambient vibration levels under the new
conditions are generally lower,
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The tester is used in conjuncti~n with instrumentation~ . .

2.2.2 Vibration Transducers

Plaza-electric accelerometers are utilized as the vibration
sensing device in the vibration measurement of large roller
bearings. The accelerometers are attached to the test bearing
housing and measure the vibration of the bearing in three mutually
perpendicular planes as shown in Enclosure 66.

Two types of accelerometers were used for the test measurements:

1. High :;cnitivlty accewometers: Rndaven Modal 2219 and
Columbia Research Laboratories Model 410 with sensitivities
greater than 300 MV/g were used for precise measurement of
vibration amplitudes in the frequency range below 2500 cps.

2. Low sensitivity accelerometers: Columbia Research Laboratories
Model 504 accelerometers were used for vibration measurements
at frequencies up to 12000 cps.

The accelerometers were always used in conjunction with a
Columbia Model 6006 Six channel cathode follower and amplifier.

2.2.3 Equinment for Narrow Band Frequencv Analysis

The Panoramic narrow band spectrum analysis system, miscellaneous
signal conditioning and frequency calibration equipment listed in
1.2.7 were used in the analysis of large bearing vibration data. An
instrumentation layout showing the vibration analyzing equipment
as utilized in the large bearing vibration studies is given on
Enclosure 67,

2.2.4 Eauioment for Octave Band and Wide Band Analysis

The electronic equipment (in addition to instruments listed in
2.2.2) used for octave and wide band analysis consisted of the
following:

1. Krohn-Hite variable band pass filters Model 330M
(frequency range 0.2 - 20,000 cps)

2. Ballantine True RMS Voltmeter Model 320.
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The bearing vibration was measured in twelve octave bands
in the 3.125-12,000 cps frequency range. Wider frequency bands
corresponding to the three Anderometer bands were also used.
The vibration readout of this system is in RMS millivolts and is
conerted to acceleration by using known values of the pickup
sensitivity and amplifier gain. The acceleration measurements
were expressed in inches/second2 RMS.

This equipment is shown in the instrumentation layout of
Enclosure 67. I

2.2.5 Instrumentation for Measuring Shaft Vibrations

The shaft vibrations of the lfirge bearing vibration tester,
were determined by measuring the electrical capacitance of a narrow
air gap formed between the rotating shaft and a capacitance probe.
The following equipment was used to measure the capacitance variation
produced as the shaft vibrates:

I. Robershaw-Fulton Proximity Meter No. 9501.

2. Krohn-Hite Ultra-Low Band Pass Filter Model 330-A.

3. Ballantine True RMS Voltmeter Model 320. ]
The capacitance measuring system and test configuration is

shown in Enclosure 68. For details on the tests nee Progress
Report No. 13 pages 2-11 (1). I

2.2.6 Tape Re.orde.L

For detailed analysis of vibration data, vibration signals were
recorded on magnetic tape fr subsequent playback into the Panoramic I
spectrum analyzing equipment. The tape recorder used is an Ampex FM
Recorder FR-1107 having seven in put channels. ,

I
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2.2.7 Eautoment for Airborne Noise Measurem ent

The airborne noise measurements of large roller bearings were
made with a Bruel and Kjaer Condenser Microphone Type 4111. The
microphone output was fed into q Bruel and KJaer 2602 Microphone
Amplifier with an external set of Allison Band Pass Filters, Model
2ABR. Since the airborne noise measurements were conducted in an
area having a high ambient background, a test chamber was constructed
to reduce the background noise. The noise test chambr, and electronic
equipment used in those tests are shown in Enclosure 69.

The ambient noise levels, expressed in absolute decibels, in
the octave bands between 25 and 12800 cpa, measured at the micro-
phone location in the noise test chamber are tabulated below:

Frequency Band, cps 25- 50- 100- 200-
50 100 200 400

Noise Lovel,db 82 77 7b 70

Frequency Band, cps 400- 800- 1600- 3200- 6400-
800 1600 3200 6400 12800

Noise Level,db 69 62 61 50 42

2.2.8 Large Race Waviness Test Eauinment

Waviness measurements of large bearing rings (200-300 mm bore) were
obtained with a large vertical wavometer which uses a rotating pickup
and a stationary specimen. The mechanical unit is a Micrometrical
Manufacturing Co. Wavometer Type PE-65. It is equipped with an Z M OF
MEA-100 velocity pickup and the associated electronic equipment was
built by I .

Since the bearing rings tested on this instrument are much
larger than the small ball bearing rings tested on the equipment
described in 1.2.3 and since the rotational speed at which the
large roller bearings are tested is lower than that used for small
bearings, higher ordem of race waviness than measured with the equip-
ment described in 1.2.3, becomes important for the large roller
bearings. Therefore the frequency range of the instrument was ex-
tended by adding eight octaves, covorfikg the range from 15 to 3840 wpc,
to the original five ocaves between 3 and % woc.
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Further details of this test equipment are given in Progress

Report No. 8 pages 7-8.pI),

2.2.9 Rgjlsjr Waviness Tester

The Race Waviness Tester described in 1.2.4 was used with F
special tooling to hold the rollers at a rotational speed of

740 RPM to measure roller waviness in the octave bands corresponding

to 4 8, 8-16, 16-32, %?-AA nnd 64-128 wpo.

2.2.10 Length Mensuring El.pment 
__

The same equipment described in 1.2.12 was used for length and -1

geometry measurements.
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2.3 THE LARGE ROLLER BEARING AS A VIBRATORY SYSTEMA L

2.3.1 Sources of Bearing Vibration

The sources within the bearing itself, generating vibrations
in large roller bearings, are essentially the same as those for
deep groove ball bearings, discussed in 1.3. As for ball bearings,
roller bearings vibrations are generated in a geometrically perfect
bearing as well as by geometrical imperfections of the rolling
surfaces. The majority of the analytical findings developed for
ball bearings apily Lu roller bearings also.

2.3.2 Vibrations Generated by a Gngmetriceally Perfect Roller Bearing

These Include vibrations induced by variable compliance and
by flexural ring bending due to roller loads.

2.3.3 Vibrations Induced by Var2be Elastic Comnlianqe

Due to the design differences between ball bearings and the
roller bearings here considered, the variable comoliance vibrations
for roller bearings differ in the following respects from those of
the ball bearings discussed in 1.3.3:

a. In a cylindrical or tapered roller bearing the races
and rolling elements are approximately in line contact,
while they are in point contact in a ball bearing. The
contact deformation in a cylindrical or tapcred roller
bearing therefore follows the nearly linear law (Palmgren
(5)).

I. I

CJ ~J (2.3.3-1)

instead of the 3/2 power law of Equation (1.3.7-1) valid
for ball bearings.

In a perfectly linear system where the displacements at
the contacts between rolling elements and races are
proportional to the loads at the contacts, the relative
displacement between the rings is always in the direction
of the applied radial load and proportional to the load
(this is not the case in a non-linear system).
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The total displacement in a linear system is there-
fore constant, which means that variable compliance
vibrations are not induced. Therefore, the ampli-
tudes of the variable elastic compliance vibration
in a cylindrical or tapered roller bearing, which
is nearly linear, are expected to be small compared
to those in a ball bearing.

b. In a spherical roller bearing the races and rolling
elements are in point contact, as in a ball bearing,I
and the variable enmpliance vibrations therefore

should follow the same law for these two types of
bearings. The coefficient Cj is, however, considerably
higher for the roller bearing than for a ball bearing
with the same rolling element diameter. The exact effect
of this difference in Hertzian coefficients depends
on the load applipd and cannot be determined without L
extensive analysis.

c. The number of rolling elements in the roller bearings I
here considered is much larger than in deep grooa ball Learii
of conventional design. This is expected to reduce

the amplitudes of the variable compliance vibrations
in roller bearings, since the amplitudes of these
vibrations decrease with the number of rolling elements.

d. The overall effect of the design difference between
roller and ball bearings on the variable compliance
vibrations Is a reduction of the amplitudes of these
vibrations in the roller bearings. This is in agreement I
with experimental results which for roller bearings,
show no significant difference between the amplitudes
measured in the direction of the radial load and per-
pendicular to it (See 2.3.12). For ball bearings the
vibration amplitudes perpendicular to the radial load
are generally of higher amplitude than those in the
direction of the load which is attributed to the effect

of the variable compliance vibrations.

Ii
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2.3.4 Flexural Vibrations of the Outer Ring Due to Roller Loads

Since the amplitudes of these vibrations are inversely pro-
portional to the cube of the number of rolling elements, the large
number of rollers in the roller bearings have a pronounced reducing
effect on these amplitudes. Enclosure 70 show the computed amplitudes
of these vibrations at 800 RPM rotational speed as a function of
axial as well as radial load, computed from Equations (1.3.4-2) and
(1.3.4 23. The nnplttudes are expressed in terms of acceleration since
acceleration measurements were used in all large roller bearing tests.
Typical amnlitudes of bearing vibration, measured in an octave band
containing the frequency at which the flexural vibration occurs
(the roller passage frequency), are shown for comparison. It is
seen that, even under heavy loads the vibrations due to roller load ate of
low amplitude compared to the overall vibration level. This effect
is even smaller if the bearing is mounted in a housing, as was done
in the measurpments of the overall vibration level. These vibrations
can therefore be neglected in most cases.

2.3 .5 Contact Deformation in Roller Bearings

As mentioned in 2.3.3 the deformation at the contact between
the rollers and races in spherical roller bearings may be assumed
to follow the non-linear Hertzan law, for point contacts given by
Equation (1.3.7-1).

For cylindrical and tapered roller bearings the deformation
is nearly linear, as given by Equation (2.3.3-1),

As for ball bearings, it is advantageous to use a linear
approximation of the Hertzian law as given by Equation (1.3.7-2).
The linear coefficient of contact deformation ki for spherical
rollr bearings can then be computed from Equation (1,3.7-4) for
a bearing under axial load or from the following more general
equation in which the coefficient I is expressed in terms of
rolling element load

T , 7V (2.3.5-1)

Formulae for numerical computation of C' and Ce can be found
in (5).
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For cylindrical and tapered roller bearings the linear
coefficient of deformation k may be expressed in terms-of 
the rolling element load p as

K L (J.Oi(..0. (2.3.5-2)-I !
The values of < for the various roller bearings used in I

the tests reported here are plotted as a function of roller load
in Encloureis 71 and 72. Tt is seen that for the cylindrical
and tapered roller bearings k, is relatively load independent,
while k, for the spherical roller bearing varies considerably with
the load.

2.3.6 Vibrations Generated by Geometrical Imperfections of the
Rolling Surfaces .

As in a ball bearing, imperfections of the rolling turfaces of
roller bearings induce vibrations of the outer race. These vibrations
include rigid body motion and vibratiois caused by elnastic deformation
(bending) of the outer ring.!

The rigid body vibrations comprise radial, axial and angular
vibrations. Due to the differences in design of the various types
of bearings one mode may be more predominant in one bearing type
than in another. These differences will be pointed out later.

2.3.7 Rigid Body Vibrations Generated b Geometrical Imperfections I
The rigid ring vibration theory originally developed for deep

groove ball bearings has been experimentally verified for large
roller bearings.

Frequencies predicted by the theory have been found in ex-
perimental spectra of radially as well 2s axially loaded large I
roller hearings. Enclosure 73 shows a narrow band spectrum of
the radial vibrations of a 23256 spherical roller bearing operating
under 20,000 lbs radial load. The spectrum contains peaks at
frequencies, coinciding with Lhuse that arc, according to lineRr
theory, induced by inner ring, outer ring and roller waviness. The
spectrum includes frequencies only up to 170 cps, since the most
significant effects of race waviness have been observed in this range. 1j
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Enclosure 74 shows amdial vibration spectrum of -an NJ256 cylindrical
roller bearing operating undei 20,000 lbs radial load. In this
bearing roller waviness was high compared to inner and outer ring
waviness as evidenced by peaks induced by roller waviness at frequencies
predicted from linear rigid ring theory.

Enclosures 75-77 are tabulations of orders of inner ring, outer
ring and roller waviness that generate vibrations in given octave
bands at selected rotational speeds. The ranges include vibrations
generated by both the linear and non-linear theory of rigid ring
vibrations, and ipply to radial, axial and angular vibrations.

In a bearing with two rows of rolling elements (such as the
spherical roller bearings used in the tests) both rows contribute
to the bearing vibration. This case was not covered by the mathematical
analysis in (I), and a detailed analysis will therefore be given
here.

To illustrate the effect of Lwo rows of rolling elements only
the linear radial vibrations will be analyzed under the assumptions
made in Special Report AL6ILO32 (1), i.e, the bearing is conszrained
in such a munner that the outer ring vibrates only adially, but not
angularly or axially. Angular and axial vibrations of double-row
bearings wiIl not be analyzed here.

We first consider the effect of inner ring waviness on the
radial vibrations of a double-row bearing. The subscript I will be
used to refer to quantities related to the first row of rolling
bodies, and the subscript I for the second row, on the assumption
that both rows of rolling bodies carry the same load. Equation (30)
of Report AL61L032 (1) may then be expressed as

This, using Equation (41) - (48) of Renort AL61L032 can be simplified
as

Mao~ + io "V (2.3.7-2)
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where 4r and Zj are the numbers of rolling elements -n--r-ow-o-I 1
and row II, respectively (only the case 2 - . will be considered),

KHis the radial displacement in the horizontal direction ; 49
is the nhase angle between the rolling elements of the two rows (the

polar angle between the arbitrarily numbered "rolling element No. 1"
of row I and "rolling element No. 1" of row II).W. and Tj,- are
according to Equation (61) of Report AL61L032 (l) defined for inner
ring waviness by

~IJ ~ + ~j (2.3.7-3) -

k'j

where -,t #- and 'errare the phase angles of the wavinesR function for

the two rows, measured from a common angular position for both rows.

AkM and Akr" are the amplitudes of the waviness harmonics. I
Using trigonometric identities and Equations (32)-(35) of '

Report AL61L032 (1) Equation (2.3.7-4) can be expressed as ! K

ku .t A)c

where the fact that terms containing Sj(Ckj)and Syr(*,vanish, has

are defined by Equation (32) - (35) in Report AL61L032 (1). U
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Equation (2.3.7-4) can furthlJ be written as

S ESI (k-) (2.3.7-6)

This equation is the equivalent for double row bearings of
Equation (63) of (1).

The solution of Equation (2.3.7-2) may now be expressed as
follows, using Equation (2.3.7-6), the identities (43) and (44)
of Report AL61L032 (1), and the method outlined on pages 16-21 ofthe same report:

( 'Q s E( ;. + .<r

twi (2.3.7-7)

- (a4~.S -w)+ .tkaikq . (k+i)Bj
Ic-' - "'J "

This solution is the double-row bearing equivalent of Equations
(74, 78-80) of (1). Note that in the present equation, a factor
1/2 appears ahead of the summations which is not present in the
single row solution. In a non-resonant range

where

(' . j (2.3.7-8)

Equation (2.3.7-7) may be simplified as
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Here Xt represents the instantaneous displacement of a bearing
consisting of ruw I ouly (the first two summations in Equation
(2.3.7-9), and KC the displacement of a bearing consisting of row w
I only (the last two summations in Equation (2.3.7-9)). X is the
Instantaneous displacement of the double-row bearing.

X kr is the amplitude of the k:th harmonic of the vibrations
generated by a bearing, having only the first row of rolling elements, --
end W-ki.the correspondig amp)ItIude generated by the second row.

The equations for outer ring and rolling element waviness can
be obtatned from Equation (2.3.7-9) by substituting for the frequen-
cies kt- jthe characteristic frequencies for vibration induced
by outer ring wavlness:(kt~l)>,and ball waviness: kwb4csJ&, an: y ..
using the values of k applicable to outer ring and ball waviness,
respectively (See Enclosure 20).

Equation (2.3.7-9) is based on the assumption that both rows
of rolling elements carry equal loads. Since this is not necessurily
the case, Equation (2.3.7-9) gives generally only an approximation
of actual conditions. If, far instance, the bearing operates under
heavy thrust load and no radial load, the effect of the loaded row
is predominant while the other row contributes comparatively little
to the bearing vibration. For most operating conditions used in the
tests on large spherical roller beazings Equation (2.3.7-9) is, how-
ever, believed to give a good approximation of the bearing vibration. I

The interpretation of Equation (2.3.7-9) depends on the relative
magnitudes of the parameters Xr , X , 0gj"' .and

The following cases may be considered:

1. cobriurkr, In this case the waviness patterns of the two

rows are unrelated, with a random phase shift between the I
same harmonics of the two rows. The frequencies in the
vibration spectrum are, in this case, exactly the same as
for a single row bearing. The RMS vibration level in a
wide band is

* ' (2.3.7-10)
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where the bars indicate RMS values.

If XxX(c (which may be considered to be the case if both
rows are finished by the same process), then

r (2.3.'7-l)

i.e., the vibration level of the double row bearing is//RPi
times that of the same bearint equipped wiith only one row
of rolling elements. The case. wek~d .falways applies to
vibrations generated by rolling elements, and may also be
used in most cases where the two rows of rolling elements
run in separate grooves such as in a spherical roller
bearing inner ring. This result Is independent of phase
angle .

2. 7 mand xk-/)tk-. In this case, the waviness patterns
of the two rows are the same. This case may be approximated
for instance, by the outer ring of a spherical roller bearing
where both rows of roller run on the same spherical surface.
The resultant vibration now depends on the phase angleG .
Using trigonometric identities, Equation (2.3.7-9) may be
expressed as

It is seen that k the vibration amplitude generated by
ki A waviness harmonic of the double row bearing may be
expressed in terms of the corresponding amplitude of the
single row bearing X. . by the equations

R A R Cc' I (2.3.7-13)
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Equation (2.3.7-15) shows the dependence of the vibration
amplitudes on the phase angle . Two cases will be considered: I

a. Bearings with both rows of rolling elements held in
one common cage. In this case the phase angle 6 is
constant. If = O, the angular positions of the
rolling elements of the two rows coincide. In thia
case X = x and the vibration spectrum of the double
row bearing is identical with that of the single-row 1
bearing. If 6 =5" , the rolling elements are staggered
so that the rolling elements of one row fall exactly

at the midpoints between the rolling elements of the
other row. In this case, according to Equation (2.3.7-6),

A: 0, for V? 1, 3, 5 ... and l= z* for ) = 2, 4,
6 ... , i.e., the number of peaks of the double row bearing 1
soectrum is only 1/2 of that of the single-row bearing.
The frequencies of these peaks correspond to race waviness
harmonics of the orders *h!* where I is the total number f
of rolling elements in the bearing (both rows). The -

vibration spectrum of the double-row bearing is identical
with the spectrum of a single-row bearing having the
same number of rolling elements as the total number of I
rolling elements of the double-row bearing.

For other values of the phase angle O the amplitudes of
the various vibration harmonics may be computed from
Equation (2.3.7-15). Enclosure 78 shows how the ampli-

tudes of the harmonics corresnonding to V1 = 1, 2, 3 and 4
depends on the phase angle & .I

It follows from Equation (2.3.7-6) that the RMS value 3
of the vibration amplitudes of the double-row bearing,U
in n wide band, may be expressed as

for I
for (2.3.7-16)
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where the bars indicate RMS values.

It should be noted that these oquations are strictly
valid only for an infinitely wide band (v)10OO ).
For sufficient accuracy the band should contain at
least .It/9 harmonics, which means that for small
values of 1 a very wide band is required.

b. Bearings with separate half-cages for the two rows of
rolling elements. In this case relative slip always
occurs between the half-cages, i.e., the phlbe angle
varies, and amnlitudes are therefore also subject
to time variations. It follows from Eouation (2.3.7-15)
that the long term average RMS values of the
vibration amplitudesR of the double-row bearig, in a
wide band, is, in this case:

1 ' (2.3.7-17)

A comparison of Equation (2.3.7-10), (2.3.7-15) and (2.3.7-16)
shows that, with one exception, the amplification factor for the
radial vibrations of double-row bearings with equal load sharing
between the two rows is /C'. times that of the corresponding single-
row bearing. Equation (1.3.17-2), (1.3.17-3) and (1.3.17-4) may
therefore be used both for bearings with one and two rows of rolling
elements, if Z is taken as the total number of rolling elements in
the bearing. The one excention to this rule is the caseG = 0, given
by Equation (2.3.7-15), when the angular position of the rolling
elements of the two rows coincide, and the rolling element in both
rows run on a common ring surface, In this case the double-row
and single-row bearing have the same amplifichtion factor, i.e,, the
number of rolling bodies per row is to be used in the formulas.

If the bearing operates under heavy axial load so that only one
row is loaded, the amplification factors are the same as for the
corresponding single-row bearing, i.e., times the values for the
double row bearing.

In Enclosure 79 the velocity bandwidth amplification factors
tT% and tr, for outer ring, inner ring and roller waviness

for the roller bearings under study are tabulated. The factors refer
to a rotation sneed of 100 RPM of the bearing in vibration testing,
200 RPM in waviness testing inner and outer rings and 740 RPM in
roller waviness testing.
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The amplification factors at speed other than 100 RPM may be

obtained by multiplying the values in Enclosure 79 by N/100 where
N Is the rotational speed in RPM. Acceleration amplification
factors relating waviness measured in terms of velocity to vibration
measured in terms of acceleration may be obt ined by multiplyingth vlusin Enclosure 79 by 2r where ; is the midband frequencyi

of the band in which the vibration is measurad, Therexore the ratio

between 6 , TVi and Vrk is the same for acceleration as for
velocity measurements. All the factors given in Enclosure 79 apply

to measurements in comparatively wide non-resonant band. They
are based on the assumption of equal load distribution between rows.

It can be shown similarly to the reasoning given above that

Equations (1.3.17-51, (1.3.17-6) and (1.3.17-7) which give the

amplification factors for the axial vibrations of single-row bearings
are also valid for double-row bearings operating with separate half-

cages (variable ), and equal load sharing between the rows. In

these equations 1 again indicates the total number of rolling elements
in tha hearing. I

The angular vibrations of double-row bearings are believed to

be highly influenced by bearing ,design, e.g., whether the bearing

is a ball bearing or spherical roller bearing. These vibrations

for double-row bearings have not been included in the present study.

2.3.8_Elexural Vibrations Induced bv Low Order Race WJavinesJs

The narrow band spectrum of the roller bearing in Enclosure 73

shows peaks at twice and three times the rotational frequency. As

for ball bearings, vibrations at these frequencies can be explained

as flexural vibrations induced by 2 wpc and 3 wpc inner ring waviness.
Since the amplitude of these peaks, according to Equation (1.3.18-2)
increases with the number of the rolling elements and with the •

elastic spring constant of the rollers, this effect is expected to

be of importance In large roller bearings.

Ii

II
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If, in a double-row bearing, the waviness patterns of the
two inner ring tracks are identical then the flexural vibrations
induced are similar to those in a single row bearing. If the
waviness patterns are not identical then the resultant elastic
vibrations depend not only on the flexural rigidity but also on
the torsional rigidity of the outer ring. These vibrations have
not been studied.

2.3.9 N.tural Frcqu.nciep of thet niter Ring

The natural frequencies of the vibrations of the outer ring
may be comruted from Equation (1.3.15-1) where the lowest mode
gives the natural frequency of the radial rigid body mode of the
free outer ring supported by the rolling elements and the higher
modes represent flexural vibrations. The natural frequencies of
axial rigid body motions mny be com, teo fram Equations (1.3.14-3),
(1.3.14-4) and (1.3.14-5).

The natural frequencies in the range between 0 and 10,000 cps
of the roller bearings used in the study are tabulated in Enclosure
80. The rigid body resonant frequency of a system, consisting of
the bearing mounted in its housing on the vibration tester (described
in 2.2.1) with radial loading bar and piston attached to the housing,
is also listed in the enclosure. (For details see Progress Report
No. 17 (1)). Enclosures 81 and 82 show typical narrow band spectra
of spherical roller bearings, recorded at several rotational speeds.
ln Enclosure 83 the snectra obtained at the various speeds have been
sunerimnosed on the same graph. It is seen that the snectra contain
neak regions which arc reasonably speed independent indicating the
probability of resonances in these regions. These regions are seen
to coincide well with the comnuted natural frequencies.

2.3.10 The Effect of Load on the Vibration of Large Roller Bearings

Spherical Roller Bearings

Radial load, in the 20,000 to 80,000 lbs range has a small
and erratic effect on the vibrations measured in octave bands
between 50 and 1600 cps in radial and axial directions. In the
octave bands above 1600 cos the vibration level increases with load.
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This effect is most pronounced In the highest band studied ....
(6400-12800 cps). An increase in axial load from 5000 to 25000
lbs was found to significantly increase the vibration level
only in the two octave bands between 3200 and 12800 cons. Below
3200 ons the effect of axial load is insignificant.

Cylindrical Roler Bearins I
The effect of radial load on the vibration level of cylindrical

roller bearings is so small and erratic that significant trends
are difficult to detect.

Tanered Roller Bearins!

The effect of load on the vibrations of tanered roller bearings
was not studied experimentally.

2.3.11 The Effect of Sneed on the Vibration of Large Roller Rearins

It was shown in Section 1.3.20 that the relationshin between
vibration level measured in octave bands, and rotational speed,
for small hall bearings may be exnressed by Equation (1.3.20-9). The
vibration level of these bearings was measured in terms of velocity.
Exnerimental results have shown that the same equation, with different T
values of the exoonent Q( , also onlies to large roller bearings for .
which the vibration level is exoressed in terms of acceleration.

Enclosure 84 shows tynical exnerimentally obtained values of e
for roller bearings as a function of frequency. The curve shown on
Enclosure 84 gives the anoroximate average values of G( for a spherical
roller bearing under radial load. The curves for cylindrical and
tanered roller bearings show the same tendency. For all three types
of bearings e< is approximately 0.7 in the 50-400 cns range and annrox-
imately 1.5-2.0 in the higher octave bands. I

As for small ball bearings, the relationship between vibration
level and sneed for large roller bearings depends on the shone of
the snectrum. As in the case of ball bearings the vibration level
in any given octave band at any given rotational sneed may be com-puted orovided that the octave band snectrum at one speed is known.

-88- I
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In a non-resonant region, assuming the vibration transmission
characteristics of the bearing to be the same at the two speeds,
the following applies for measurements expressed in terms of
acceleration:

whe V) A) is the RMS vibrational acceleration measured in
an octave band with midband frequency fcps, at a rotational
speed of N1 RPM.

"jp,( . ) represents the reading in the same band at a rotational
nood of N4RPM. The squared factor ( Nt/W )tin Equation (2.3.11-1)

Is duo to the fact that, for given displacements, the acceleration
amplitudes are proportional to the square of the frequency and tlius
also to the square nf the rntatinnal speed, It follows from Equation
(2.3.11-1) that the octave band acceleration spectrum at a speed t%
is obtained from the spectrum at the speed NI by multiplying the
ordinate scale by ( Wt/#l )' and the abscissa by W/.I/I

The value of the acceleration-speed exponent" (,equals that of
the velocity-speed exponent *( to the degree of approximation to
which, for the octave bands under consideration.

A ' V(2.3.11-2)

where f is the midband frequency of the octave band.

While Equation (2.3.11-2) is not generally exact, it may be used
for rough estimates of the vibration levels, and therefore , the
values of Q( and 4 are approximately the same for the same bearing.

A comparison of Enclosures 44 and 84 shows that the exponentc(
for small ball bearings is approximately the same as the exponent*(*
for large roller bearings in the frequency range above 400 cps.
(In this range the average O(for the ball bearinga; is approximately
1.4 and the average <A for the iolla bearings is aporoximately 1.7.
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In the 50-400 ops the average O(Ais only 0.7 while i 'r the----

ball bearings is 1.7.) It should, however, be realized that
in the low frequency range the results on the large roller
bearings are influenced by ambient vibrations (Section 2.2.1)
which tends to increase the vibration readings, especially at
low speeds. This has a reducing effect on the values of T
in t-he 50-400 ous ba jdi, which may at icast partly, explain the A
low values of a('in this range.

Considering the differences in size, design and rotational
sneed it is, nf nourse, not sunrisinq to find some differei, ces

between the values of g for ball bearings and large roller
behrings. A comnarison of Enclosures 28, 29 and 79 shows that
the waviness orders generating vibrations of the roller bearings
under the speeds here considered are much higher than those in
the ball bearings. This, no doubt, accounts for some of the r
differences between the vibration spectra of the bearings.

While the vibration-sneed exnonents for acceleration and
velocity can he considered to be atinroximately the s ie for the
same bearing, the shape of the aceoleration spectrum is widely
different from that of the velocity spectrum. The velocity
octave band spectrum (in a non-resonant region) corresponding
to o( = 1.5 was found to follow Equation (1.3.20-6), i.e., the
octave band vibration readings decrease with frequency. The
corresponding octave band acceleration spectrum follows the j
equation

A(2.3.1-3)

which gives vibration levels increasing with frequency.

Enclosures 85 and 86 show typical octave hand acceleration
spectra of a 23256 spheric:al roller bearing rotating at 300 and 500
RPM. It is seen that, In all three measuring directions there is a
tendency for the vibration levels to increase with frequency as
suggested by Equation (2.3.11-3).
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It should be realized that Equation (2.3.11-3) describes
a spectrum corresponding to a value of qA = 1.5, in non-
resonant regions only. Since, according to 2.3.9 the spectra
of large roller bearings are characterized by several resonant
peaks, considerable deviations from the approximate spectral
shape (2.3.11-3) are expected, even for bearings for which
k 1.5. This is clearly illustrated by a comnarison of the

octave band spectra of several spherical, cylindriesl and
tapered roller bearings which will be discussed in more detail
in 2.3.14. It will be shown that for the octaves in the 50-1600
er m nge the vibration level of all bearing tynes tested increases
with frequency. In the frequency range above 1600 cps a decreasing
tendency is observed in a few cases.

2,3.12 Camnarison of Vibration Levels in Different Measuring Diraections

The following general trends have been observed in comparing
octave band vibration readings in different measuring direetluns;

Spherical Roller Bearings

I. The vibration levels measured in octave bands in the range
from 3 to 6400 cps in the direction of the applied load and
pernendicular to it are approximately the same, for bearing
rotational speeds in the range between 100 and 800 RPM.
Since tho frequency range studied includes the frequencies
of all the important harmonics of the variable compliance
vibration, the results may be interpreted to mean that, the
effect of the variable comnliance vibrations on the total
vibration level is small, as expected on the basis of the
discussion in 2.3.3.

2. The vibration level in the axial direction is, generally,
approximately twice as high as in the radial direction.
This is in agreement with the values of the amplification
factors T , trP' and tr,6 in the radial and axial direction

as shown on Enclosure 79.
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Cylindrieal Roller Bearinos

1. Significant trends are somewhat more difficult to detect 1
than for the spherical roller bearings, due to more erratic
variations in the vibration levels. Since the cylindrical
roller bearing is more sensitive to misalignment than the
spherical roller bearing, these variations may be due to
unintentionally induced misalignment in applying the load.

2. Generally, the octave band vibration levels are approximately
the same in Lhe direction of the radial load, perpendicular
to the load and in the axial direction.

Tanerad Roller Dearing.

1. The vibration levels in the axial direction are, in general, T
higher than in the radial directions In octave bands un to
800 ups, as expected from the value of tr, . tr' and L
liqt i in Eneclosure 79. In the bands above 800 cps the
axial vibrations are of lower amplitude than the vtbraLinns
measured in the radial directions.

2. The vibration amnlitudes in the direction of the radial
load and perpendicular to it are approximately the same in
octave bands up to 800 cps. In the bands above 800 cps
the amilitudw of vibrations in the direction of the load are
anproximately twice as high as In the direction perpendicular
to it. I

2.3.13 Comparison of the Effects of Inner Ring, Outer Ring and
Rolling Element Waviness on the Bearina Vibration Level I

The method given in 1.3.22 may advantageously be applied to
large roller bearings, particularly in studying the effects of
improvements of the rolling surface waviness.

The theoretically expected reduction in vibration level,
due to improvements in waviness, may be computed from the equation

0R 4R L Wi1AO (2.3.13-1)
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where the subscript A refes to the unimproved bearing and the
subscript B to the improved bearing. "IA and V are the theoretically

expected vibration levels in any given band and the quantities'4w ,
W, andWb are waviness readings in bands corresponding to the

frequency band of vibration. Zo, Zl and 2 are given by Equations
(1.3.22-5), (1.3.22-6) and (1.3.22-7).

Enclosures 87-92 give experimental vibration and waviness data
for unimproved and improved spherical, cylindrical and tapered
roller bearings. The subscript A always refers to the unimproved
bearing and 1 and . , respectively to improved bearings of two
degrees of refinement. (The manufacturing improvements will be
further discussed in 2.3.18.) Enclosures 93-95 show c graphical
comparison of the computed and measured VR/VA ratios. It is seen
that for the spherical bearings the exrorimental ratio, in general,
is somewhat higher than that computed, while for the cylindrical
and talered roller bearings the opposite is true. Thp ralative in-
fluence of improvoments in outer ring, inner ring and roller waviness
for the various bearings used ey be obtained from a comparison of
:he _2', L and factors for the different bearings. This is
illustrated by Enclosure 96. It is recalled that the value of the
contribution factors Z depends not only on design, but also on the
relative magnitude of waviness of the different parts found in the
reference ( A ) bearing.

The fact that the reduction in vibration level due to improve-
ments in waviness is smuller for the spherical bearing than for the
cylindrical and tapered bearings could be explained by assuming that
the vibration level of the bearing is also influenced by other causes
than waviness (including the sources discussed in 2.3.3 and 2.3.4).
Since the vibration level of the unimproved spherical roller bearing
tested was considerably lower than tat of the cylindrical and
tapered bearings, the contribution to the total vibration level from
sources other than waviness is likely to be greater for the spherical
bearing than for the two other tynes. The vibration level of the
spherical bearing was therefore less influenced by reductions in the
waviness level of the narts than the two other types of bearP1.
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2.3.14 Comparison of the Amplitudes of Vibration Generated by
Various Sources

Of the four vibratory sources mentioned in 2.3.1 through
2.3.4 the variable compliance vibrations and bending of the outer
ring due to the finite number of rolling elements are judged to be
less important in the large roller bearings than in ball bearings,
according to the discussions in 2.3.3. The two other sources, i.e,flexural bending due to low order inner ring waviness and rigid

body vibrations induced by waviness of the rolling surfaces are con- I
sidered the main rnntrihnt.nrs to the bearino vibration.

The effects of 2 wpc inner ring waviness on the flexural T
vibration of the outer ring is illustrated by Enclosure 97, for a
23240 snherical roller bearing.

The resultb apnly to a rot.Hniional vibration test speed of 800
RPM. The vibration level is given in terms of acceleration. For
rompgrignn the average vibration level measured in the 25-50 cps
band, (which contains the frequency generated by this source) is also
shown. It is seen that 2 wnc with an RMS amniitude of 175 micro-
inches (corresponding to 450 mlcroinches maximum diameter difference)
is required to produce a vibration amplitude equal to the measured
level. Since this amount of inner ring two point out-of-roundness
is of an order of magnitude commonly found in bearings of this size
the two noint out of roundness is expected to be a significant con-
tributor to the low frequency vibration level of the bearing. This
is also verified by the exnerimental s|oectrum of a 23256 bearing
shown on Enclosure 98, which shows a peak at twice the rotational
frequency. Inner ring waviness at 3 wpc also has a similar effect.
A peak at three times the rotational frequency corresponding to this -
order of inner ring waviness is also seen in the spectrum shown on
Enclosure 98.

The theoretically expected effect of outer ring, inner ring and
roller waviness of a 23240 spherical roller bearing is illustrated by
Enclosure 99. This Enclosure shows the computed vibration levels in
terms of acceleration (according to linear rigid ring theory) induced
by the three types of waviness in the 400-800 cps band in a bearing
rotating at 800 RPM. The graph shows the vibration levels generated I
by outer rinq, inner ring and roller waviness separately, as a function
of the waviness level in a corresDonding waviness band. The amplifica-
tion factors comnuted from Equation (1.3.17-2), (1.3.17-3) and (1.3.17-4-1
were used in this anslysis and te conversion to acceleration was per- U
formed by multiplying by the midband frequency of the 400-800 cps band.
For comparison the measured average vibration level in the 400-800 cps
band is also shown. The waviness levels of the rollers, the inner ring 3
and the outer ring measured in bands approximately corresponding to the
400-800 cos vibration band are marked on the graph. It is seen that the
vibration levels computed from the measured values of the outer ring,
inner ring and voller waviness, in each case, are a significant portion
of the measured vibration level. -94-
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2.3.15 The Effect-of Radial Looseness on the Vibration of RollerfBearinas

Tests performed on spherical roller bearings have shown that
there is a tendency for the vibration level to increase with de-
creasing radial looseness. The effect of radial looseness in the
positive looseness range is, however, very small. A preloaded
bearing (no radial looseness) has, in general, a higher vibration
level than the same bearing mounted with loose fit. For further
details, See Progress Report No. 14 (1).

2.3.16 Airborne Noise Measurements of Large RollerBearings

The following tendencies concerning the airborne noise of large
roller bearings were observed:

1. The airborne, noise level, measured in octave bands generally
decreases slowly with increasing frequency.

2. The airborne noise and structure borne vibration vejocttj
spectra of each bearing are similar in shape.

3. The airborne noise readings correlate reasonably well with
the structure borne vibration readings. This correlation
holds both for comparisons of the same bearing at different
speeds and in different octave bands and for comparison of
different bearings tested with the same setup.

4. The airborne noise generally increases with speed. The exact

relationship between airborne noise level and speed cannot be
determined on the basis of available test results. There is,
however, no indication that this relationship would greatly
differ from the corresponding relationship between structure
borne vibration level and speed.

Detailed results are given in Progress Report No. 17 (1).
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2.3.17 Additional Parameters Affecting the Vibration and Airborne
Noise of Large Roller Bearings

In addition to the various sources discussed in Sections 2.3.1
through 2.3.16, the vibration and airborne noise emitted by large
roller bearings are influenced by a number of other parameters. Some
of these parameters, such as lubrication, damago on the rolling
surfaces, dirt and rust were discussed in 1.3.28 for ball bearings.
The effect of these parameters for large roller bearings is judged
to be similar to that for ball bearings. Other effects occur in

large roller bearings, due to design and size differences between
them and small ball bearings.

Some of these effects, typical of large roller bearings Eire:

a. The Contact Between Roller End and Race Flange:

The geometricul shape and micro-gueoetry of both the
roller end and the flange may influence both the
axial and radial vibrations of the bearings. These
effects have not been studied.

b. Roller Skewing:

In applying the analytical results in Section 1.3
to large roller bearings, it was assumed that the axes
of the rollers of the rotating bearing remain parallel
to the axis of rotation of the bearing. This is not
necessarily the case. The rollers may, at least under
certain conditions, operate with their axes misaligned j
with respect to the bearing axis. The skewing of the
rollers is likely to affect the vibration characteristics
of the bearings. The amount of roller skewing is in-
fluenced by factors such as flange and roller geometry I
and surface micro-geometry, roller crowning and con-
formity, cage geometry, lubrication, load and speed.

c. Effects Peculiar to Double Row Bearings:

Some of these effects were discussed in 2.3.7. Additional
effects may be induced by inaccuracies in the relative U
location of the two race ways (the grooves may be dis-
placed radially or angularly with respect to each other)
or by dimensional differences between the two grooves. I
The fact that under many loading conditions the two

rows are not equally loaded also influences the vibration g
of the bearing. 3

I
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d. Coaa Effe u:

The heavy cages generally used in large roller bearings
may generate forces of high enough magnitude to sig-
nificantly affect the bearing vibration. The cage also
influences roller skewing. It may directly emit air-
borne noise which is not reflected on vibrations of the
outer ring.

2.3.18 Comparison of Different Trees of Lare Roller Bearings

Enclosures 100 and 101 give a comparison of observed vibration
levels of spherical, cylindrical and tapered roller bearings.
Enclosure IOU shows the vibratlon levels of standard production qualityI, bearings manufactured with polished or ground race grooves and rollpra.
The bearings shown on Enclosure 101 are of improved quality. The
improved spharica 23240 roller bearing is manufactured with honed
innl'r race groove, polished outer race groove and honed rollers. The
improved NJ240 cylindrical roller bearing is manufactured with honed
inner and outer race grooves and lapped rollers. The improved
96900/96140 tapered roller bearing was loaned to the M M Or Industries,
Inc. Research Laboratory by the U. S. Naval Engineering Experiment
Station, Annapolis, Maryland with the indication that it represents
the best quiet running quality tapered roller bearings. The octave
band readings shown graphically in Enclosures 100 and 101 are tab-
ulated in Enclosures 90-92.

From Enclosures 100 and 101, it is obvious that the tapered
roller bearing tested has the highest vibration levels of the standard
quality bearings. This bearing reads more than five times higher
Lhan the two other bearing types in the 400-6400 cps range. The
snherical roller bearing has the lowest vibration levels in most
bands and the cylindrical bearing reads up to four times higher than
the spherical In the frequency range below 1600 cps.

A comparison of the vibration levels of the improved bearings
presented in Enclosure 101 shows that the improved tapered roller
bearing tested reads as much as four times higher than the other
two bearings of improved quality. The spherical roller bearing again
has the lowest vibration levels of the three bearing types. Although
the improved cylindrical bearing reads higher than the spherical
bearing, the difference in vibration level between the two is less than
in the case of the corresponding standard bearings.
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From the waviness test results of the standard and improved
bearings presented in Enclosures 87-89, it is seen that the
spherical bearing parts in general have lower waviness than the
others while the tapered roller bearing narts read the highest.

To determine whether the differences between the vibration
levels of the three bearing types are explainable by the differen as
in their waviness levels only, the following equation may be used:

V~~~.7 1 7.)\Z~ w
where the subscripX and y refer to the two bearing types being
compared, e.g., spherical, cylindricul or tapered roller bearings.

is the rotational frequency of the cage, Z is the total
number of rolling elements in the bearing.

'\, z the theoretical RMS value of the hearing vibration in rnny
given frequency band.

W,,V,!,T~r,, = outer ring, inner ring and rolling element waviness, measured.

in the frequency bands corresponding to the vibration frequency band.

" , ', = velocity bandwdth amplification factors, relating waviness

velocity amplitudes to vibration amplitudes.

If the theoretical ratio V/V. is not significantly different
from the corresponding experimental ratio, it may be concluded that
the differences in the vibration level of the various types of bearings
are due to differences in waviness levels only. If, however, the
theoretical and experimental ratios are significantly different,
effects other than those predictable from rigid ring theory enter.
In this case differences in waviness are not sufficient to explain
the differences in vibration level; or there are waviness effects
not covered by the rigid ring theory (such as flexural outer ring
vibrations, roller end and flange effects, unaccounted-for double-
row effects, etc).
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* -The theoretical And experimental V ; atios a-r-e .gi-ven
in Enclosure 102, for the standard production and improved-beartigs.
The ratios between the theoretical and experimental vibration ratios
are also given in this enclosure.

Examination of Enclosure 102 shows that for the bearings of
improved quality, the experimental and theoretical Vibration ratios
generally are in good agreement except for the 50-100 cps band
where the spherical bearing reads higher than expected. For the
standard quality bearings the experimental ratio between cylindrical
and sphcricnl roller bepringa is two to five times as high as the
theoretical and the experimental ratio between tapered and spherical
roller bearings 1.3 to thirteen times as high as the theoretical
in the 100-1600 cos range. These results seem to indicate that, for
bearings with comnaratively high waviness values (standard production),
effects other than those predictable from rigid ring theory occur.
For the lower waviness levels of the improved bearings, rigid ring
theory applies reasonably well. This may be explainable by large
tanarfactions, other than rolling path waviness, In the standard
production bearings.

Tt can be concluded that a valid, reasonably accurate comparison
of the vibration levels of bearings of the same geometry can be made
on the basis of their waviness readings alone, by applying the rigid
ring theory. A comparison of bearings of different aeometry becomes
more complex. Due to the design differences, the vibration trans-
mission characteristics of the bearings are different which must be
taken into account along with the waviness effects.

In the nrosent comparisons of vibration levels the effect of
flange waviness of the cylindrical and tapered roller bearings was
not considered. Effects due to such causes as roller skewing, the
exact influence of the double row of rollers instead of a single row
and flexural outer ring vibrations have not been taken into account.
These effects may depend not only on the design and operating con-
ditions but also on the waviness levels.
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E-ven with these qualifications, the comparison betWeien.,t.he. •

three types of large roller bearings tested seems"to indicate that

the differences between the vibration levels of the three types of 11
bearings cannot be fully explained by differences in the measured !
waviness levels alone. It would appear that the spherical roller
bearing of standard production quality offers some advantages over
the two other types of bearings of corresponding quality, iA.
addition to, the advantage due to the double row effect discussed
in 2.3.7. For the bearings of improved quality this additional "
advantage of the spherical roller bearing is not apparent. 2
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PART III ... : ., .

DESIGN GUIDELINES

3.1 INTRODUCTLON

The parameters influencing the structure borne vibrations

and airborne noise, generated by a rolling bearing mounted in a
piece of machinery, may be divided into the following three main
categories:

1. Bearing parameters, such as dimensions, number of balls,
macro and micro-geometry.

2. Operating parameters, such as load and upeed.

3. Mounting parameters, such as masses attached to the bearing,
the elastic properties of these masses, and housing and bore
fit and geometry.

In develaping a bearing with quiet rdnning characteristics in
a given application, these parameters must all be considered. fly
proper combination of the parameters it is usually possible to reduce
the vibrations at least in selected critical frequency ranges below
the levels obtainable without parameter adjustment.

The operating parameters (load and speed) in any given application,
are, of course, selected mostly on the basis of considerations other
than vibration. The sole operating parameter that can often be
selected on the basis of bearing vibration requirements is axial
preload. Still, preload adjustments can yield substantial advantages
in vibration level. Aside from preload, the parametem available for
adjustment to obtain quiet running, are the bearing parameters and
mounting parameters.

In Part III of this report the effects of the various parameters

on bearing vibration are reviewed and guide-lines given for selection
of these parameters. The guide lines apply, in general, to large
roller bearings as well u to the smaller ball bearings. Whenever this
is not the case, it has been mentioned.
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In Section 3.2 the bearing parameters are discus:sed. The
effects of the various bearing parameters on bearing-vibration. .

is summarized In 3.2.1. The parameters investigated include
bearing design parameters such as the number and size of balls,
ring dimensions, groove conformity and contact angle, as well as

manufacturing parameters (micro-geometry of the rolling surfaces).
Guide lines for the selection of bearing parameters are given in
3.2.2.

The oe.r.gtin.g parameters are discussed in Section 3.3. The

effuLs of load arc ruviewed in 3.3.1 nnd a brief discussion on

the effect of speed is given in 3.3.2.

In Section 3.5, a numerical example is given of designing abearing to meet given vibration limits..
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3,2 AIMETERS. .U-

3.2.1 Summary of the Effects of Bearing Parameters on Vibration

1. Boundary Dimensions:

Boundary dimensions are usually determined by considerations

other than the quiet running characteristics of the .jearing,

such as bearing load capacity and available space.

Since, hewever, the ahnnlute magnitudes of the micro-geometrical

imperfections generally increase with bearing size and since

the total vibratory energy of a bearing also increases with sizeI

it is usually advantageous for vibration control to select a

bearing of as small a size as permitted by other considerations,

even though specific bearing load will be higher.

2. Bearing GCometry:

a. Number of Rollins Elements 2

The number of rnlllng elements has the following effects:

1. The bearing vibration level due to rigid ring motion

generated by ring and rolj.jng element waviness is approx-

imately proportional to \l/ , where Z is the total

number of rolling elements (including both rows of a

double-row bearing). An increase in the number of roll-

ing elements therefore results in a reduced vibration

level. This affects the vibration level in all frequency

bands.

2. The amplitudes of the flexural vibrations due to roll-

ig body loads are approximately proportional to YZ 3

The amplitudes of these vibrations are therefore highly

reduced by increasing the number of rolling bodies.

This is a low frequency effect; (for a bearing rotating

at 1800 RPM a significant effect is expected only in the

low Anderometer band, 50-300 cps).

3. The amplitudes of the flexural vibrations induced by low

order inner ring waviness increase with the number of

rolling elements. For inner ring two point out-of-round-

ness these amplitudes are proportional to the quantity

-I- where y is given in Equation (1.3.18-2).

Since y is proportional to the quantity kNZ and since

(for ball bearings), for a given axial load F^ , is pro-

portional to ,Z then y for any given load F , is

proportional to z and - proportional to the quantity
I,- (where C. is a constant) from which follows

7-N-PS -103-
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that the amplitudes of the flexural vibrattonsinduced. *
by 2 wpc inner ring waviness increase with number of
balls.

This effect of 2 wpc inner ring waviness occurs at a
vibration frequency equalto twice the rotational
frequency of the bearing.

The affect of inner ring 3 wpc on the flexural outer
ring vibrations is similar, although the value of T,
is different. Assuming the axial load constant, thg
maximum radial deflection of a ring under three equally
spaced loads is approximately 1/6 of that under two
equally spaced loads. An order of magnitude estinmate of
the 3 wpc inner ring waviness effect may be then obtained
by using a value of y In Equation (1.3.18-1) which is
1/6 of the value applicable to 2 wpc. This approximate
value of y for 3 wpc inner ring waviness is

YS Vd kN o (3.2.1-1)

The flexural vibrations induced by 3 wpc inner ring waviness
occur at three times the rotational frequency. Since ry for
3 wpc inner ring waviness is smaller than that of 2 wpc the
effect of 3 wpc is generally smaller than that of 2 wpc inner
ring waviness. The effect of the number of balls 2 in the
3 wpc case is similar to that of the 2 wpc case, but the
differences in the value of''y must be taken into account in
estimating the relative effects in both cases. The effects
of higher order of Inner ring waviness may be estimated using
an approach similar to the one used for 3 wpc. The influence
of inner ring waviness of orders higher than 3 wpc is, how-
ever, in most cases small, and can be neglected unless the
waviness of the orders 4, 5, 6 ... is very predominant.

4. The natural frequencies of the rigid body vibrations are
proportional to *" . The natural frequencies of the flexural
vibrations of the outer ring are approximately proportional
to . An increase in the number of rolling bodies therefore
increases the natural frequencies of the bearing.

-104'-
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5. The number of rolling elements affects the.jva-riabie
elastic compliance of the bearing. The-sxpected. I-
overall effect of an increase in the number of roll-
ing elements is a reduction of the amplitude of the
variable compliance vibrations. The frequency of each
harmonic increases proportionately with the number of
rolling elements.

To evaluate the overall effect of Z , due to the various sources
listed above, it is necessary to consider not only the various ampli-
fication factors hut also the relative magnitudes of the vibrations
generated by the different sources. For this purpose, consider a
bearing with I rolling elements. The total vibration level in a
comparatively wide band, in a frequency range influenced both by
rigid ring and flexural vibrations, is V . The vibration level of
the rigid ring vibration in this band is V/R , the vibration level of
flexural vibrations, due tn two and three wpc inner ring wavinessV. 2 ,

and 40 , respectively and the vibration level of flexural outer ring
vibrations due to ball leads in " *v . Variable compliaence vibrations

are not being considered since the bearing is assumed to operate under
axial load. If the number of roiling elements is changed from F to 2
then the vibration levels listed above change to V , " , '.

and V' , respectively.

The following equation relates the vibration level to the
level %tr •

vi - :1 (3.2.1-2)

which using (1.3.18-2) may be exoressed as

-- : (3.2.1-3)

or since Is pronortional to

(~) r 'L~~'(3.2.1-4)
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Expressing in terms of T Equation (3.2.1-4) becomes

which gives the relative change in the vibration level of the
flexural vibrations induced by twz wpc itener ring waviness, due Tco
a change In the number of rolling elements from i[ to z

The corresponding equation for three wpc inner ring waviness is

'-'i *~ j(-.\ ~(3.2.1-6)
4

V,

The ratios'.V and ,depend on the amplification factors
and In. These ratios can be computed provided that - and
are known. Enciosure 103 shows Vj'f 1,, as u function of 1/ffor various values of r v: can here be used to represent VY'y

or VrS and T to represent or Ty

The following equation gives the approximate relationship

between and

- R(3.2.1-7)

and the relationship between Iand V' is given by

(3.2. 1-8)

The total vibration level V may be obtained as the square
root of the squared levels V. " , ' A and ' This
may be expressed as

-106-
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From Equation (3.2.1-9) the overall effect of changing te:
number of rolltnj elements from 2 to L can be obtained, if 4 ,

Trss, 1/3 /; , Vdl ad /<- are known.

To find the optimum value of 2 , i.e., the valge of 2 that T
gives a minimum value of VF/C P granhicai method may conveniently

be used, This is illustrated by Enclosure 104 which shows(V%/)' ,  -

( ) / and(V /) plotted as functions of I .

The total iquared vibration level represented by (V/;)is also shown.
The following values were selected for this example:

V, L 2(3.2.1-10)

It is seen that for the specific example used in Enclosure 104
has a minimum at ?/F = 1.7.

Equation (3.2.1-9) and Enclosure 104 apply only if I is the
only bearing parameter which is changed. If rolling element size
or other bearing dimensions are also changed this must be taken into
account as will be shown later. It should, of course, be realized
that, due to design difficulties or other reasons, it may not always
be possible to use the ootimum value of 3

b. Rolling Body (Ball or Roller) Diameter D ani Diameter
of Rollino Body Pitch Circle. d

The rolling body size and diameter of the rolling body
nitch ckcle have the following effects:

ii
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1. A change in rolling body size and pitch circle diameter
affects toe rigid ring vibration frequ cen-s gen-erated
by given orders of waviness. The most predominant effect !
of this is on the vibration frequencies generated by roll-

ing body waviness. These are approximately Inversely
proportional to the rolling body diameter. A reduction
in rolling body diameter therefre increases the vibration
frequencies generated by given orders of rolling body
waviness; it also increases the vibration frequencies
generated by outer ring waviness and reduces those gen-
erated by inner race waviness, but these changes are
usually much smaller than those induced by rnlling body
waviness.

The changes in the rigid body vibration frequencies also
result in changes in the amplification factors trg0 .'V4,

and t . Consider a bearing with rolling body diameter
and rolling body pitch circle diameter6 . If the

rolling body diamater is changed to.D , with other dim-
ensions (inciudlngcl ), remaining the same, the following
ratios between the amplification factors for the bearing
with rolling body diamtter . and for the bearing with
rolling body diameter . are obtained:

U0" Ic CI (3.2.1-11)

UOI

or-

Lr. c .5 (3.2.1-12)

d +

.b coSdo
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or, since usually _,
S(3.2.1-15)

U0i

From Equation (3.2.1-11) through (3.2.1-15) the effect
of variation in rolling body diameter on the rigid
ring vibration level can be computed for any given
vibration frequency band, if the waviness level in the
corresponding waviness band is known. Since the change
in rolling body diameter affects the vibration frequen-
cies generated by given orders of waviness, the waviness
bands for the two bearings (with rolling body diameters

5) and 13 ) are not the sanle, Lnd the two waviness

level& to be comnared are therefore not necessarily the

same.

Denoting the two waviness levels by 4"o andf', ,

and 1" , W1, and '-C for outer ring, inner ring and

rolling body waviness, respectively, the following
equations hold for the rigid ring vibration levels

:7m~ o~ (3.2.1-16)

-- "0.' , (3.2.1-17)L~~~ fi -
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These equations do not take into-account__thexetffect-
of changes in resonant frequencies due to the change
in rolling element diameter.

If

I 3.2.1-19)

it follows from Equation (3.2.1-11) through (3.2.1-18)
that an increase in rolling body diameter

a. reduces the rigid ring vibration level induced by outer

ring waviness.

b. increases the rigid ring vibration level induced by
inner ring waviness.

c. reduces the rigid ring vibration level induced by

rolling body wavineam,

Sinee, generally gL-OLc is small compared to 1, the

effect (c) is much stronger than (a) and (.). The
statements (a), (b) und (c) are valid under thu assump-
tions of Equation (3.2.1-19). These assumptions are, of

course, never quite exact. In actual bearings there

generally appears to be a tendency for the outer and
inner ring waviness level to decrease with increasing

frequency and fbr ball waviness to increase with frequency,

i.e.,

_> * .- >. (3.2.1-20)

for " e.

and

" > .----,'(3.2.1-21)

for 3 >
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Under the conditions of Equation (3.2.1-20). thi.e
effect of .M on VO and V, is notquit as5s-trbng
as suggested by Equations (3.2.1-12) and (3.2.1-13).
Statem nts (a) and (b) still hold if

(3.2.1-22)

If Equation (3.2.1-20) is valid, the statement (c)
Is even stronger than suggested by Equation (3.2.1-13).

The effect of rolling body pitch circle diameter 44
is small, in general, since for given boundary dimensions
possible variations in c are usually too small to have
a significant effect on l O , Tr, or *t

2. The linearized hertzinn coefficient k, of boll bearings
increases with ball size (See Enclosure 19) for constant
thrust load. Since y is uccordini to Equution (1.3.10-2)
proportional to t44 , it. follows that a reduction in ball
size results in a reduction of the amplitude of the
flexural vibrations induced by low order (2 wpc and 3 wpc)
inner ring waviness in ball bearings. The same tendency
applies to roller bearings, although it is loss pronounced*
because the relationship between roller diameter and kN
is different from that for ball bearings.

The flexural vibration levels VY , y ,I and
"Vrs are related to amplification factors "T... Tr,

- and ir asfJllows:

V _1
V T(3.2.1-23)

and

"A OR

(3.2. 1-24)
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Here the quantities vy, V y d refer to -a.

bearing with rolling body diameter.D while the
quantities I and ry& refer to a bearing

with the same dimension e , but with rolling body
diameter D .

The ratios r,/Tf,, and ' ITn/ may, In analogy
with Equations (3.2.1-4) and (3.2.1-5), be expressed
in terms of the ratio kaN/i as follows:

- (3.2. 1-25)

7 - r k.
where r and Ty apply to J as well to ' ; and K
and R are the corresponding linearized liertzian co-
officients. The ratio ' can be expressed as a
function of J/V . To do that, it Is first neceasar%
to express kq/, as a function of. which can bo
done by the use of Enclosure 19, where the quantity
Is plotted as a function of M for various conformities.
For a given load, number of rolling elements, conformity
and contact angle, fis proportional to k ; the ratio
(S-/tr,, equals the ratio kI4/kN , and Tru/f.. and rySir,
can then according to Equation (3.2.1-25) be plotted as
a functio0 f ;) Such ilots areshown on Enclosure
105 for :t = 1/2", = 4/5 and T = 4/10.

3. Due to the effect of rolling element size on k4 the
natural frequencies of the bearing decrease with rolling
body size. This applies both to flexural and rigid body
vibrations.

4. The variable compliance vibrations depend on the Hertzian
coefficient k.4 , which again is a function of rolling
body size. The exact effect depends, however, on the
load, rvdial looseness and bearing dimensions, and cannot
be determined without detailed analysis.

-1l2-
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To compute the overall effect of changes in the rolling body
diameter - on -the vibration level in a given frequency-band, it is-
again necessary to know the relative magnitudes of the vibration
level of the flexural-vibrations, and of the rigid ring vibrations. 4I
It is also necessary to know the relative contribution from outer
ring, inner ring and ball waviness, respectively, to the total rigid
ring vibration level. Denoting the total vibration level of a bearing
with rolling body diameter .3 , by * , the vibration Jpvel of
flexural vibrations due to 2 wpc inner ring waviness by V. that
due to 3 wpc inner ring woviness by Er3 , the rigid body v[brations
generated by outer ring, inner ring and ball waviness by ,

,re.pectively, and the level of flexural vibratinns ii. tn hq1
108as by Vp 1then the following equation holds for a bearing with
rolling body diameter .

+ + NA)+ + + (3.2.1-26)

where all quanlities without bar refer to the benring with rolllng
bodty dinimator J>

The terms indicating the squared rigid body vibration levels
may be computed from Equation (3.2.1-11) through (3.2.1-lAI), and
the squared flexural vibration levels from Equations (-.2.1-23)
through (3.2.1-25).

The vibration level VF is proportional to 11- R ( and there-

fore follows the same trend as VO

The terms in Equation (3.2.1-26) can now all be expressed as a
function ,fae If the relative magnitudes of </'Aj, r 'V

and v are known. To Illustrate the use of quation (3.2.1-26),
it is assumed that the levels of flexural and rigid ring vibration
are according to Equation (3.2.1-10) and also that the contributions
from outer ring, inner ring and ball waviness to the total rigid ring
vibration are equal. It is further assumed that Equation (3.2.1-19)
is valid. Then the following relations hold,
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Enclosure 106 is a graptcal representation of Equation (3.2.1-26)
showing the squared vibration levels due to the various acurees, as a
function of /5 The curves shown are based on the curves of

and 1j.. andas a function of shown on Enclosure 1o5,
and on Equations (3.2.1-11) through (3,1,l-1Q) for rigid ring
vibrations with a value of

4J (3.2.1-28)

It is seen from Enclosure 106, that for the example used, the
function tV/)L varies comparatively little for values of3J.5 between
1 and 3.5 but increases rapidly with decreasing .. /S in the range of
D/ - I CV1;/..)L has a minimum at Z/5 o2.3 , which in this case

is likely to correspond to a diameter value outside the practical range.

c. Groove Cfnformity

Groove conformity affects the bearing vibration as
follows:

1. The linearized Hertzian coefficient k4 is influenced by
the groove conformity. As shown on Enclosure 19, kN
increases as the conformity is tightened. Sincey
according to Equation (1.3.18-2) is proportional to k4
a tight conformity results in increased flexural
vibration levels induced by low order inner ring waviness
(2 wpc and 3 wpo). The same tendency holds for roller
bearings with point contact, although the relationship
between kg and conformity is different from that shown on
Enclosure 19.
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The effect of 14-4 on the amplification facor"T y can

be determined from Equation (3.2.1-25)..and since the
conformity is a function of kw , Ty/Tr may be plotted

as a function of conformity. This has been done on
Enclosure 107 for a bearing with 1/2" balls.-
TV here refers to a bearing with 51.0% conformity

for both Inner and outer ,ace, l, to bearinguwith
inner and outer ring conformities as indicated by the
abscissa. Enclosure 107 has been plotted for several
values of TV . It is seen that a loose conformity
Is always advantageous in reducing flexural vibrations.

2. Due to the effect of groove confointy on k , the
natural frequencies of both rigid body and flexural
vibrations increase as the conformity is tightened.
This effect. is small t the range of conformities con-
ventionally used.

3. The variable complan(e vibratlions depend on the Ilerti.ian
coefficient ca wni.o is u function of conformity. Thu
exact effert deli'nds ni t ti t load, radial loaseness tand
bearing dimenstons, and cannot lie dotermined witlhout de
tailed analysis.

Since the band width anelificotion factors of the rigid ring
vibration are not influenced by conformity, the only significant,
predictable, effect of conformity is on the flexible vibrations due
to low order waviness, which, as shown above, can be reduced by
loosening the groove confoimity.

d. Thickne.is of the OuteL.ll .

The outer rina dimensions influence the bearing vibration
as follows:

1. The vibration induced by ball loads are Inversely pro--
portional to the flexural rigidity of the outer ring
(I/R3 ), where R is the mean radius of the ring and l
is the second moment of area of the ring cross section.
Incieiasing the rigidity reduces the flexural vibrations.

•E1 15- iI
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2. The flexural vibrations induced by l1ow order inner ring
waviness are also inversely proportional to the rigidity
I/R3 , and can be reduced by increasing the rigidity.

3. The rigid body mode natural frequencies are inversely
proportional to the square root of the mass of the outer
ring M . These natural frequencies are reduced by
increasing the mass of the outer ring.

4. The natural frequencies of the flexural vibrationt
the outer ring are approximately prnpnrtlnnal tn !

where A is the area of the ring cross-section. It
follows that these natural frequencies increase with the
thickness of the ring.

The overall effect of the increased thickness of the outer ring
is a reduction of the low frequency vibrations due to the increased
flexural rigidity. The effect in tho higher frequency range cannot
be predicted without detailed analysis of the vibration sources and
the natural frequentela of the bearings.

e. Radial Looseness:

The radial looseness affects the variable compliance
vibrations, ard it is possible to minimize these vibrations by
proner selection of the radial looseness.

Since the radial looseness affects the contact angle it
also has indirect effects on the bearing vibration, as will be seen
below.

f. Contact Angle. 

The contact angle, O( has the following effects:

1. Since the axial vibration amplitudes are inversely pro-

portional to sino( , the axial vibrations are highly in-
fluenced by changes in contact angle. Radial vibrations,
which are proportional to cosO( , are affected only to
a minor degree, for contact angles generally used in
radial bearings.
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Angular vibrations are proportional to sin( , and !
are therefore influenced more than the radial vibrations,
but less than the axial vibrations, by changes in N .

2. The resonant frequency of rigid body mode axial vibrations,
is prooortional to sin ( and therefore increases with 0<
The resonant frequencies of the radial and angular
vibrations are generally only slightly influenced by CK

3. For a givenL axial load FA the ball loads are inversely
proportional to s;in K . Vibrations induced by ball
loads therefore increase with decreasing

4. The flexural vibrations induced by 2 and 3 wpc waviness
of the inner ring increase in amplitude with k#4 , which
again decreases with increasing contact angle. There-
fore the flexural vibrations decrease with increasing
contact angle.

g. Combined Effect of Bearina Design Parametet.

The various bearing design parameters discussed above
cannot gewraliy be selected indenendontly. For instance, the three
important narameters: rolling body diameter .M , number of rolling
bodies Z and thickness of outer ring H are, for a bearing with
given boundary dimensions and pitch circle diameter d , interrelated.
To increase the number of rolling bodies Z , it is usually necessary
to reduue the rolling body diameter D , which rcsults in an incrcnscd
outer ring thickness H -

It Is advantageous for load carrying canacity to use
the maximum number of rolling bodies of any given size that can be
assembled into the bearing. Under these circumstances the product. D
is aoproximately constant, as long as ml is kept constant.

The effect of the outer ring thickness on bearing

vibration is due to its influence on the second area moment of the
outer ring cross-section I . It is, of course, poassible to compute
the exact relationship between I and 3 . To illustrate the tendency
a much simpler, approximate relationship will be derived as follows:

The outer ring thickness at the bottom of the groove is

HG- G-i (32.-9 '
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L- where"

outer diameter of bearing

The outer ring thickness at the outer ring land is

where C1. is the ratio between the land height and rollin

body diameter. It is assumed that CL is independent of

F#r ball bearings of good quiet YWUig q4fltty CL Is
usually between 0.15 and 0.20.

may he expressed as

I ~ (3.2.1-32)

where 3 is the width of the bearing and - defined by

H - c.,) (3.2.1-33)

where

Cmis here assumed to be a constant, independent of M
This is usually not exactly true, but a good estimate of

as a function of D may be obtained in this manner if
CM is properly selected.

Of the three parameters M , 2 and 1 , only M and I
affect the rigid ring vibrations (except for shifts in
resunant frequencies). Due to the combined effects of I
andD)Equations:(3.2.1-12), (3.2.1-13) and (3.2.1-15) are
modified as followsi taking into account the effect of a
as expressed by Equation (3.2.1-7) and the fact that ID
is constantt
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Te "co'a- (3.2.1-32) I

JSi - (3.2.1-.33)

The quantities with bare refer to a bearing with
rolling bodies,_rolling body diameter-5 , and outer
ring thickness H Las defined by Equation (3.2.1-32f).
Thia bearing is used as reference, and its vibration
level is being compared to that of a bearing with roll-
ing element fliameter D , . rolling bodies and outer
ring thickness H

The flexural vibrations Inrduced by 2 and 3 wpc inner
ring waviness are influenced by both Z , .D and H
The following equation holds for the parameter Y ,
defined for 2 wpc by Equation (1.3.18-2) and for 3 wpc
by Equation (3.2.1--i).

- I. -- M6- (3.2.1-35)

assuming the change in R to be negligible.

The ratio may accotoing to Equation (3.2.1.33) be
written as
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c S €(3.2.1-37)

(04 4M5Cr C (3.2.1-38)

The ratio k./;,. muy according Lu Equalilu (1.3.7-s) be
expressed as

I ., .E/ [. ,(3.2.1-39) "

a s a function of ball diamotor it rhnwn grnphicnlly
on Enclosure 19.

The ratio eir may now, using Equations (3.2.1-38) and

(3.2.1-39), be written as

(A 1 3

-[c - J ,3.2.1-40)

Since (1N , for a given conformity, axial load, contact
angle and number of balls, is a function of ball diameter

.D only, Equation (3.2.1-40) gives W/F as a function of

./E only. The corresponding ratio -r./T may be

computed from

T4-a (3.2. 1-41)
Ty I - TV, Vy
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The flexural vIbrations due- -to,2.w.c. and~wcl~
ring waviness can be computed from Equat'ionu (3.2.1-40)
and (3.2.1-41) as a function of ball diameter. ~
The flexural vibrations due to ball loads follows
approximately the equation

5 (3.2.1-42)

which, using Equatitit(.21-0 arid (3211)may be
expressed as e

V. [ ~ __--0 rz st :

(3.2. 1-43)

Enclosure 108 shows the squared vibration level ratios

and C/7 plotteii is a function of l/.ff. The~ rorres-
pondiigeIt/ and -V- ratios are also marked on the abscissa.

H 2
It is seen that the -)function has a sharp minimum at
.A/J5 %. 0.5, *I/f ft 2, H/;; Ma 1.5

3, Micro-geometry:

Waviness generates both rigid ring and flexural vibrations.
The vibration frequencies generated by various orders of
waviness, according to rigid ring theory, are listed in
Enclosure 20. The ranges of waviness orders that gen-
erate vibrations In wide frequency bands may be computed
from Equations (1.3.11-1) through (1.3.11-3) and are
tabulated in Enclosures 28 and 29 for ball bearings in
the 6200 and 6300 series and In Enclosures 75, T6 and 77
for the large roller bearings used in the tests reported.
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The vibration amplitudes of each harmonic .geaerated

by waviness is proportional to the corresponding

amplitude of waviness. This proportionality also
holds approximately for vibrations measured in wide
frequency bands (except for vibrations induced by

"the geometrically perfect beating"). The relation-

ship between the vibration level, measured in a finite

band, and the corresponding w4viness level may be ex-
pressed by means of the band width amplification factors.

Amplification factors for rigid ring vibrations are
given by Equations (1.3.17-2) through (1.3.17-7).
Numerical values of band width amplification lactors of
rigid ring vibrations are tabulated in Enclosure .39 for
a few bull bearing sizes and in Enclosure 79 for a few

large roller bearings.

The vibrations generated by outer ring, Inner ring and
ball waviness are additive by their squares, and the

relative enntrthutinn from these three vibratory sources
may be evaluated by means of the contribution factors
given by Equations (1.3.22-5) through (1.3.22-7). to

improving the quiet running quality of a bearing by re-
ducing waviness, the most effective approach is usually

to reduce the wavinoss of the part with the highest con-
tribution fact.or.

Flexural vibrations induced by low order inner ring

waviness occur at a frequency k times the rotational
frequency where k is the order of waviness. Amplification
factors for these vibrations are given for 2 wpc inner
ring waviness by Equations (1.3.18-1) and (1.3.16-2), and
for 3 wpc Inner ring waviness by Equation (1.3,18-1) nnd
(3.2.1-1). Higher orders of inner ring waviness generally

have negligible effect on flexural vibrations. The main
effect of outer ring waviness on the flexural vibrations,

is to induce vibrations at the ball passage frequency over
the outer ring. This effect, on the basis of experimental
evidence, appears to be much smaller than that of inner
ring waviness; amplification factors for these vibrations

have not been computed.
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3.2.2 Selectlon of Bearing Parameters I

On the basis of the foreaoingqselection of bearing parameters 91
for low vibration levels may proceed as follows:

I. Select tentatively a basic bearing size on the basis of
considerations other than vibration. This bearing will be
used as a reference bearing for future comparisons, and the
quantities related to this bearing will be denoted by a bar,
e.g., the number of rolling bodies by 7

2. Spolrf Lhe quiet running characterlstics of tho dosired
bearing (measured at a specified rotational speed, under a
specified load and other specified conditions) suchas

a. Approximate RMS vibration levels in wide frequency bands,
octave bands or at specified discrete frequencies.

1., FroQupno.y ranges whor vihratioa peaks, dun to roannances
or other causes should be avoided.

c. Whether the main emnhosis should he put nn control of
radial, axial or angular vibrations.

3. Compute the following bearing constants for the reference
bearing:

A = area of outer ring cross-sectinn

= outer ring mass

= mean radius of outer ring

= second moment of area of outer ring cross-section

= linearized Hertzian coefficient. For ball bearings,km
may be obtained graphically from Enclosure 19. For
roller bearings Equation (2.3.5-I) or (2.3.a-2) may be
used. Enclosures 71 and 72 show values of ko for a few
roller bearing sizes, plotted as a function of load.

4. Specify on the basis of available results on manufacturing
capability of bearings in the size range considered, feasible
values of parameters such as:

a. Waviness of outer ring5'O , inner ring 'C4% , and roll-
ing bodies A , measured in octave bands (or if feasible
in wider bands corresponding to specified vibration bands)

* Feasibility of the wide band approach depends on the absence of
resonances in the band and on approximate uniformity of the waviness
spectrum. -123-
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b. Inner ring eccentricity W;!

c. Inner ring 2 wpc waviness \"

d. Inner ring 3 wpc waviness /

e. Rolling body diameter variation "Sv

5. Compute the approximate waviness bands corresponding to
the vibration frequency bands selected in 2a, for the reference
bearing selected in 1, from the equations.

, TL (3.2.2-1)

(3,2,2-2)

where -;a and are the orders of inner ring, outer
ring and rolling body waviness, respectively, generating
vibrations of frequency f cps, and

I L -fX(3.2.2-4)

I d (3.2.2-5)

2.3 )(3.2.2-6)
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J> = rolling body diameter

= diameter of rolling body pitch circle

= contact angle =
rotational frequency =

N specified rotational speed, in vibrution testing, RPM

For the bearings listed in Enclosures 28, 29, 75, 76 or 77, the
values tabulated in these enclosures may be used instead of
Equations (3.2.2-1) thruugh (3.2.2-3).

If the waviness bands selected do not coincide with waviness
bands used in actual waviness testing, select actual waviness
bands which agree closest with the computed bands. Tf the
computed band is wider than the actual bands, a combination of
two or more of the actual bands may be selected as the waviness
band corresponding to any given vibration band.

6. Compute the bandwidth amplrlifi caL ion fact orb . " tf anad
'Uir of radial vibrations for the reference bearing from the

equations

lic ( 3.2.2 -7 )

(3.2.2-8)

CoS (3.2.2-9)

where +, I and are the rotational frequencies used A

in the waviness testing of outer ring, inner ring and rolling
bodies, respectively, and is the total number of rolling
bodies in the bearing.

I

I
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Similar expressions may be written for axial and angular
vibrations. These have not been included here, and will
not be treated in the sequence, since they generally are
of less interest.

Instead of using Equations (3.2.2-7) through (3.2.2-9) the
numerical values of Enclosures 39 and 79 may be used for the
bearing sizes tabulated in these enclosures.

7. Compute natural frequencies of the bearing from the equation

- .~ (3.2.2-.0)

where
natural frequency, cps

- - young*s modulus of IS5 li,,l~y

R,l, , *1j4 as defined in 3.

n I , 2, 3 ..... where ) I gives the natural frequency

14 of radial and angular rigid body motitn of the uutcr
ring, n1 - 2 gives the natural frequency f , of the first

mode of flexural vibrations, Y1 = 3 gives the natural frequency

of the second mode of flexural vibrations, etc.
I ir .__

Equation (3.2.2-10) applies to values of In =2

Equation (3.2.2-10) applies if the outer ring is comparatively
free to move radially and angularly, i.e., if the spring
constant of the bearing is large compured to that of the
mounting. If this is not the case the resonant frequencies
of the rigid body motion may be computed according to Section
1.3.14.

8. Compute the "resonance amplification factor" t for each
vibration bandfrom the equation

" (e" CR), (rC It)  (3.2".2-11)
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where ti

INC the number nf rigid hfdy resonant frequencies within the
vibration band.

N1 = the number of flexural resonant frequencies within the
vibration band.

Tqftand O.., are given by Table 3.2.2-1

Table 3.2,-l

Vibration Bandwidth
in Octaves

1/3 4.0 1.8
1 2.4 1.4
2 1/2 1.8 1.2

For bandwidths other than those listed in Table 3.2.2-1,
the values of Tjciand 'Tc p may be interpolated from Table

3.2.2-i ur the more dctailed procedure in Section 1.3.24
may be used.

If any of the resonant frequencies Is lower than five times
the rotational frequency, the assumption on which Table
3.2.2-1 is based ( kf. in Equation (1.3.24-12) < 1/4) may not
hold. ?cfrt and -Tcp must then be computed according to Section

1.3.24.

9. Compute the amplification factor "Tj.for flexural vibration
induced by 2 wpc inner ring waviness from the Equation

+72[d-. (3.2.2-12)

where

Y is E (3.2.2-13)

and k " I , as defined in Paragraphs 3 aniid 7.
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10. Compute the amplification factor -r for flexural
vibrations induced by 3 wpc inner ring waviness from
the equation

(3.2.2-14)

where

0 n E TO8 . (3.2.2-15)

11. Compute the following theoretical vibration levels of the
reference bearing:

a. Rigtr ring vibrations, AU. Itr, outer ring waviness

M = (3.2.2-16)

b. Rigid ring vibrations, due to inner ring waviness

aU'U Wi (3.2.2-17)

c. Rigid ring vibiations, due to rolling body waviness

S v " (3.2.2-18)

The values of 'WO,W W and 'Ain Equations (3.2.2-16),
(3.2.2-17) and (3,2.2-18) are selected for the waviness
bands determined according to 4. 0. , tr, and "D6 Are
obtained from Equations (3.2.2-7), (3.2.2-8) and (3.2.2-q).

is computed according to paragraph 8.

I
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d. Flexural vibrations at twice the rotational frequency !!\!
induced by 2 wpc inner ring waviness

where . is the RMS amplitude of the 2 wpe inner ring
waviness velocity, measured at a rotational frequency

AP L • .Tri is given by Equation (3.2.2-12). J, is the
rotational speed of the bearing in vibration testing.

If the 2 wpc inner ring waviness is expressed as a RMS
displacement(10r.

47-,J., 1-1. N% )d(3. 2. 2-20)

e. Flexural vibrations at three times the rotational
frequenty Ifduced by 3 wpc inner ring wavines

V z r,(3.2.2-21)

where is the RMS amplitude of the 3 wpc inner ring

waviness velocity, measured at a rotational frequency

In €a is given by Equation (3.2.2-14).

If the 3 wpc inner ring waviness is expressed as a RMS
displacement I

Equations (3.2.2-19) through (3.2.2-22) are valid if no
resonant frequencies, computed according to 7, are lower

than £4- . If this is not the case the computed values
of V and must be multiplied by the factor 15,
determined according to 1.3.24.
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f. Flexural vibrations at the bali passage frequency

over the outer ring 1 f induced by ball loads

FARZN (3.2.2-23)

where the notation is as in paragraphs 3, 4, 6 and 7.

g. Vibrations at the rotational frequency due to inner ring

i I

where Vi is the inner ring eccentricity (RMS displacement).

h. Vlhrntinns at the cage frequency ... due to rolling
body diameter variation .3

where- vis the maximum value of rolling body diumeter
variation in the bearing.

i. The total vibration level

V+ + \+ - 4-V +V +V, M' V (3.2.2-24)

j If vibration test results are available for a bearing
of the same size with the same order of magnitude of
waviness, compare the computed vibration level 4rkN
and the experimentally obtained value V of the measured
bearing, and modify Equation (3.2.2-24) to read

- V -- t -X 2 - -a .. 4 -- VVO+ " (3.2.2-25)

I

II
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where

K (3.2.2-26)

12. Compute the following squared vibration level ratios

~:- ~( 4 ia) 2 (3.2.2-27)

(3.2.2-28)

.~ 2$.bN (3.2.2-29)

R&~ --- (3.2.2-34)
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13. Compare the vibration level 'VC in the specified vibration
frequency bands to the speified limits. If the expected
vibration level1QT exceeds the limit in any of the band..
study the effects of changing the number i and diameter3
of the rolling bodies as follows:

a. Chbnge the number Z and diameter 2) of the rolling
bodies simultaneously, so that the product 4)
remains constant, i.e., for any 7 and>

Z.D Y (3.2.2-35)

while el remains constant.

b. Compute /R'for various values of D and plot -/R
as a runctilon of .X , fnr ennstont * •

c. Compute the ratios between the umtl,lification factors
of a bearing with ronling body diameter . and.the
reference bearing with rolling body diameter _t,
for various values of. , under the conditions of
Equation (3.2.2-27). Use the following equations:

To Det- 
(3.2.2-36)

(3.2.2.,37)

-k (3.2.2-38)
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d. Compute the ratios and for various
values of.D from the equation

4'k- \(3.2.2-39)

where (3t4 is obtained graphically from Enclosure 19
as a function of ball diameter.

For roller bearings use

SL (3.2.2-40)

(.

whore kM is obtained as In paragraph 3.

e. Compute for varlou-s values ot .

TO--2 - (3.2.2-41)

- (3.2.2-42)

f. Plot the followtng squared vibrution level Latios
as a function of , for each vibration frequency
band specified

J& 's (LC'(3.2.2-43)
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yvc;L 4:4(3.2.2-44)

wow-~ (3.2.2-45)

Vitv-) {y 4-!i:) 
- (3.2.2-46.)

y (3.2.2-47)

(3.2.2-50)
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where the waviness levelma WO "M a nd --'4
relate to the waviness frequency bands corresponding
to the specified vibration frequency band, for each
value of . . These waviness bands must be determined
according to paragraph 4 as a function of diameter Z
Since the waviness bands change with .,

and Tr. are not necessarily equal to 'C , a'end
* For order of magnitude estimates, it may,

however, be assumed that w 'Cv76 , %. = -I and
= W , if the waviness spectra are reasonably

flat over the rangeR considered. If this. is not the case
the differences between Vr* and %:' , -w . and 1!7r ,

and must be taken into account.

The factor 1tv'./r)appearing In Equations (3.2.2-43), J'
(3.2.2-44) and (3.2.2-45) is due to the fact that the
resonant frequencies of the bearing change as .. ; , N
and the thickness of the outer ring vary. To compute the
factor CL/O,)it Is# simplest to estimate the number of
resonances 'thin each of the snecified frequency hands,
according to paragraph 7, and to compute Je from
Equation (3.2.2-11).

g. Plot the squared total vibration level ratio
as a function of for each Vibration frequency band
specified.

Use the equation

V~ +V~ V~. ~ ,v V(~In (3.2.2-5t)

h. Determine from the plot of Equation (3.2.2-51) the value
of Z which gives minimum (V/-*) & . This value of Z
is likely to be different in the various frequency bands
specified. Select . to minimize the vibration in the
frequency band considered most critical, by comparing
with the specified limits. The selected value of Z is
denoted -M .
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i. Determine the value 2. of 7. corresponding to-Z
from the equation

2 1 (3.2.2-52)

14. Study the effect of deviation of Z from the value 2
given by Equation (3,2.2-52), by keeping Z constant

= Mrand varying only 7- . Since the value [Z approximately

represents the maximum value uf 7. for the given -D , It is
necessary to study only valuesofi smaller than or approximately
equal to EX

The subscript l. will be used to denote all quantities related
to the bearing with. ) and 7 . No suhac.ript will
be used for the quantities relaLed to a bearing with -

and an arbitrary n umber of bolls I Compute t.he folIbwI ntj

squared vibration level ratios for various values of E

(v.- (3.2.2--53)

(, "V ', L " z ( , ' 4 ( 3 .2 .2 -5 5 )

V~mr__ -(3.2.2-57)

! I
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(3.2.2-59)

Vr

15. Plot the following squared vibration ratios as a function
of a for each specified vibration frequency band

"a Yi ) (3.2.2-61)V4 I

( V 2

. - ,,. (3.2.2-63)
vi a

V " ~ (3.2.2-63) ,:

VIV
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SIL (3.2.2-68)

( ('Vr "\&or ~ ~y~~

'V J\V'I \IJ .'V'/ ¢*[ ,r ,/s,'v '' \s /(3.2.2-69)

whoro the ratios t,
('Vri/Vi I %r/ Ar (iI/VI V Vz-tare obtained from
Equation (3.2.2-53) through (3.2.2-60) and the ratios

IV

) from the graph of 14 at the point.])=

16. Determine from the plot of Equation (3.2.2-69) the value
of Z which gives minimum S/). Setect the optimum value

of , considering all the specified frequency bunds.

1?. Check the selected values of -M , 4l and 2 for design
feasibility and make modifications if necessary.

10. Compare the estimated vibration level of the bearing to the
specified vibration limits.

19. If the estimated vibration levels still exceed the limits in
any of the specified vibration frequency bands, make recommen-
dations for reduction of the limits for micro-geometry.
Special emphasis shoule be put on the reduction of the input
from vibratory sources with the highest contribution to the
total vibration level, as indicated by the squared ratios
given by Equations (3.2.2-61) through (3.2.2-68).
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In particular, to evaluate the relative contr-ibution-from-

outer ring, inner ring and rolling body waviness, compute
the following contribution factos:

For outer ring waviness

zo ~Ii' Jr~la4b i~ (3.2.2-70) M

For inner ring waviness

[+ -ML)(&(~ ~ ~ w ~ 3 (3.2.2-71)

Fnr rnlltnq hody wnvin.ss

rm['4 -)~ ~ (3.2.2-72)

In making recommendations for reduced waviness limits,
the greatest reduction should be made on the part with
the highest val ue of _
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3.3 OPERATING PARAMETERS

Although the values of these parameters usually cannot be
selected arbitrarily, it is often advantageous, in the design
stage, to make a brief study of the influence of load and speed
on bearing vibration, if the load and speed used in the vibration
apolication are widely different from those normally used in bearing
vibration tests.

3.3.1 Effect of Load

The nresent study covers only bearings under sufficient load
to maintain contact at all times between loaded rolling bodies .ad races.
Bearings with lesser load generate "slack" vibrations which have not
been discussed.

Thu unly signiftant effects of radinl or axial lotot Rovo 1lh
levelsufficient to maintain contact between loaded elements arc:

1. Vibrations induced by rolling body loads. This eftect must
be considered if the load applied to the bearing is exception-
ally heavy.

2. Flexural vibrations induced by low order inner ring waviness.
The amplitudesof these vibrations are not significantly affected
by small changes in load. If the load in the application is
much higher (ten times higher or more) than in the tests, its
effect should be considered.

3. Variable compliance vibrations are influenced by the applied
radial load. The evaluation of this effect requires a de-

tailed study.

4. Certain bearing types require for satisfactory quiet running
operation, a suitable axial preload, to assure that all the
rolling bodies are continuously in contact witn the race
groove while the bearing is rotating. This is particularly
the case with ball bearings, where the loose balls in the no-
load zone tend to generate high vibration levels. Axial pre-
load should be selected with the knowledge of the radial loads
to be expected, and should be heavier for heavier radial loads.
A general rule for axial load selection is not available and
it appears best to determine the best value by systematic
experimentation on a prototype of the machinery.
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The preceding discussions indicate that substantial

freedom is available to the designer in selecting
axial loads without generating increased bearing vibrations

(other than flexural vibration due to ball load, if the A
axial load is very high).

5. This entire study is limited to the vibration of bearings II
under constant load. If available, loads, specifically
vibratory loads are imposed on a bearing, these will be

transmitted by it in accordance with its elastic and damping

propertipt. npflections will occur in the bearings that

vary with load magnitude and direction. The magnitude and

nature of these externally Induced vibrations are calculable

with relative ease, but have not been covered.

3.3.2 Effect of Rotational Speed

1. If thp rotational sneed of the bearing in the application is

different from that in the testsj the octave band spectrum of
the bearing al, the soeed used in the application may be

estimated from the spectrum at the test sneed by using

Equation (1.3.20-1). This equation is only approximate and

does not take into account resonant frequencies which are

speed independent.

For vibrations generated at discrete frequencies, such as the

rotational frequency, twice the rotational frequency or the

ball passage frequency, both the frequency and the amplitude

of the vibration at the speed used in the application are ob-

tained by multiplying with the ratio of apnlication sneed to

test speed.

2. The present study covers bearing vibrations under constant

or slowly varying speed. Rapid speed variations, particularly

angular oscilations imposed on the bearing will cause additionb

bearing noise which has not been covered in this study.
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3.4 .MOUN T NG PARAMETERS " .. . .... .. . .. .

The attanhing of masses and of elastic ond damping bodies to
the bearing changes the vibration characteristics of the system.
These steps affect the rersonant and damning characteristics of the
system which influence the'vibration emitted by the housing. The

effects are generally so pronounced that resonant characteristics
of the free bearing are no longer recognizable after mounting.
However, the discrete frequencies generated by the various bearing
vibration sources are not altered by mounting. The following main
effects uf ,uutating should be noted-

1. Added mass lowers the naturai frequencitis of the bearing.

2. A housing which is comnaratively free to move angularly gives
low amlitudes of the radial vibration at low frequencies.

1. A housinj, which is comparatively free to move radially gives
low aml)itudes of the angular vibration at low frequunules.

4. Ity proper selection of the spring constants of the housing,
the amplitudes either in the radial or angular direction cort
he minimized at any given frequency.

5. Damning members such as laminated elastic structures can be
used successfully to attenuate vibrations at compuratively
high frequencies, but they are ineffective at frequencies
near zero.

6. The housing constrains flexural vibmtions of the outer ring,
nnd therefore reduces the low frequency vibrations. The
effect of changing the fit between bearing O.D. and housing
nr between the bearing bore and shaft is rather small and
too erratic to be used as a means of controlling the vibration
transmission characteristics of the benring.

7. An out of round or wavy shaft or housing will act as if the
bearing ring mounted on to it, had the same imperfections.

8. Misalignment of the bearing caused by mounting conditions
causes substantial increases in bearing vibration unless the
bearing is self-aligning.
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9, Resonances In machine parts other--than the bear i-n-gmay-be
excited by bearing vibrations. They should be ascertained

and either reduced orthe bearing should be selected to
have particularly low vibration iavuis k h tan cprt-!
the machine resonance.
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3.5 NUMERICAL EXAMPLE - DESIGN OF A BEARING TO MEET GIVEN--IBRATIONLIMITS

The procedure and notation of Section 3.2.2 is followed:

1. Bearing selected as suitable for the application according
to general engineering considerations (shaft and housing
diameter, width).

6305

Thl1i beailig has the flling p!'r~p& dimi~in£

Bore 25 mm & 7
0.D. : 62 mm 7/16"
Width: 17 mm 4 1.71"

The contact angle cK is taken as 150

2. Vibration Specifications: It is desired that at 1800 RPM
under nn axiol luad FA uf 23 iba'Lhit gIdlal iibratiuab if,
the throe frequency bands 50-300, 300-1800 and I800-10000
cps conform to the specifications of MIL-B1-17931B (Ships).
It is further desired that the RMS vibrational velocity in
the 0-50 cps band not exceed 10,000 microinches/second.
The limits for each band are summarized below:

Vibration bpecification Limit-Microinches/
Band, cps second, RMS

0- 50 10000
50- 300 3760

300- 1800 3010
1800-10000 2260

of these frequency bands, the 50-300 cps band Is considered
the most critical.

3. The following constants are calculated for the 6305 bearing:

A 0.130 in
2

= 0.00067 lbs inches 2/in

S1.120 in
1 = 5.1 x 10-4

i-2.21 x 105 lbs/in
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4. The waviness levels for the components of a conventionally ,
made 6305 bearing (designated here as reference bearing)
are ussumued to have been measured and meet these limits:

Race .yiness in Mi roinehes/seoond. Measur-ed at lQo ejp j

Band, wpc

2 Wr. 1500
3T 1000

3- 6 2000 1500
b- l2 1300 1200

12- 24 1500 1000
24- 4B 1500 1000
48- 96 1500 1000
96-192 1500 1000
192-384 1000 800
384-768 1000 800

Inner ring eccentricity "'l 50 mitroinches maximum

displacement 35 ilcoinCthes, IMS.

Ball Wavines in Microinches/second. Measured at 740 RPM

Band, wpc -

2 400
4- 8 100
8- 16 100
16- 32 150
32- 64 200
64-120 200
128-256 300

Ball diameter variation Z. 15 microinches maximum variation.

5. The following frequencies are calculated for the 6305 bearing:

= 30 cps
11 cps
19 cps
54 cps

wI
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The waviness bands for each bearing component.-corresponding.
to the given vibration frequency bands are tabulated below:

Vibration, cps 50-300 cps 300-1800 cps 1800-10000 cps

Outer ring', wpc 5 - 27 27 - 62 162 - 901

Inner ring, wpc 3 - 16 16 - 96 96 - 532
Ball , wpc 2 - 6 6 - 32 32 - 182

Since the waviness bands used in the measurements do not
coincide with the computed bands, estimates of the waviness
levels 4 , -7 ' and W , corresponding tu the computed
waviness bands were obtained by adding the squared waviness
levels in the measured bands contained within any given com-
puted band (taking into account the partial contribution
from measured bands only partially within the compated bands).

The waviness values in the comouted bands, obtained in this
manner are tabulated below for Coe reference bearing:

Way ines . in.microingl Jss ec on d

50-300 cps 300-1800 cps 1800-10000 cps

2380 2380 1580

C 2160 1590 1430
412 206 346

6. The band width amplification factors for the radial vibrations
of the reference bearing are-

- o= 0.35,' :0.58

2.87

7. The following natural freqtencies weze computed for the
reference bearing:

r- = 5000 cps
,= 6430 cps

ir=12000 cns
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8. The resonance amplificution factors "IJ for the re-erence

bearing are: :

Vibration Band, ons

0- 50
50- 300 1
300- 1800 1
1800- 10000 2.16

9. The following values of and w. ,ere computed

Yt. 3.19

0.762

10. The following values of andTy3 were comnuted

Z 0.532

"Tv = 0.347

II. The following vibration levels were computed for Lite reference

bearing -(micro inches/s econd)

0-50 Cns 50-300 cns 300-1800 cps 1800-10000 cps

- 830 830 1200

-1250 920 1800

- 1180 590 2140 t

V - 4120 " "

-Qr " 
1880

- 1170

-'%r, 6600 -

N 300 -

TotalV 6600 5060 1370 3040
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12. The squared vibration level ratios for the reference bearing

are:

Squared Vibration LaveLf ajtjjisJ

0-50 cps 50-300 cps 300-1800 cps 1800-10000 cps

? - 0.027 0.366 0.156
- 0.058 0.448 0.352

- 0.101 0.186 0.496

- 0.660

- 0.137

-. O. 055 -.

t 0.998 -

0 .002 -

13. The total vibration levels of the reference bearing, compare
as fol lows with tie limits.

Frequency Band, clns Limit
Microinches/second Microinches/second

0.- 50 10000 600

50- 300 3760 5060
300- 1800 3010 1370
i800-1000 2260 3040

It is seen that the limit is exceeded in the 50-300 cns and

1800-10000 Cns bands.

I/R 3 as a function of D is shown on Enclosure 109, for

= 1.71" and boundary dimensions the same as for the reference

bearing. Curves showing the squared vibration levels as a

function oflD are given in Enclosure 110 for the 50-300 cps

band, in Enclosure 111 for the 300-1800 cps band and in

Enclosure 112 for the 1800-10000 cpa band. These curves

are based on T =  5 = 49/16. It is seen from Enclosure

110 that the (v/1) 2 curve in the 50-300 cps band does not

have a minimum within the range shown on the graph.

-140-
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(V/) decreases with _T over the complete range -shown.

In the 300-1800 cps band(V/-1)2*has a minimum at. f 1/4"
and in the 1800-10000 cps band a minimum occurs at f 5/16",

The following value of D was selected as giving an optimum
(V/N)& value considering all three vibration bands mentioned.

7/32"

The corresponding value for 2 is "

2 .r 14

The selected value of 3)gives a low band (50-300 cps)
level within the specified limit. Further decrease in
would result in a highly increased vibration level in the
300-1800 cps band, which is not considered desirable,
ultnough it would improve the 50-300 cps band, In the high
band I1300-10000 cps) the selected value of Zr gives a

( r/. value which is !0% higher than that mt nptimim
This Is not considered significant.

The vibration levels of the heuring with M = 7/32" and
14 are tabulated below;

Frequency Limit 'V-
Band, cps Microinches/second MicroincheR/second

0- 50 10000 6600 1
50- 300 3760 3630 0.72

300- 1800 3010 1160 0.85
1800..10000 2260 2980 0.98

It is seen that the vibration levels in the 0-50, 50-300
and 300-1800 cns are :ithin the specified limits. In the
1800-10000 cps band the limit is exceeded,

14-17. Enclosures 113, 114 and 115 show the effect of changes in Z
on the vibration levels. It is seen that the squared
vibration levels in the three bands increase with decreasing

over the range shown although the changes are small.
Since the value RX = 14 is considered the maximum number of
balls that can be assembled In the deep-groove bearing, the
values r= 7/32" and '2:,14 will be checked for design
feasibility and, if found suitable, used in the final design.

'I
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18. Summary of selected parameters for the designed bearing:

Dimensions:

Bore : 25 mm 14
0.D. : 62 mm 3h= 7/32"
Width: 17 mm Ar= 1.71

0( = 150

Vibration Levels:

Frequency Band, cps Ltmit-microinches/ microinches/ 5.
second second "' Limit

0- 50 10000 6600 1 0.66
50- 300 3760 3630 0.72 0.96

300- 1800 3010 1160 0.85 0,39
1800-10000 2260 2980 0.98 1.32

It is seen that the bearing is within the specified limits
in the 0-50, 50-300 and 3 n-1Rnnfl rp hands. but exceeds the
limit by 32% in the 1800-10000 cps band. The vibration
level is the same as the reference bearing in the 50-300 cps
band, 72% df the teforence bearing in the 59-300 cps hid., 85%
in the 300-1800 cps band and 98% in the 1800-10000 cps band.

Squared Vibrntion Leve L JaJajj:

0-50 50-300 300-1800 1800-10000 cps

- 0.027 0.368 0.156
0,058 0.454 0.352
01101 0.180 0.496
0.660 - -
0.137
0.055

0.998 -
0.002

-150-
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Resonant Frequencies: L 0

e = 4740 cps
fpl =8820 cps V,
fF =14400 CpS

Reduction of the high band vibration level to conform to
specifications can be accomplished only by reducLion of
waviness. The squared "contribution factors" in the high
band (1800-10000 cps) are:

Z.= 0.11

& = 0.14
' 0.75

Since the Z factor is the highest, the most effective
reduction in vibration loval is obtainable by reducing the
ball waviness in the whvikogg hands influencing the high
vibration band. These bands are the 16-32 wpc, 32-64 wpc
and part of the 64-120 winc band. The following r~diured
waviness limits are specified in order to reduce the
vibratinn level in the high band to conform to specifications:

Band, wpe -nr, Limit (Microinches/second)

16- 32 100
32- 6,4 130
64-12E8 150

Waviness limits of the rings may remain the same as measured
ont the reference bearing.

A sample of bearings of the dimensions selected and satisfying
the waviness limits given must now be made and vibration
tested. Corrections to the waviness limits are made on the
basis of the test results.

,! -151-
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A = Cross-seitional area of a bearing outer ring
Ak = RMS veloc ity amplitude of the kth harmonic of flexural

~vibrations
B= Width of bearing

CajAmplitude/load parameter" in the direction of the load

CR= 'Amplitude/load purumetur" in Lhe diiecLloti pevrendicular to
the load

D = Rolling body diameter

E Y Young's modulus of elasticity

1F Axiel lod

F- Radial load
R

G Load/looseness parameter

= Thickness of the outer ring

= Second moment of area of the outer ring cross section

T Moment of inertia of outer ring with respect to a diameter
P4through the center plane of the bearing

M outer ring moss

M= Restoring moment due to angular displacement

N ~Rotational speed, in RPM

Rolling body load

R- Mean radius of outer ring

-154-
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R4 = Radius from bearing axis to point.of contact between ball

and outer ring

T = Displacement amplification factor

T = Displacement ampliflcation/factor for flexural outer ring
vibrations due to inner riing waviness

Tj= Velocity band width amplification factor for element waviness

Band width amplification factor due to resonance

V = RMS vibration level

"V = Vibration level of flexural outer ring vibrations due to ball
loads

V= Vibration level of rigid ring vibration

V=Vibration level of flexural vibrations due to two and three wpc
Inner ring waviness, respectively

Element waviness

Z Contribution factor of element waviness to the bearing vibration
level

Oil= RMS value of the ith variable compliance vibration harmonic in
the direction of'load

RMS value of the ith variable compliance vibration hurmonic in
perpendicular to the load

cT= Her'zian coefficient

= Pitch diameter of rolling body 3ct

e = Radial looseness

-155-L~RKSEARtCH LABORATORY 5KVF INDU6TRI[6. INC.
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f = Frequency in cps

J = Natural frequency of the axial mode of vibration

Polar rotational frequency of a rolling body

f = Rotational frequency of the cage with respect to the outer
ring.

M = Natural frequency of radial vibrations of a system consisting

of the bearing mounted in housing

J Natural frequency of flexural vibrations

Rotational frequency of the cage with respect to the inner ring

Resonant frequency

- Rotational frequency of inner ring

/Rr4 Nataral frequannins of radiln and angulnr rigid body modes of
vibration

* = Rotational frequency used in measuring element waviness

* =Linearized Hertzian coefficient

k = Order of clement waviness

V Any positive integer

v= Vertical displacement of outer ring center

X4= Horizontal displacement of outer ring center

y/ = Axial displacement of outer ring center

Z= Number of rolling bodies

-156-
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contact angle . t
1= Parameter defined by Equation (1.3.7-5)

= Parameter defined by Equations (1.3.18-2) or (3.2.1-1)

Elastic deformation

I Dimensional parameter defined by Equation (1.3.14-15) !

/ Frequency ratio

= ElastiL parameters defined by Equations (1.3.14-13) andRe ~ (1.3.14-14)

Mass density of outer ring

Radius of gyration of outer ring about a diameter

G Band width, expressed as the number of octaves contained within
the band

b =Refers to rolling body

I Refers to inner race

0 Refers to outer race

-157-
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VISALELJ IRAON ESTER FOR MEA SUREIKENT OF HEARING

VIRTION UNDER RADIAL AND AXIAL LOAD
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VARIABLE -CON PLI ANCE IDRATION I1N A BEARING -WI-TH -SEVEN -BALLS

COMMOENT~ COLLINEAR WITH LOAD

260-....~..s Harmonic
I ~ Harmonic

240-j....3rd Harmonic

220

200)

180

M~ 160.

100

a - G

12L

10 -TO

LedLoees aaee



VARIABLE COMPLIANCE V11BRATION IN A BEARIAG WITH SEVEN BALLS

26 ......4th Harmonic
5th Harmonic

240-... 6th Harmonic

220-

200

18D?

160
Is

a.. 140

120

~100

60

40

Uvir
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VARIABLE COMPLIANCE VIBRATION IN A BEARING WITH SEVEN BALLS

COMPONENT COLLINZAR WITH LOAD

260:
-- 7th Harmonic

240- --- 8th Harmonic
..... 9th Harmonic

220-

N1200

m160_

140

0

100

.4 s

140

.20-

C

1oo-
U

4.)

60-

40-20
O a *~

- 40,_1 1 ' 1 1 1 .a fb2

Load/tooseness Parameter G
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VARIABLE COMPLIANCE VIBRATION- IN-A BEARIG-,WITW-SEEN-i3ALLS-, -

COMPONENT PZRPEND'ECgLAR TO LOAD -

900 'All
l1st Harmonic

800 _----2nd Harmonic
'q-.3rd Harmonic

700

600 -

Soo)

400 -

300 .
S200

100-.. %

- - - - -- --

~-100

M -200/

-300

-400

-500

11161 o 102

Load/Looseness Parameter G



VARIABLE COMPLIANCE VIBRATION IN A BEARING WITH SEVIEN-BALLS....-

~COMPONENT PERENDICULAR TO- LOAD--7"
90 -

.-----

--- t Harmonic

80Q ....-.. th Harmonic
..oo..th Harmonic

700

600

500

400

lu 300

LuZ

0430

Load/Looseness Parameter G
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VA.R-ABL--COMPtIANCE VIE A 10KX IN A B&ARI NG- VITH 19-194 flS-

COMPONENT PERPENDICULAR TOLLOAD - - -

.8 th Harmonic
800-9t Harmonic
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ENCLOSUREB 16 f
CoAPllUT ED VALUE OF ks. jr"+ ,o, BALL -EARINGS.-

Inner a*l Outer Ring Groove Conformity = 51.75%

kt=Linenrized Ilertzian Coefficient of Contact Deformation Lh/In.

FA rAxial Load Lbs.

eonring 1o11 No. of Pitch Circle Contoct -k. r-
No, Size BF111s Dinmeter AngIe h

Un) (In) (Dcrcc) In

6203 17/64 U ).122 5 0630
15 6000
25 5100

6205 5/16 9 1.516 5 8830
1 615.
25 5220

(-.207 7/16 9 2.106 5 9900

15 6950
25 591n

1,:1 01 7/16 7 1.713 5 16460
15 7550
25 6410

61',10 :3/4 a 3.1 ,i0 5 12420

15 0640

25 7340

6312 7/1) 8 3.740 5 13190
15 9170
25 7790

6322 1 5/0. 0 6.8119 5 16200
15 1.1270
25 9570

-175-
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kw linearized Hertzien Coefficient
-=number- -of.ball I-s--

o. contact angle =150

H Fk axial -load-_ _

160I

140

120

5.0

100

60

40

20

4 172 3/4 1 1/4 1'1/2 1 VY4
Ball Diameter D in Inches

-NLSUR" 19 f4 AS A FUNCTiON OF BALL DIAMETER FOR VARIOUS'ICONFORMITIES (THF:'PINFORMITY IS THE SAME FOR THE
INNER AND OUT14 TNG'GROOVES.)



ENCLOSURE 20-

VIBRATION FREiENCIES GENERATED BY VARIOUS IMPERFCCTIONS OF

THlE ROLL ING SURFACES ACCIOING TO RIGID RING THEORY

LINEAR THEORY

VIBRATION FREijUENCIES I
TYtR OF ORDER RADIAL
SURFACE OF AND AXIAL

IMPERFECTION WAVINES- ANGULAR VIBRATION VIBRATION

INNaR RING EocavTRioITY k - I
INER RiO WAvINs k -r.-I + fi -'c-nFl - "r

- 01I - ,,
VtE RIND eAVINESS 'As-1 + e - .,

BALL WVINESS k k 2kb k1.

BALL O'lAETER VARATION ,

NUN.LIIEAR THEORY

INNER RING WAvikest k #i Inat~
OUTERI '

m WAVINS2 N i

f r -, ROITIONAL FREQUENCY OF INNER RING

+~' I I ~ C FREQUENCY OF THE ft2TAYING AALL OFT WITH RESPECT To THE INNER RINO

f'11LI FREQUENCY OF MHE RC-AYINO IIALL OFT WITH RESPECT TO THE OUTER RIN* (OCG FAREQUINOV)

f coS4 FACQUt 114 INKAf RkI.kfOI Cr THE $ALL IN A SY$TEM ATTACHED TO THlE CA;r

Fjs IL i Bjr ALL PASSAGE FREQUENCY OVER -,H INNER l:',

§C M IALL PA,1-9,E FR'EENCOV -.Hetr .C otl'rt RING

3m BALL OIAMETER

ci I BEARING PITCH DIAMEVER

C(S CONTACT ANOLE

Al I, 2, 8 .. ,

ZU NUWBER Of BALLS

, I
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NUiBER OF WAVES PER CIRCUMFERENCE CORRESPONDING TO VIBRATION FREQUENCIES ACCORDINGJQORI 0RING.T JHIEWI _

FOR THE 6200 BEARING SERIES ROTATING AT 100 RPM

WAVINESS RANGES (W.O)

VIBRATION FREQUENCY BANDS tOPS)

BEARING BALL No. of PITCH 6EARING
SIZE ?13T BALL$ DIAMETER PART

1INT (IN) 50-.00 300-1800 1800-10000

6200 3/16 7 0.78? INNER 3-16 16. 96 96-53.
OUTER .27 27-159 159-867
BALL 2- 6 6- 40 40-222

6201 15/64 7 0.567 INNER 3-1S 16- 94-
UTER 5-28 2P-166 166-925

BALL 2- 6 6. 36 36-210

6202 15 64 8 0.984 INNER 3-16 16- 9? 97-530
OUTER 4-26 26-155 155-876
BALL 2- 6 6. 36 36-210

6203 1716 8 1.122 INLPL 3U6 1- 96
Rat 1  2..6 34 86-210

6204 5116 8 1.319 INNER 3-16 117 97-538
C!, En-26 24.ISR 158-878
BALL 2- 6 6- 98 38-21'

6205 5116 9 1.516 IatiER $-1? 1?- 99 99-552
OUTER 4.25 25-151 151-842
BL 2- %- 32 32-4du

6206 a/8 9 1.811 INNER 3-17 17- 91 99-552
OUTIR '.25 25-152 152-8.'%
$ALL 2- 4 4- 26 26-1116
u6207 ?1 9R 3-1? 17- 99 95-518

69OUTER -25 2-159 153-650

BALL 2- 6 6- 84 sk-1-

6208 15/2 9 2,362 INNER 3-17 17- 99 99-552
OUTiR '1.2 25-151 151,-81
BALL 2. 1-l32 32-180

6205 1/ 2 1 2.559 INNER S-.? 17-100 100-556
OUTER 4-5 25-110 55018,211
BALL 2- If 4- 32 32-170

4210 1, 2 10 2.756 INNER 9-17 17-101 101- R61
Ouleft 4-24 24-147 17-817
BALL 2- '1 41 28 2e-156

1. VIBRATIONS IN THE 0-50 CPS RAHGE ARE INDUOEO Ey EOENTRIiaTY AND BALL 0I.AMETER VARIAYIONS FOR ALL
BEARING S1UES.

2. FLNUxAhL @INOING OP 'tE OUTER RING DUE To 2-5 wpo iNNER AlING USINrss INUoEB ADODITIONAL VIBRATIONS
IN 'THE 50-800 CPU SAND FOR ALL SEARING Slzi. IN IHl M0.1800 CPS BANDS, THI LFFECT OF INNER AIva
WAVINESS ON FORCIE0 FLEXURAL VIBRATION IS NIBLIGIBLE.

RC L-185- C
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?IUSWBF.R OF WAVES PER CIRCLIFFEREINCE CORRESPONOING TO VIBRATION FREQUENCIES AC-OROIiNG TOIRIGIO RING THEORY -

FOR THE 6900 BEARING SERIES ROTATiIG AT 1800 RPM

WIAVINESS RANGES (WPC)
VIBRATION Fp!IQUENOY BeNOS {CP)

BEARING BALL 40, OP PIT H 8r.A mAo'(

SIZE liZ1 BALLS DIAMETER PAR?
(IN) 50-300 son.1800 1800-10000

6305 7116 7 1.713 i eNR 3-16 16- 96 96-592
OuTER 5.2? 27-162 162-901
RAlt 2. 6 c- 32 32-182

6306 31/61 8 2.008 INNER 3-16 I- 97 97-518
Ol..& U-26 26-158 158-B??

BALL 2- 4 4I- 30 30-166

6307 17132 8 2.263 |f v 3-16 96- 97 97-538
6 T/E 4.-226 26-158 156-877
BALL 2- I 4.- 80 30.164.

6308 19/32 B 2.55S lt.A 9-17 9?- 99 -9.546OUTrA 3.13 .75-1 1 r ,155r 5

BALL 2- 4 ".- 30 30-If?

30' 11/1 8 2.85.k 14N 4 3.16 16. 97 97-540
JTiER 5-215 26-156 l5Bs-7U

BALL 2- 6 6- 30 30-170

6310 31
,  a 3.150 INNE[R 3.16 16- 97 97-540

OJTER 5-26 26-156 |16470
BALL 2- 6 6- 30 30-170

6311 13/16 B 3.445 INNER 3-11 t6- 98 98-549
OUTER 5-26 26-155 155-860
BALL 2- 6 6- 30 30-166

6312 7/8 8 0.740 ERI 3-16 16- 98 28-5143
5.'ri 5-26 26-155 155.060

BALL 2- 6 6. 30 80.166

6313 15/16 8 .O35 1 .rs S-16 14- 92 98.54.3

OU;L* r-26 is-t 5 155-860
BALL 2- a 6. 80 30-164

1. VIBRATIONS IN THE 0-50 CP RANGE R6 IN UEOO 8'1 IooL¢fRICITy AI'D BALL" IeOTER VARIATIONE IOk ALL
IEARING sizEs*

2. FLEXURAL $ENDING OF fE Mlft IMIrC DIX T 2.5 WAO IPlER RING WAVINE$I NDUCE1 AODI0INAL VIBRATIONS
IN THI 50-00 CPS SAND FOR A'L *6I 9kG SIZES. IlN THE 300-1800 OPS B THE F I CT OF INNER RINO
WAVINESS ON FORCED FLEXUPAL VISRAION I NEOLIGIBLE.

-186-
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AL63Lo23

VELOCITY BAIJUOWLTH A IPLIFI 11I FACTORS; NER AV INES,

AND Tb BALL WAVINE$; FOR A BEARING ROTATING AT 1800 RPM
CUNTACT ANGLEOC= 150

RADIAL.AIAL VISRATIOIIS

BEARING 5IZE BALI No. OF HItCH CIRLE
IZJ BALLS DIAMETER il UL( TJb Tjo T(, 'U

(IN) (I'd)

6203 17/64 8 .1 22 0.33 0.55 2.92 1.27 2,18 11.24

6205 5/16 9 1.916 0.33 0.49 3.11 1.27 1,89 11,97

6207 "711? 9' "Ju z.1 U.;i 1). ,y 8.1 i 1.17 1.6 ,U z.2U

6305 7/1? 7 1.7 13 0.35 0.58 2.87 1.35 2.23 11,05

6310 3/14 8 3.130 0.33 0.54 2,89 1.27 2.08 11.13

012 ?1/8 8 3."'O 0,13 fl5b , 2.S? 1.27 2.08 11,142

6322 1 5/8 8 C.8119 0.32 0.5% 2.96 1,23 ?.08a 11.10

Vkis Tv M" 1O1' Pon'? FuOR ND AO ~JA Rlha;
7140 RPM FoR BALLS

-196-
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70,000 
--n -----

-.. . ... ASM. VISR?N LWe. AT 1800 RPM

MEAsuRES V16RLIoI LuveLs AT $400 RAH

60,000"" VINRATION LVEL$ AT 3600 3I COMPUTIM FROM
TE VIIRATION ,L*vi AT 1800 RP14

-e

20-------

.%c lgO S0 1500 3200 Sio 12800
FPtgAqusoy homn caps)

UAL4. OCTAVE BAND SPECTRA OF 6305 BEARING AT 1000 AND
3600 RPM IN THE DIRECTION NORMAL TO LOAD
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74000-

"- - - -lASU~ VIsmrlIom l,C. . 1800 RPI
, ..... MI IU I W YIIIR&TIOI IAWI¥[,I AT $ O RPH I i

M-=s~RTIN Vwm gL AT 3600 RPM UIOIlO

I.I

40,000- ,..

L -- L
-__--- -- "I. 'I

1 200- - - -, "1i

UEi 1.h11B..4.L OCTAVE BAND SPECTRA OF 6305 BEARING AT 1800 AND
3600 RPM IN THE DIRECTION OF LOAD
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100~ omw - ---~s~c -VIOA -N W tA 80R

ICC G0O - -...... IASURED VIBRAION L8VELS A, 1800 RPM4

VSacmTu IBMO LEVIL ORI ATNT 180R1

80,000-

-0,000

20,000

L- -L

I. - - -

1S A $ 1601 30 0hO0 12800
Fmsquuov uam tops)

UflILSUK J OCTAVE BAND SPECTRA OF 6310 BEARING AT 1800 RPMI
AND 3600 RPM IN THEl DIRECTION NORMAL TO LOAD.
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) -gUATul IN LAT 800 RNv~At 1600 RPI

60, room Til VISRATION Lgvgi.

50,00-

10,0

-20
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In the Direction of Load

Normal to Load.

2 - /
06/

xx

V
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- .. -- AL63LO23.....

RAOILM LM !222 n3 m I Mlt I

LOWD NAME 20 .2w0 LBs i

lb ,C0 IICIO".9NT IN THE DIRECTION W THE LOAD

~~ 12, SWMEN PERFIIOLAR TO THE DIRECTICII OF THE LOWD 1
"

5,0 ~aSMII.B-17931B (511I VINSRATIONi LIMITS!

0 0c

Mao

2S LaeODLa

FmlaaVY CPS

ENGLOS.UlL41i MAXIMUM, VALUES OF.VELOCITY AMPLITUDES OF~ THlE
HARMONICS OF THE VARIABLE COMPLIANCE VIBRATIONS
FOR A 6305 BEARING ROTATING AT 1800 RPM
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SFiRDLE "vPEW OF
WV III1G8 TFSIER

16,00100R.
INS toCo RPM,

BA~i.7%0 RK.

14'm

S12,

411

1-4-B-179318 (SHIP) VISRATION LIMIT(LWSAO

3418 DISPLACPIE1lT *S'LI1UDE OF INdUGR RIMG 2 UP~C 14 ?.tCmDGMc

1100b 90,16 80Gb ob

ENCLOSURELJAt FLEXURAL AND RIGID BODY VIBRATIONS IN THE
50-300 CPS FREQUENCY BAND FOR A 6305 BEARING
ROTATING AT 1800 RPM.
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11.0 
1 -

-- =0. 15.

9.0.

8.0.

=0. 37

5.0-

2. 0

1..03

1 Bandwidth210.

ENCGLOSURE 52~ BAND WIDTH AMPLIFICATTON FACTOR UcAS A FUNCTION OF
BANDWIDTH43 (IN 0CTAV091.
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1000 -RPM
1800 RPM

* 2500RPM - -

3600 RPM.-

60--Z

4A

o.

to w - -

tA4

40--I

.30.

10 2004U814 90 310 _t0 i
Frq0nc Bods(cs

oNISR A CAEBN NLSI FARON OS EEAE
BYFU 35BARNS(NASLTEUIS4VRG
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I
2500 __ _ : AL63L023

3000 RPM

3600 RPMI

60 -

4- a I
40.

iJle

Ie 0

dc -'I

3 . I - -i

" U " I.... .......

100 260 460 860 16o0 32do 6100 12600
Frequency Bands (cps)

E&. OGRE51 OCTAVE BAND ANALYSIS OF AIRBORNE NOISE GENERATLEDBY FOUR 6310 BEARINGS (IN ARSOLUTE.UNITS , AVERAGE

OF FIVE SETS AND SIX LOADS)
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RIOUIR FITCII CIRLE IEI jL f. CNATAK

Lq X70FR- DM1C UTIWIG LM RATING

NO. OF Rkwl1IIER Rw i aD 0520'm0 Us.

176mxr

soo46 28 3mm
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ROLLER MI.~ 084C 00I41TER I
0i

Ms W, COTAC T A.NGLE 1120

ROLLER 39 X S2 V11 BASIC DYNIC LOAD RATIMC-i

NO. OF ROLLERS PER ROW 19 C= 30t,000 Li8.

/2144- I

I'

I Ii
II
I !

A_../U, 7 23240CK SPHERICAL ROLLER BEARIING
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A463LO23
FPRIT1 IRCLV

so 5 W.BAIC y ;OYAIC LOWI
RtAT IQ

N- W RO~ALLERS 11 Gm25,000 1I.66

E~NCLOSUREj.8 ?J256K tCyLTNnnTCAr- Rnftt-R fRART,



AL6iL3T-

• - ,-& m

* I __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

58 I

'

I

202"mm

! ENCLOSURS 59 NJI,4QK CYLINDRICAL ROtLR EARING

iI
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203t

~NLOfl360 9690;)/96 0 'PAP --RlD ROLLER BEARIUG
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* AL63L023

* . .4

VERTICAL

j~XI11 -i OR IZO3TA L

- .o(~ei Sensitivity

3 Endevco CA 77* 365

4 Columbia-Ilesearch-Laborttory CHL504-136 25

5 Columbia-Researoh-Laborstory CRL41O-100*1: 440

6Columbia-Research-Leboratory CRL5O4-131); 25

~L1QU.RL(j.ACCELEROMETER LOCATIONS ON TEST BEARING HOUSING

These are high sensitivity accelerometers and are not used in
the high frequency range, above 2,000 cps.
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Capacitance Head
(Made of Aluminum-
weight 2.5 oz.)

To
IsltrProximity Measuring

motorcircuit

Calibatio Sigal ~Pieso-olectric Vibrator

AIIRANGZAENT OF THIS CAPACITANCE HEAD

or -.0

PIOIMT I

Model 630-U. Ia

"" ICALIBRATION SYSTEM usia

.dodel 330-A

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE CALIBRATION AND ~Tu lefMEASURING SYSTEM 4~odel 320

XEA SUN ING
-SYSTEM

LNGOSM11 GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF INS*RMEN7,ATON OF
CAPACITANCE GAGE FOR SHAFT Vi-,RA~rION MEASUREMIENT
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2.0-_ _ _ _

Ckl

Vibration Level of the 23240-A

0Bearing in the 100-200 cps Band

0..

* 0
16 2 3 6 5b 6

Axa odin10 b

doio11 b U
Raia Loa 0n100.

ENLSR90 VBAIO NUE YRLERLASI 34

SPEIA OLRBAIN OAIGA 0 P
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ENCI.02U1E 75-
TABLE OF ORDEIS OF WAVINESS C0RIIKSijjiUtLNG '10 .i2,.'TION

GENERATED AT OCTAVE BAND CUTOFF FREQUENCIES FOR
23240 SPHI ICAL IH0LLEl t1EAIINGS

Vibration Frequency

50 100 200 400 Boo 1600 3200 6400 12000 cps

We 6 139 270 555 1110 2220 4440 0080 17800 wpc

WL 53 105 210 421 042 1600 3320 6730 13500 wpo

Wb 8 17 33 07 134 269 5301 1000 2150 wpo

j :i 46 02 104 36) 737 1470 2Q . 61)o0 wpcWo

10 35 7n 141 202 563 1130 2250 4510 wpc

Wb 0 6 11 23 -Mt 91 102 365 730 wpc

1100 1;P M
W V a 1 69 138 277 554 1100 2217 wpo

WC 13 26 49 0l 2o" a19 9 7"99 1590 wpc

Wb 1 2 4 9 17 34 60 137 274 wpo

IW O - iliaut U .V11i 1 11,1;i Wd V it: b

WL torder of inner rnco waviness

b order of rollor wnviness

-232-
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T 1 0I Q1 C itS C1 '.4AVIN4S '*OH11ISVONDNG- TO V TBiAT!ON

G.~~,Wg~DAT OCT09L B1ANDi 'MTOFI' F1C1IQULCNCTLE$ FC II
NJ240 CYL INUa~TeMx. ,C LLZ~I( OlSASITIGS

r.. )no ir,1 1)0 CO 66 2o 640- 16)

we 76 152 30 -1 (06 1211) n'4'A '1046 96c)7 1'?'94 vipe

'iL ('1 1 If) !.I 4,6 1)"2 (0~ :i b l1 7 6 11) .5231; wile

0 16 .12 65 1i P) 2 r, 0 516 1032 ,2065 Wp

~.4 :i 1n 11) 31! 77 1 S :) 61) I-Y vpr

wa 1) 17 '14 (~1:17 n7,1 50 10941 2163 %wjvc

WL 13 7'. r,4 in,( I 1r 430 65 1710 wpa

o i .9 1* :1. 1 1 1 sit SO 1) 116 n32? wpc

Wo-Ordor of C-tituir Ihneo Wov~iness

WC. rorder of Inntr hnee 1,nvinass

W6/l r-Order of Lkc1 ir Wvine mss

-233-
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ii

'f,1 11.Z OF OIIDIS OF WAVINESS CORRESPONDING TO VIIRIATION
Ir-NB1QATE0 AT OCTAVE hAND CUTOFF FIEQUENCIES FOiR

96900/96140 TA'ERED ROLLER REAIHINGS

Vibration Frequency

50 100 200 4o0 uoo 160 -. 0 2Q 6400l 12000 ona

Wo 65 131 263 526 1052 2105 4210 0420 16040 wpc

55 110 220 141 B82 1765 3531 7060 14130 wpoWL

5 10 20 40 00 160 32n 641 1280 wpe
Wb

43 r. 0 7 - 351-P 70 1 14 66 M00u S60, wfpc

WL 13 36 T3 147 2 fy4 nalU 1100 2360 4710 wim

W6 I a3 6 13J 26 5 3 w0 21:3 427 wilc

0 16 33 66 133 266 532 1070 2130 wlowo

\L 7 14 27 55 110 221 442 005 1770 wpo

06 1.2 3 5 i0 20 40 00 160 wpo

Wo i.Order of Outer taao wavinoss

Wi -Order of Inner linne Weviness

Wb =Order of holler Waviness

-234-
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- - - Y "Vbi'.t11o fam,,lStxfdt bftl1~bW~!rtT
RD olling~ elementsa..-

Xn-. V1hribnoi am plituim df 'd-ouble- row- 1benrin wl-thZ

Mesha omTle betweimn t'h rove of' roll iw nop'lSMafts.

- "' *-;"S

rinp wsivvness w1herKu#M3.~1

1.00

* 0.7r\,

Phase Angle*

mauiim7 VIBRATION AI4PLITUM3~ IN DOUBLE-HOW BNhARI14Gs WITH
IDE~NTICAL WAVINESS OF T11H ROLLING PATH OF THS1 TWO ROWS# MTU
VARYING "OPFSlT ANGLS" or 0? 11 ROWS.



EtLOJU-E 7Q

VELOCITY BANDWIDTH AM-PI7ICATICN rAwGTORC FOR OUTER RING MAIMI8. J0  INNER RING NAViRESS~tjC,
AND RULR WAV INESi Ub v FOR A BEAR IW NG uTATIIIG AT 100 RPM

RADIAL VIBRATIORS-- U- w1L

EARING Bill Fk .IT CL OTJ
01~ WTI U.o UL. Ub U. Ut tub

22256 CAKO S!.18 "IOaM 130 0.00. 0.065 0.188 0.2'.0 0,288 0.615

2321.00K* 39Mq 19 282mq 130 0.0'.8 0.06'. 0.13'. 0.213 0.282 0.595

NJ256 $019 19 890Ml A* 0.070 0.091 0,211. - -

NJ2'.0 36e 19 2S6q 0p 0.0611 0.081 0.203 - -

6t0A 045 32 11.810 21.50 NOW~ 0.068 0.23'. 0.11.2 0.186 O.638

0*93a1' a& 11.1' 21,50 0.05. 0.070 0.21.2 0.1'.? 0,660

4446Y1'l 1.2170 24 11.16' 17.se ('.055 0.063 0.198 0.183 0,4.3

WAVINSU3S T61UUR SP9101 200 I4PN from Iweft AND GuTM Athol

740 AM V eu. NOLLCAI

114111 119APINCI1 ARE. MOO NOW BEAR INGh ANjO THI MOLIFIGAf IOC RAMPOS nIVENk Yfif1!HrM kAlE WAih 0N
EQUAL LOAD toHAftINs DEYWCE4 THE TILO ItCHI ON Ofd A ICAD% WITH4 STAGU911IC IOLLCA OR A 7,10.11194t CAQC,

-236-
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AL63L023

ENMLU4LRE CC

TitbULAT I041 OF NJAURAL FREQUENJCIES LiF THE BEMli 11R' LUThI1 RING FOR L~ikG' ROLLE I~k

BE~r t~'IlhDIAL V I.-ZT ICNJ

SF3 SF Sz £v F4- SF5 SFG E P7 &F
~6~EiCL2190 2780 3060 2410 ~0 " C )159 1 75(

4320 '.PFFI CAL 2840 2 640 4080 4?~ 7 5680,r 7680 9 6 U 1 : 15600 1210

%J'% 5 0IitOouCAL, 2F90 3300 3 690 It 250 5Z 4, ? c r. 87 c I ior, 17Qb i.11-

h J 240 GL 0-l-iII(:AL '3540 4500 5050 5300 7 400 5 122 ' 15J C ii-

9EWflWJ5;I"-C T~pu.-m 5930 7530 8120 6710 9h 0 1 C90u I ? I~ C i d33 5 U D

THE NATURAL FAE UENCY OF l7t RA~O 4t. V lg:A C014z In' I ht. Ilr 5*iNc!

THE NATURAL RE QU ENO I ES OF THE LOWr ST E I C iT )""OIC c I F rE &t 16'~ T I~

THE NATURAL FPEQtUENCY Or AXIAL VMR.ATION- :M THW PI~fOCty L"ooE

=THE NATURAL FREQUENCY.., -ME I"ArtiAL V;QRRA7IzNS OF A SYETEM CONSISTINQ UJF 1
SEARING MOUNTED IN ITS rIOUGII'G ON THE V1E;z!TICrJ "ESTIF,.
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ii' .-- 0~-~-~.-.--.Io-UOaa ---- , ~ J~

00

00
5b ib_ 4o- Gd- OO A D- 640
100 20 40 07ps 100 320 40 180
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EICLOIJRE 87

WkV INE5 OF 232OCK SiHERICAL ROLLLN BEARING CUMPONENTS

(23 40a-A, 23240-B, AND 23240-C BEARINGS)

FREQUENCY BANDS (WPC.

BEARINGS 3- 6- 12- 24- 48- 15- 30. 60. 120. ?%a- 480- 960- 1920-
COMPONENTS 6 12 2% '.8 96 30 60 120 240 '.80 960 1920 3840

WAVINESS VELOITY (HIOROIINOIE@/SEO.) AT 200 RPM ROTATIONAL SPEED

INNER RACE

23240-A 1050 1740 2050 6350 5300 3750 9000 $?50 14000 20000 ?0000 '9500 -

2324 -0 '00 240 l10 Inr1n 475 450 1000 550 725 2000 3950 82r0 12000

23240-C 250 200 830 970 1:J "2n 979 525 1150 1800 3050 5700 1000

IER RAcE

?3240.A 775 1230 1!0 4500 1850 2000 4750 2700 18500 17500 19000 60500

23240-B 550 ',50 675 1750 i3V0 1025 1500 900 750 4850 16000 10000 70000

23240-C 650 425 675 1400 825 750 1250 825 1250 2300 4050 14.500 5250

4- 8- 16- 32. (4.
8 16 32 64 128

WAVINESS VILOCITY 0IIOCROINOHEI/IEO.) AT 74.0 RPtI ROTATIONAL SPEO

ROLLER$ (AVERAGE Of 302

23240oA 2700 2950 5100 8200 16200

23240-8 950 1170 1690 2300 31ou

23240-C 326 304 445 732 1510

-244-
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1. . V1bratiod'HatVp Cudloulated from- Waorinass .eusure-

_.-xperimonta ' Vibration IRatio In "

0.9 Direction perpendicular to load
_Experimental Virstion Ilatio in

Directilon of iqmad . ..- . . .

0.7Q

01600

0.60

M' 0.4a

0.30

0.10.

SO D 0400 00 00:pe 0o102040 10: cps

Z4C L OM D ~ HEU1ISTICAL AND EXP HIAZS4AL R ~I ATIOS

ATO0 AND 800 HPA.
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Ii-Vibrat ion Ratio CaluLtLL--mgavi-s e~ttL_
-- ..- Jp~wmeats I Vibration Ruatf6 OA-1 a~rctn-nnfdC1m i1ca

~E.xperimental V lbrat ionRf i'1-i46 tlO1-fOd

0.90 -

0.80-

0.70-

*~0.60,-

ad

0
.- 0.50

0.20

0.10-

50 1600200 40610 0 cps 20-406 0 06 &Ot0 400 cps

Ii.UBLMUK 2 THE THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL ( V./ VA
RATIOS FOR THlE NJ240 CYLINDRIAL ROLLER BEARINGS
IN SEVERAL OCTAVE BANDS AT 300 AND 800 RPM
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ENCLOS RE 26

SQUARED AMPLIFICATION FACTORS WHICH SHOW THE RELATIVE INFLUENCE

OF OUTER RING, INNER RING AND ROLLER WAVINESS ON THE

VIBRATION LEVEL OF TIlE ROLLER BEARINGS TESTED WHEN ROTATING AT 300 RPM

Frequency Bands (cps)

S0- 100- 200- 400- 800-
Bearing 100 200 400 800 1600

23240-A Spherical
7 0.20 0.02 0.03 0.29 0.10
41 0.24 0.66 0.24 0.28 0.23

f . 15 6 0 3 2 0 . 7 3 0 . ,1 3 0 . h !

N.240-A Cylindrical

Z. .4 0.04 0.09 0.10 0.21 0.29

V. 0.02 o.09 0.25 0.35 0.20

0.94 0.03 0.67 0,44 0.51

96900/96140-A Taper,,d

zo 0.02 0.07 0.02 0.02 0.13
L 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.10 0.17

0.97 0.91 0.94 0.88 0.70

'I

.253.
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2 3.0-
U

Vibration Level of
Iss 3-24--A Bearing in the

25-50 cps Band

" 2.0-

i

as

c 6 160 1 o 2t6o 290 3be 3 5t

RMS Displacement Amplitude of 2 wpo Inner Ring Waviness

*I I

6 2000 200 6060 0o'oo 1o6oo 12600 14ooo

RMS Velocity Amplitude of 2 wpo Inner Ring Waviness
At a Test Speed of 200 RPM

L FLEXURAL VIBRATION INDUCED BY INNER RING 2 WPC
IN A 23240 SPHERICAL ROLLER BEARING ROTATING
AT 800 RPM
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Benr'ing invineas Test
"ar 6ni1ndlo :3peec]

Uuter 200 !Il1

- 3';.(o

0

0

V.

v Masured Vibiration
0 rLval of the 23?Lj.O-A

/ 00 cps Bvrnd in

10.D

R14", Wviness Velneitv Ciirinohns/seennti)

'-NCr,O"r7PE qq Eri~d flodv Vlbrnht~nna in the IL00-AnP ona 'nd

Cor. a 3PILO Snhericnl Roller Re~rinfg rotatlm7
a~t 800 nRPM,



!- I A L 6 3 L O 2 3 •

S.Ta eredl 96900/96140-A

Cy indrica NJ240-A

- Sp erical 23240-A

15

tJ

10

U

a

4,

N 
I

C I

5 1 2 4 
"--3DI

5 102 00 40d O Y60o T3IO640 -b 12boo

Frequency iends (Ops)

ENCLOSURElOg OCTAVE BAND SPECTRA OF STANDARD QUALITY ROLLER
BEARINGS (300 RPA).
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Taperod 96900/96140-B

Cylindrical NJ240-B

Spherical 23240-C -

4O.

S 30-

20

U

'2.

U

110
1 i6io

" 4dO a 0 100 64 o 12000
Frequency Rends (cps)

EN4CLOSURE 1.1 OCTAVE BAND SPECTRA OF IMPROVED ROLLER BEARINGS
(300 RPM).
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EINCLOSURE 102

TTI!IMOIMLMTAL AND EXPM~IMENTAL VIBE 'TUN RATIOS BLF-1Tt',N CYLINDRlICAL AND

SPHERICAL ROLLR3M ft'thRINGS AND BI'C1WiEN TA1.RED AND SPH(ERICAL IiOLLM BE'IRINCS

OF DIWIERENT QUALITY LEVELS

Fregiiency Bhands (cps)
Vi50-~n ni 100- Pno 00- 80O0Ro-

Vi~ninRto 100 PM0 !I,00 AM1600

( \ T1. 1 50~ P.RLf 1.A. 1.z;2

Vs-#) Ex ('. 3.12 1).30 8.20 40

* R-tio Th.36 0.1Lrl .2 0.1O .0

Tli 2.A 4. ., 1.fPo 1.1i2 1.38
SVs.')~~1 ~ 3.6.3

fit -*b 1.114 0.75 0.,1.1 0.1P 0.08

Th- P.1P 1.60 P -34 Jij 2.78
\.Vs-C LA 1.00 1.51 1.63 2.2-5 2.23

vr ) Th 5.86 6.08 7.72 9.68 7.70

EA. r. 1.203 P225 4.05 13.00 10.)1,

Rnlt0-"- 5.68 2.70 1.82 0.76 0.74j

f~lFSV'MSIPT-"" A ?"t-T-M7 Tn r1EAPTTG.9 n1~ 1'ATA D PE0 W(71~! r'AT,TTY,

T" ~ n AtynP " Pf TO T'-PTflflT-n Tw? TW: S

Th Theoretical Subscript c = cylindrical

Ex =Experimental t = taperied

-259-
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1.5c
7=0.4

0.6

1.00 T 1.0

Mil

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

ENCLQSURE 102 EFFECT OF NUMBER OF ROLLING BODIES ON
THlE VIBRMON LEVEL OF FLEXURAL VIBRATIONS
DUE TO WAVINESS.
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0.9-

0.0 ________

0.:

0.2

0.

ENCLOSURE 104 VIBRATION LEVEL OF A BEARING AS A FUNCTION
OF THE NUMBER OF ROLLING BODIES.
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1 .00

15 1/2"
0.50

Race Conformity 5.8

0 0.5 10 15 -2L

AMPLIFICATION 
FACTOR FOR FLEXURAL VIORATIONS

INUUCED BV INNER RING WAVINESS# SAFNTOOF BALL DIAMETERA 
FNTO
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- Amplification factor for bearing with
51.8% confority and 1/2" balls.

1.2-

1.0

0.9- 0, =0.6

0. I1'-"=04

0.2

0.7

Ti 0.6-

0.4-

0.37

0.2

0.1

, I I , I .. I I I ~
F 03 5i 5253 54 55 5k 59 60

Contormity

EMCLOSUALQJ EFFECT OF CONFORMITY ON FLEXURAL VIBRATIONS
INDUCED BY LOW ORDER INNER RING WAVINESS
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0.5

0.4 (vf

40.2-

0.21 kv

ECL0SURE 110 SQUARED VIBRATION LEVEL RATIOS IN THlE LOWI
(30-300 CPS) BAND AS A FUNCTION OF
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Limit at 4.04

2.0

1.51

1.0

l.O.

0.L

___UAR___DVIBRATION LEVEL RATSD IN TiHe MEDIUM
ST0-8
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ENLOSUhE la.L SQUARED VIBRATION LEVEL RATIOS IN THE~ LOW
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ENCGLOSURE 113. SQUARED VIBRATION LEVEL RATIOS IN THlE LOW
(50-300 CPS) BAND AS A FUNCTION OF FOR
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